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PREFACE

TO

THE F'IRST EDITION.

IT has been frequently objected to me

taphysical speculations, that they sub

serve no useful purpose; and it must be

allowed, that there are many inquiries in

this department of intellectual exertion,

which lead, iIi appearance, and even in

reality, to no practical result. This is

however a defect inherent in every pur

suit, and ~an be brought as no specific

objection against the philosophy of mind.

How many substances are analyzed by
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the chemist, which can never be ren

dered useful; how m~py plants are mi

nutely described by the naturalist, which

might have remained in obscurity with

out the least possible detriment to the

world; and how many events are nar

rated by the historian, from which no

beneficial inference can be drawn! It

seems to be a necessary condition of

human science, that we should learn

many useless things, in order to become

acquainted with those which are of

. service; and as it is impossible, antece-.

dently to experience, to know the value

~ ~ our acquisitions, the only way in

which mankind can ·secure all the ad-.

vantages of kifowledge is to prosecute

their inquiries in every possible direction.

There can be no greater impediment to
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the progress of science than a perpetual

-and anxious reference at every step to

palpable utility.. Assured that the gene

ral result will be beneficial, it is not wise

to be too solicitous ~s to the immediate

value of every individual effort. Besides,
•

- there is a certain completeness to be at-

tained in every science, for which we are

oblig~d to acquire many particulars not

otherwise of any worth. Nor is it to be

forgotten, 'that trivial and apparently

useless acquisitions are often the neces

sary preparatives to important disco- •

verles. The labou~s of the antiquary,

the verbal critic, the collator of mould~

ing manuscripts, the describer of mi

croscopic objects (labo~ which may·

appear to many out of all proportion to

the value of tlw result), may be pre-
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( . paring the way for the achievements of

~#" some spl~did ge~s, who may combine
f// their minute details into a magnificent

system, or evolve from a multitude of

particulars, collected with painful toil,- - - -
some general principle destined to illu-- ..-.. - ---
minate the career of future ages. To

no ~ne perhaps are the l~urs of· his

predecessors, even when they are appa

rently trifling or unsuccessful, of more

service than to the metaphysician; and

he who is well acquainted with the sci

ence can scarcely fail 'to perceive, that

many of its inquiries are gradually con

verging to important results. Unallied

as they may appear to present utility,

it is not hazarding much to assert, .that

the world must hereafter be indebted to

them for the extirpation of many mis-
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chievous errors, and the correction of

a great part of .tbOs~ loose.and illogical

opinions by which society is.·now per.

vaded.

The principal Essays .in tOO following

work are attempts to throw the light of

metaphysiCal invastigation,.on subjects

intimately connected 'with ,the affiLirs ;,tnd

the happiness of mankind. '. ·Tho. imOo
ponance of -the· topics; 'di~ulised in the

two Essays to which the volume owes its

title will beackI,lOwledged by all, and it

will be perceived by the attentive in..

quirer~ that the principl~.:which the au;

thor, has there' att€nDPted. I to, .establish

lead· to the most momentou. conclu.;.

sions, many ofwhiah he.h~s :coD,tent~d

himself with leaviRg: to ihesaga.<tity of

hiB· raaders:. If,any -one willi ,take' the
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trouble of rigidly pursuing the mam

principle of the first Essay to all its con

sequences, he will find them of a magni

tude and importance of which he was

originally perhaps little aware.

In venturing upon these remarks, the

author would not be conceived as making

any undue claims to'originality.. Most of

the principles, which he has advanced,

have been repeatedly asserted, and have

had an influence on· mankind of which

they themselves were probably uncon

scious. It often happens, that an im

portant principle is vaguely apprehended,

and incidentally expressed, long before

it is reduced to a definite form, or fixed

by regular proof: but while it floats in

this state on the surface of men's un.:.

derstandings it is· only of casual and

~..
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limited utility; it is sometimes forgot

ten and sometimes abandoned, seldom

pursued to its consequences, and fre-.

quently denied in its modifications. It

is only after it has been clearly esta

blished by an indisputable process of

reasoning, explored in its bearings,

and exhibited in all its force, that it

becomes of uniform and essential ser

vice; it is only then that it can be de

cisively appealed to both in controversy

and in practice, and that it exerts the

whole extent of its influence on pri

vate manners and public institutions.

Febl'UlU'Y, 1821.



P RE~ FA C E

TO

THE SECOND EDITION.

ANEW Edition of the following work

being called for, the author has only to

state, for the satisfaction of his readers,

that the text of the present impression

differs from that of the last in nothing

but a few verbal alterations. The ad

ditions, which he has deemed it expe

dient to make, he has thrown into the

form of an appendix of Notes and Illus

trations, in which he has attempted to

extend, support, and elucidate some of

the doctrines contained in the Essays.

April, 1826.
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ESSAY I.

ox

THE FORMATION OF OPINIONS.

SECTION I.

ON THE TERMS BELIEF, ASSENT, AND

OPINION.

EVERY proposition presented to the mind,
the terms of which are understood, necessarily
occasions either belief, doubt, or disbelief.
These are states or affections of the mind on
which definition can throw no light, but which
no one can be at a loss to understand; re
sembling, in this respect, all the other simple
operations and emotions of which we are con
scious. Although we cannot define or illus-

B 2



4 ON THE TERMS BELIEF,

trate them, we may, nevertheless, enl:uge or
limit the application of the terms by which

they are distinguished.

By some writers the term belief has been
restricte<l to the state of the unders~ding

in relation to propositions of a probable na
ture. Locke, for instance, makes a distinction
between the perception of truth in propo
sitions which are certain, and the entertain

ment, as he expresses it, given by the mind
to those which are only probable; styling the

former knowledge, the latter belief, assent, or
opinion·. This distinction, however, is not

sanctioned by the practice of the generality of

metaphysicians, who constantly employ the

* .. i>robability is likeness to be true, the very notation

of the word signifying such a proposition, for which there

be arguments or proofs, to make it pass or be received

for true. The entertainment the mind gives this sort of

proposition8 ill called belief, ass9nt, or opinion, which is

the admitting or receiving any proposition for true, upon

arguments, or proofs, that are found to persuade us to re

ceive it as true, without certain knowledge that it is so."

EIIayon the Underltandirtg, book iv, chapt.er l5.
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term belief in reference to facts and propo
sitions of all kinds. They speak of the belief,
not only of our own identity, of the existence
of an external world, and of th'e being of a
God, but of the axioms and theorems of geo
metry. Nor does there appear to be any
ground for the distinction when we appeal to
our own consciousness. The nature of the
affection is the same, whatever be the nature
of the subject which has occasioned it. It is
a state, indeed, which admits of various modi
fications; or, in other words, the belief of some
things may be more firm and lively than of
others. This strength and liveliness, however,
do not at all depend on the logical nature of
the propositions entertained. We believe as
firmly, that there was a sanguinary contest
between the English and French on the field .
of Waterloo, as that thtr three angles of a tri
angle are equal to two right angles, although
the one would be ranked by logicians amongst
probable, and the other amongst certain pro

positions.
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There are two other tenns sometimes em
ployed as synonymous with belief, viz. assent
and opinion, but all the three have their re
spective shades of meaning. Assent appears
to denote the state of the understanding in
relation only to propositions; while belief has
a more comprehemive acceptation, expressing
the state of the mind in relation to any fact
or circums~nce, although that fact or circum
stance may never have occurred to it in the
form of a proposition, or, what is the same
thing, may never have been reduced by it into
wordR. Every body believes in his own iden
tity, and in the existence of an external world,
although comparatively few have thought of
these truths in express terms. It would, there
fore, be more proper to speak of a man's be
lief in his identity than of his assent to his
identity; of his belief in the existence of mat
ter than of his assent to it; but we might with
perfect propriety speak of his assent to the
proposition that matter exists.

The term opinion is used by I.ocke, in some
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passages of his Essay, as synonymous with
belief and assent, but there is a wide difference
in its general acceptation. It is seldom~ if
ever, used in reference to subjects which are
certain or demonstrable. We talk of a per
son's opinions in religion or politics, but not
in algebra or geometry, and so far the last
named philosopher and common usage are in
accordance; but he appears to hav~ sometimes
forgotten that the term, in its ordinary sense,
denotes not the state of the mind, but the sub
ject of belief. the thing or the proposition be

lieved. Thus we say to receive, to hold, and
to renounce an opinion.

The distinctions here pointed out are not,
however, very closely observed. On the con
trary. it is surprising that words of so much
importance should be employed with RO little
precision. Belief is often indiscriminately used
to express a state or affection of the under
standing, a proposition believed, a doctrine,
and a collection of doctrines. In the follow
ing pages it will simply denote -the state or
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affection of the mind, while the term opinion
will be employed (in. reference to propositions
of a probable nature) to designate that which
is believed.

It may be remarked, that whatever we be
lieve may be thrown into.the form of a propo
sition; and when we say of such a proposition
that we believe it, it is equivalent to saying
that it appears to us to be true. The expres
sions are exactly synonymous, or convertible;
for it would be a manifest contradiction to as
sert that we believed a proposition whic~ did
Dot appear true to us, or that a propositioll ap
peared true which we did not believe.
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SECTION II.

ON THE INDEPENDENCE OF BELIEF ON

THE WILL.

IT has been frequently asserted, and still more
frequently assumed, that belief is, in many cases,
a voluntary act of the mind. In what cases,
however, it is dependant on the will, few writers
have ventured to state in direct terms; nor do I
know that the subject has ever been examined
with that closeness of attention which its im
portance deserves. If it were a point of mere
speculative curiosity, it would scarcely be
worth while to' rescue it from the vagueness
in which it has hitherto remained; but the.
fact is, that many of the actions, as well as
many of the moral judgments of mankind,

proceed on an assumption of the voluntary
nature of belief, and it therefore becomes of
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practical moment to ascertain how far that
assumption- is founded in truth. Of the just
ness of thi~ remark we shall have occasion in

the sequel to adduce ample proof.
It may be observed, in the first place, that

there are a great number of factS and propo
sitions, in regard to our belief of which it is
universally allowed that the will can have no

power, and motives no efficacy. A mathe
matical axiom, for instance, cannot be doubted

by any man who comprehends the terms in
which it is expressed, however ardent may be

his desire to disbelieve it. Threats and tor
ments would be in vain employed to compel a

geometrician to dissent from a proposition in

Euclid. He might be compelled to asselt the
falsity of the proposition, but all the powers
in the universe could not make him believe

what he thus asserted. In the same way, no

hopes nor fears, no. menaces nor allurements,
could at all affect a man's belief in a matter of
fact which happened under his own observa

tion. The remark is also true of innumerable

•
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facts which we have received on the testimony
of others. That there have been such men as

Cresar and Cicero, Pope and Newton, and
that there are at present such cities as Paris
and Vienna, it is impossible to disbelieve by

any effort of the will.
In those cases, therefore, where the evi

dence is of such a nature as to produce uni
versal assent, it is acknowledged by all that
the will can have no power over our convic
tions. If it exercises any control at all, we
must look for it in those subjects which admit

of diversity of opinion. But the belief, doubt,

or disbelief which a man entertains of any
proposition, which others regard with different
sentiments, may be the same in strength and
every other respect as the belief, doubt, or dis
belief which he entertains of a proposition in

regard to which there is entire unanimity; and
if in the latter case his opinion is involuntary,
there can be no reason to suppose it otherwise
in the former. The mere circumstance of

others taking a different view of the subject
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(of which he may be altogether unaware) can:
have no tendency to render his belief more

liable to be affected by motives, or, in other
words, to bring it under the control of the

will.
It will, perhaps, be generally granted, that

decided belief, or decided disbelief, when once
engendered in the mind, cannot be affected by
volition. This influence is usually placed in
the middle region of suspense and doubt, and

it is supposed, that when the understanding is'

in a state of fluctuation between two opinions,

it is in the power of the will to determine the
decision. The state of doubt, 'however, will

be found to be no more subject to the will
than any other state of the intellect. All the

various degrees of belief and disbelief, from
the fullest conviction to doubt, and from doubt

to absolute incredulity, correspond to the de
gree of evidence, or to the nature of the con

siderations present to the mind. To be in
doubt is to want that degree or kind of evi
dence which produces belief; and while the
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evidence remains the same, without addition
()r diminution, the mind must continue in
doubt·. The understanding, it is clear, can
not believe a proposition on precisely the
same evidence as that on which it previously
doubted it, and yet to ascribe to mere volition
a change from doubt to conviction is assert
ing that this may take place; it is affinning
that a man, without the slightest reason, may,
if he please, believe to-day what he doubted
yesterday.

* Bellef appears to be the firmest when there are no

hostile or contrary considerations for the. mind to rest

upon. In proportion to the number and importllnce of

contrary cOlisiderations belief is i~paired, and if they are

increased to a certain extent, it fades into doubt. The

latter is often a state of oscillation, in which the mind

passes from one clan of arguments to another, the pre

domhl&nt alfection of the moment according with tbe &1"

guments on which the contemplation happens to be fixed.

The mind may also be said to be in doubt when it itl ac

quainted with neither side of " question, and has therefore

no grounds for a determinate opinion. The one may be

called active or positive, the other passive or negative

doubt.
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It may be alleged, perhaps, that it is not

necessary to suppose the understanding to be

lieve a proposition on the same evidence as

that on which it previously doubted it, since the
will may have the power of changing the cha
racter of the evidence. This implies that it
may be capable either of raising additional
ideas in the mind, or of detaching some of the

ideas already there from the rest with which
they are associated, and dismissing them from

view. But it is acknowledged by our best

metaphysical writers"", that by mere volition
.we cannot call up any idea, nor, therefore, any

number of ideas forming an argument; such

an operation necesarily implying the actual

presenc~ of the ideas before the will is ex
erted: it is also impossible for us to choose

what ideas shall be introduced into the mind

by any topic on which we bestow our atten
tion; and it is manifest, that when ideas have

been once joined together, we cannot prevent

* See Lord Kames's Elements of Criticism, and Dugald

Stewart's Philosophy of the Human Mind.
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them from suggesting each other according to
the regular laws of association. In the ex
amination of any subject, therefore, certain
ideas will arise in our minds independently of
the will, and, as long as we fix our attention on
that subjeCt, we cannot avoid the consequent
suggestions, nor single out any part and forget
the rest. We may, it is true, by the help of
external means, or even by an internal effort,
dismiss a subject entirely from our thoughts ;
we may get rid of it by turning our attention
to something else; but while we continue to

reflect upon it, we cannot prevent it from
suggesting those ideas, which, from the habits,
cparacter, and constitution of our minds, it is
calculated to excite.

We come then to the conclusion, that since
the same considerations present t~ the mind
must invariably produce the same belief, doubt,
or disbelief, and since volition can neither in
troduce any additional considerations, nor dis
miss what are already present, the will can
have" no influence On belief; or, in other
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words, belief, doubt, and disbelief, are 10

voluntary states of the intellect.
But the proQf of the involuntary nature of

belief depends not on the justness of any
metaphysical argument. Every one may bring
the question to the test of experiment; he may
appeal to his own consciousness, and try whe
ther, in any conceivable case, he can at plea
sure change his opinion" and he will soon be
come sensible of the inefficacy of the attempt·.
Take any controverted fact in' history; let a
man make himself perfectly acquainted with
the statements and authorities on both sides,
and, at the end of his investigation, he will
either believe, doubt, or disbelieve the fact in
question. Now apply any possible motive to

his mind. Blame him, praise him, intimidate
him by threats, or allure him by promises, and
after all your efforts, how far will you have
succeeded in changing the state of his intellect
.in relation to the fact? How far will you

.. See Note A.
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have altered the connection which he discerns
between certain premises and certain conclu·

sions? To affect his belief you must affect the
subject of it by producing new arguments or
considerations. The understanding being pas

sive as to the impressions made upon it, if you
wish to change those impressions you must
change the cause which produces them. You

can alter perceptions only by altering the thing
perceived. Every man's consciousness will
tell him, that the will can no more modify the

effect of an argument on the understanding,
than it can change the taste of sugar to the
palate, or the fragrance of a rose to the smell;
and that nothing can weaken its force, as ap

prehendetl by the intellect, but another argu

ment opposed to it.

c



SECTION III.

ON THE OPINIONS OF LOCKE AND SOl\'[E

OTHER WRITERS ON THIS SUBJECT.

THE viewwbich we have just taken, of the in
volontary nature of' belief, coincides with that
which Locke has presented to us in the fol
lowing passage, as well as in"other parts of
his' Essay.·

"As knowledge," says he, "is no more ar
bitrary than· perception; so I think assent is
no more in our power than knowledge. When
the agreement of any two ideas appears to our
minds, whether immediately or by the assist
ance of reason, I can no more refuse to per
ceive, no more avoid knowing it, than I can
avoid seeing those objects which I turn my
eyes to, and look on in daylight: and what
upon full examination I find the most pro-
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bable, I cannot deny my assent to: But

though we cannot hinder our knowledge,
where the agreement is once perceived, nor

our assent, where the probability manifestly
appears upon due consideryt,tion, of all the

measures of it; yet we can hinder both know
ledge and assent, by stopping our inquiry, and
not employing our faculties in the search of
any truth·."

It is not to be concealed, however, that this
powerful reasoner frequently makes 'USe of l~

guage implying belief to be an affair of the
will, although there is only one case wh~h he

specifically points out as an exception to the
general remark in the preceding extract. ,~' .

" I think," 'says he," we may conclude~ that
in propositions, where though 'the prooftJ; in
view are of most moment', yet there are' suf

ncient grounds to suspect that there is· 'eithm
fallacy in words, or certain proofs as consi

derable to be produced on the contratyl;ide;

* Euay on the Underltall4ing, bOQk iv:,cJ1apter20.

c 2
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there assent, suspense, or dissent, are often
voluntary actions·."

Here he has evidently mistaken the effect of
an argument on the understanding for an act
of the will. To have "sufficient grounds to
suspect either fallacy in words, or certain
proofs as considerable to be produced on the
contrary side," is to be already in doubt, or
in the state called suspense; and consequently
our suspense cannot be occasioned by subse
quent volition, much less can it be converted
by the will into assent or dissent.

Locke has in fa,ct asserted, first, that the
mind may be in doubt from a consideration
presented to the understanding, and then, that
in consequence of this doubt it may voluntarily
suspend its opinion; or, in other words, volun
tarily doubt what it before doubted involun

tarily.
The case adduced is analogous to that of a

surveyor, who in taking the dimensions of a

* Essay on th~ Understanding, book iv, chapter 20.
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piece of timber should be led to suspect the
correctness of the instrument which he em
ployed. The 'suspicion would be manifestly
involuntary, and could be removed only by a
proof of its being unfounded. That in the in
stance alleged by Locke, or in any instance,
assent, suspense, and dissent are" voluntary ac
tions, is moreover inconsistent with his former
admission, that assent must follow or be de
termined by the greater manifest probability.
For, if a greater apparent probability unavoid~

ably produces assent, a smaller apparent pro
bability opposed to it must produce dissent·;
and two equal probabilities poised against
each other (which is the only remaining case
that can possibly'occur) must either produce
uncertainty, or one of them must produce the
same effect as a gr.eater probability, and the
other "the same effect as a smaller probability.
Thus two opposite and unequal effects would
be made to result from two equal causes.
And if to believe a proposition is the same
thing as for that proposition to appear to the
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mind more probable than its opposite, then to
say, that a man may believe if he choose one
of'two eq\lally probable propositions, and dis
believe the other, is to say, that by au act of
the will two propositions may appear equally
and ,unequally probable at the same time.
- In the writings of another' celebrated philo
sopher, Dr. Reid, we find .the doctrine, that
belief is independent of the will, stated with
out ooy such exception as .that which has been
the, snbjectof the preceding animadversions.

" It is not in our power," says this acute
writer,. "to judge as we will.. The judgment
is car.ried along necessarily by the evidence,
real or seeming, which appears to us at the
time. " ,But in propositions that are submitted
to our judgment there is this great difference;
some are .ofsuch a nature 'that a man of ripe
understanding 'may apprehetld them distinctly,
and perfectly understand their meaning with
out finding himself under any necessity of be

lieving them to be true or false, probable or

improbable. The judgment remains in sus-
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pense, until it is inclined on one side or ano
ther by reasons or arguments"."

That Dr. Reid did not ascribe, this. suspense
of the judgment10 any exertion of the will is
sufficiently evident from the manner in which
he expresses hinuJelf. It is scarcely necessary
to adduce the following passage by way of
corroboration, but it is too explicit and too
much in point not to be presented to the
reader;

" Every degree of evidence, perceived by
the mind,. produces a proportioned degree of
assent or' belief. The judgment may be in

~ect suspense between two contradictory
opinions, when there is DO evidence for either,
or equal evidence for both. The least .pre
ponderancy on one side inclines the judgment
in proportion. Belief is mixed with doubt,
.more or less, until we come to the highest de-
gr~e of evidence, when all doubt vanishes, and

* Essays on the Intellectual Powers, page 555, 4to.

edition.
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the belief is firm and immoveable. This de
gree of evidence, the highest the human facul
ties can attain, we call certainty·."

Lord Bacon, in several parts of his writings,

appears to have entertained similar views on
this subject, although, as he never made it a
matter of separate consideration, and only in
cidentally mentions it, his language cannot be
expected to be uniformly consistent. In one
remarkable passage he directly asserts the in
dependence of belief on the will, and distinctly
points out the only way in which it can be
controlled.

"The commandment of knowledge," says
he, "is yet higher than the commandment
over the will; for it is a commandment over
the reason, belief, and understanding of man,
which is the highest part of the mind, and
giveth law to the will itself: for there is no

. power on earth, which setteth up a throne, or

* Essap! on thl' Intelleotual Powers, page 691, 400.
edition.

I
I

.- ,
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chair of state, in the spirits and souls. of men,
and in their cogitations, imaginations, opi
mons, and beliefs, but knowledge and leam..... "1D5 •

• Of the Proficieuce and Advancement of Learning,
book i.



· SECTION IV.

ON THE CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH HAVE LED

MEN TO ItEGARD BELIEF AS VOLUNTARY.

IT is natural to inquire, why the affection or
sta~e of mind, which we term belief, s~ould be
considered as depending on the will any more
than other affections or states of mind; why
the discernment of truth and error should be
considered as voluntary, and the discernment
of other qualities as involuntary. We cannot
alter at pleasure the appearances of objects;
nor the sentiments which they occasion. If
we open our eyes we must see things as they
are, and receive the impressions which they
are fitted to produce. Fields will appear
barren or fertile, hills low or lofty, rivers wide
or narrow, men and women handsome or ugly,
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pleasant or disagreeable. If .we take up a
book its language will appear to us refined or
vulgar, its fi~reB apt or inappropriate, its
images beautiful or inelegant, its matter well
or ill arranged, its narrative pathetic, or lively,
or uninteresting; and we think. not of ascribing
these impressions to the will; why then, when
we go a step farther, and find its arguments
convincing, or doubtful, or inconclusive, should
that be considered as a voluntary act 1

The ~oIiimon error, of re~ding belief as
dependant on volition~ may perhaps be matnly
ascribed to the intimate connection subsisting
between belief and the expression or declara-

.-, tion of it, the latter of which is at all times an
" act of the will. So close is this connection,

and so frequently do they coincide, that the
. same language is often applicable to both. It
is not, therefore, surprising, that they have
been confounded together, and even received
one common appellation, for the term assent is
used to express the intimation of our concur
rence with an opinion as well as the concur-
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rence itself, our ostensible as well as our real
belief. By this intimate connection and fre
quent coincidence, men have been inadver
tently led to attribute the properties belonging
to an external sign to the state or affection of
the mind, and have drawn their inferences as if
the two things were exactly identical. As we
can refuse to express our agreement with a
proposition, so, it has been assumed, we can
refuse to believe it; and as motives have power
to induce a man to declare his assent, so it
has been taken for granted they have the
power of inducing him to yield his cre
dence.

Our best writers and acutest metaphysicians
speak of yielding or withholding our belief,
granting or refusing our assent, all which are
evidently phrases transferred from the external
profession to the internal act. They can be
regarded with propriety only as figurative ex
pressions; and if they are defensible on the
gr<;mnd of the necessity of explaining the phe
nomena of the mind by a reference to phy-
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sica! events, their figurative character should
never be overlooked.

It is trite to remark, that, in treating of the
mental powers, it is but too common to fou~d

conclusions on the literal interpretation of
metaphorical phrases, as if the operations of
the mind corresponded exactly with those phy
sical operations which supplied the language
used in describing them.

We cannot keep too steadily in view the
distinction here pointed out, between the state
of the understanding and the outward declara
tion, between internal and external assent.
To the neglect of it may be traced almost a.ll
the vagueness, sophistry, and inconsistency on
the subject of belief, which abound, as well in
the writings of moralists and metaphysicians,

as in the opinions, practices, and institutions
of society. We ought always to bear in mind,
that what a man affirms may be totally at va
riance with what he believes: and that whatever
power we may exert over his professions by al
lurements or intimidation, by the application
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of pleasure or of pain, his internal conviction

can pe reached by nothing but considerations

addressed to his intellect.
Another source of error on this subject has

probably been the practice of confounding the
consent of the understanding with that of the
will or thefeelingg. The term assent 'is often

applied indiscriminately to both, and doubt
less this confusion has sometimes suggested

wrong inferences. Dr. Johnson has furnished

an instance of the ease with which these two

very different things may be confounded by
their common right to the same term. He de

fIDes assent to be " the act of agreeing to any
thing," and supports his interpretation b~ the
following examples:-

" Without the_ King's tUIe7It or knowledge

You wrought to be a legate."

SSAKBSPBARB, Henry VIII•

•, All the arguments on both sides must be laid in ba

lance, and, upon the whole, the understanding determine

its allen'!'
Locu.
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In the first of these examples, the term
is evidently used, ngt to express opinion or
belief" but the consent or concurrence of the
will; in the second it implies the -consent of
the understanding. The expression, "act of
agreeing," may be employed indifferently for
either; but agreeing to a measure or a
proposal is obviously a very different thing
from agreeing with an argument or a propo
sition.

In attempting to account for the error of re
garding belief as voluntary, it is important to
remark, that it may have arisen; in some de
gree, from the circumstance of many people
having no real conception of the truth or false
hood of those 'opinions which they profess.
They adopt an opinion according to their in
terest or their passions'; or, in other words,
they undertake to assert some particular doc
trine, and l'egard as adversaries all who oppose
it. Without any reference to its import, they
look upon it as a thing to be maintained, a
post to be defended. In this sense, and with
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such people, opinions may be said to be vo- I

luntary, and being mere professions, forming .
a sort of party badge, and having no depen-
dence on the understanding, they may be as-
sumed and discarded at pleasure.

It may perhaps be asserted with truth, that
in regard to some subjects or other, all man
kind are in this predicament; and opinions
thus taken up are often maintained with more
violence than such as are founded on the most
thorough conviction. They are maintained"
not for the sake of truth, nor from the desire
natural to man of impressing upon others what
he sincerely believes, but for the support of
that interest, or the gratification of that ~
sion, on account of which they were origi
nally adopted. By thus defending .opinions of
which they have no clear conviction, people
often succeed in imposing on themselves as
well as on others. Paradoxical as it may
seem, it is nevertheless tnle, that they are not
always aware of the exact state of their own
minds; they frequently imagine themselves to
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believe more than they are actually convinced
of. On many questions they are not able to
form any definite decision, and yet, from the
necessity of professing some opin~on, or join
ing some party, and from the habit of making
assertions, and even arguing in favour of what
they are thus pledged to support, they come to

regard themselves as entertaining positive sen
timents on points about which they are really
in doubt.

To solve this app~rent paradox it is neces
sary to reflect, that as it is impossible for us to
-have all the considerations on ~hich our opi
nions are founded at once and all subjects~
sent .to the mind, our opinions are on most
occasions simply objec.ts of memory, results at
which we recollect to have arrived without at
the moment recollecting the process. In this
.way we believe propositions on the strength
of our recollection, anti perhaps the considera
tions on which. they are founded present them
,selves only on occasions when it is neces88.ry,
for our own satisfaction or for the conviction

D
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of others, to retrace or restate them. Hence
it is obviously possible for even an acute logi

cian to be mistaken as to the opinions about
which he has attained a decis ive conviction,
and 'not to 'find out his mistake till he, is re..
duced to the necessity of recollecting, or
rather repeating, the process through which

he had originally gone. When he is thus
driven back on the merits of the question,
he finds and feels himself doubtful as to

points on' which he imagined his mind to

have been previouSly satisfied. If men, who
are capable of estimating evidence, of pur;.

suing a train of argument, and of reflecting
on the operations of their own minds, are

sometimes liable to this kind of deception, we

need not wonder to find it common amongst
such as have scarcely, any definite notions, or

any power of self-introspection.
To return to the reinark -which led to this

digression, it may be observed, that the

.practice of adopting and maint8.iniItg opinions
without any actual conviction must neces-
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sarily give them the appearance of depending
on the will, and what is true of mere pro
fessions is naturally and easily transferred to
opinions which have really possession of the
understanding.

lJ 2



SECTION V.

ON THE SOURCES OF DIFFERENCES OF

OPINION.

ALTHOUGH 1::leJ.ief is an involuntary state of

the mind, yet, like many other involuntary af

fections and events, it may, in some circum

stances, be partially controlled by our volun

tary actions. Sleep is involuntary, but it may,

to a certain extent, be prevented or induced

aecording to our pleasure; and in a similal'

manner, although we have no power to believe

()l' disbelieve as we choose, yet there are cases

in which we may imperfectly modify our belief,
by subjecting .our minds to the operation of
BUch .evidence as promises to gratify our in

clination in its result. We may, at any time,

be unwr and partial in the examination of a
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question. We may tum our attention from
the arguments on one side, and direct all its
keenness to those on the other jand notwith
standing some latent suspicions of a contrary
nature, springing from the consciousness of a
want of candour, we may possibly by such
means lessen our doubts about an opinion
which we desire to think true.

Ifwe' had already a clear and full conviction
of the truth of any doctrine, perhaps no par.:..
tiality of attention in ravour of the opposite
side could effect an alteration in our opinion;
but in all cases where our views were vague,
or our minds u~rmed, an exclusive 'devo-',..
tion to one side of the evidence might have
.. material influence on our conclusions. In
such cases, a man has in some degree the
power of making his opinions follow in the
bck of his inclinations.
. Let U8 suppose the case of one, who per
ceived that it would be greatly to his intei'est
to hold a certain doctrine, on which he had
hitherto bestowed only a vague conside~tioo..

Unless he had more than common magna~
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nimity, he would naturally endeavour to free
himself from any doubts which might be float
ing in his mind. He would, therefore, make
himself acquainted with all the. arguments
which had been urged on that side of the
question to which' his inclinations were di-

.reeted, and shun all of a. contrary nature, and
by such a system of exclusion he might be
sDccessful in his object. Even in this case,
however, considerations might .present them
selves to his mind which would counteract all
his efforts, and force upon him the very convic-.
tion he was endeavouring to avoid. Though
he might' ohoose what written: or oral argu
ments should operate on his understanding,
he could,have no power over the result; he;
lVouldhave no control over the intellectual
machinery which those arguments might set in
motion in his own mind.

ThiB wilful partiality of attention or 'exami
nation is the only way in which our opinions
can be" purposely affected by our actions, or in
which we can exercise any control over the
forma.tion of our opinions; and its effects are
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obviously very circumscribed and uncertain.
By a cursory glance at those Bources of diver

sity of opinion which have no dependence on
the will, it will be seen that they are perfectly
sufficient to account. for most of the differ.ences
whiCh exist; and that an intentional partiality

in our investigations can have but a slender
influence .amidst the operation of causes so

much more powerful.
The external circumstances in which men

are placed, as they vary in the case of every
individual, must necessarily occasion different

ideas to be pre~ent;ed to each mind, different
associations to be established even amongst the
same ideas, and of course different opinioDs to

be formed. It may be truly said, indeed, t~at

in no instance have the ideas presented to

two individuals, throughout the course of their
lives, collectively agreed or corresponded pre
cisely in their order and connection. Amongst

the external circumstances here alluded to, per

haps the most striking are those which we see

operating on whole nations. ,In general, the
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casualty of being broJlght into the world III a
particular country inevitably determines the
greater part of a man's. opinions; and of the

rest, there are few w~ich do not owe· their
Qrigin to the rank and family in which he hap-

/ pens. to be born, and to the characters of the
other,human beings by whomhe is surrounded.
Even. the extraordinary views, .which open to

the man of original genius, are often the result.
of va,xious ideas suggested by his peculiar
situation, and presented to his conception jn a.
particular Qrd~r and concomitance.

A great portion of the opinions of mankind
arenotoripusly propagated by transmission

I from one generation to another, without' any
possible option on the part of those into whose
minds they are instilled. A child regards as
true whatever his teachers choose to inculcate,
and whatever he discovers to be believed by
those around him. His creed is thus insen
sibly fonned, and hewiH continue in after-life
to believe the same things, without any proof,
provided his knowledge and experience do not
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happen to impinge on their falsehood. Mere
instillation is sufficient to make him believe
any proposition, although he should be utterly
ignorant of the foundation on which it rests,
or the evidence by which it is supported.· It
may create in his mind a belief of the .most
palpable absurdities; things, as it appears to
others, not only contradicted by his reason, but
at variance with the testimony of his senses;
and in the boundless field, which the senses do __
not reach, there is nothing too preposterous to
be palmed on his credulity. The re.ligio1:lR
opinions of the majority of mankind are neces
sarily acquired in this way: from the nature
of the case they cannot be otherwise th~n de
rivative, and they are as firmly believed, with-
out the least particle of evidence, as the theo
rems of Euclid by those who understand the
demonstrations. Men do not suspect their re
ligious creed to be false, because the grounds
of its truth or its falsity lie altogether without
the pale of their knowledge and remote from
the path of their experience, l)nd because,
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when they ·have been accustomed to connect
certain ideas together in their infancy, it grows
beyond the power of their imagination to dis
join them. Nor is it merely definite opinions
which are acquired in this manner, but a thou
sand associations are established in the mind,
which influence their judgments in matters
with which they subsequently become conver
sant.

Thus the external circumstances in .which
men are placed unavoidably occasion, without
any choice on their part, the chief diversities
of opinion existing in the world. National
circumstances occasion national, and individual
circumstances individual peculiarities of think
ing. On this point, indeed, there can be no
dispute. The most strenuous advocates (if
such there are) for the power of the will over
belief. will not deny the influence of the causes
adduced: they will readily acknowledge th;at
it is impossible for all men to think alike, when
their circumstances are so essentially dissimi
lar. The principal question to consider, and
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that which bears more' peculiarly on the de
sign of the present essay, is not' why 80 many
various opinions are prevalent in the world,
but how, if belief is perfectly independent of
the will, shall we account for the fact, that the
same events or the same argUments produce
different eire cts on different minds, or, in other
words, give rise to different opinions.

This fact, which is a matter of common ob
servation, may at first sight appear to be in
consistent with the position maintained in a
former chapter, that the same considerations
present to the mind will invariably produce
the same opinion. The inconsistency, how
ever, will vanish when we reflect, that in the
one case are meant only the external or osten
sible arguments, the considerations expressed
in language and submitted to the senses; but,
in the other case, the whole combination of
ideas in view of the understanding. Were
language 80 perfect, that the same words would
convey precisely the same ideas to every indi
vidual, and could the understanding be strictly
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limited to the ideas alone conveyed by the
words employed, ,then the arguments sub

mitted to our eyes or ears, and the cODBidera

tions present to the mind, would exactly coin
cide, and there' could be no difference of opi
nion respecting any proposition whatever.

. This remark indicates the sources whence

different conclusions from the same arguments
must arise. They must originate either in

that defect of language, in consequence 9f

which the terms employed, do not convey to
every mind the same ideas, or in those cir
cumstances which occasion other ideas, be

sides those actually expressed (and different
ideas' in ·the case of different individuals), to

present themselves to the unde1'8tandilJg: to
which we, may add such circumstances as,

when the original arguments or consequent
suggestions are numerous and complicated,
have a tendency to fix the attention of differ

ent persons on different parts, and thereby o(},
casion different considerations to remain ulti.

mately in view.
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That the terms employed, in many subject9,
do not convey tJIe same ideas to every under
standing, is a defect in language, as a~ instru·
ment of communication, which haR often been
explained and lamented. Since language is
conventional, involving an arbitrary connection
between ideas and sounds, all men have to
learn as well as they can to affix the same no..
tions to the same signs. In regard to com·
plex ideas this cannot always be accomplished,
and hence a term may stand for one thing in
thf: mind of one person, and for a different
thing in the mind of another. When such
terms, therefore, are .used in any proposition, it
is not surprising that various opinions are en·
tertained of its verisimilitude. This is so ob.
vious a source of diversity of opinion, that it
requires no farther exposition. We may;
therefore, proceed to the consideration of the
other circumstances which occasion different
conclusions from the same arguments.

If we .examine the procedure of the.under·
standing, when it is considering any train of
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argument offered: to it, we shall find that al

most every idea, at least every proposition in
the train, awakens other ideas and propositions;
and the ultimate impression left on the mind is
the joint result of both. It is not only what a
book expresses but what it suggests which de
termines its effect on the· reader; and, conse

quently, whatever occasions the Bame argu..
ments to suggest different considerations ar
combinations of thought to different minds

may be ranked amongst those sources of dis
crepancies in opinion which we are inTes

tigating.
One circumstance, which must have a pow..

erful effect· in determining the, character of

these suggestions, is the natural constitution

Gf the mind. The endless. variety of original
taleut, .and degrees of iD.tellectual power, to be
found amongst men, implies as endless a va

riety in the modes in which their ideas are as·
sociated and suggested. Hence a diverSity of

judgment will inevitably ensue. Or, if we
choose to vary the phraseology, we may say,
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that the powers of conception and discrimina..

tion in different persons are unequal, and
since their intellectual vision extends not to

the same depth and distance, their views can..
not be alike. Whatever language we employ

on this subject, it is sufficiently manifest, that

the natural disparity in the understandings of ./
mankind must bea cause of diversity in the
trains of thought which any occasion may
lluggest, and must thus beget contrarieties of
judgment.

A still more powerful circumstance tending

to modify the combinations of thought, sug.

gested by any set of arguments, is the nature

of the ideas, associations, prejudices, and opi
nions, already in the mind. The train of

-ideas and considerations, which rises at the

contemplation of an object, may not" as a
whole, resemble any antecedent train, but its
~arioDs parts must evidently be comp08ed: of
ideas' preconceived and familiar. Hence the

diversities of opinion which the extemal ciri.
cumstances of mankind liave created, the pe-
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culiarities of thinking in sects,and nations, the
intellectual habits of professions, and the local
prejudices of individuals, may all become
causes of various conclusions from the same
arguments. To feel the full force of thisre
mark we have only to consider, what different
ideas would crowd upon the mind of a whig
and a tory during the perusal of the same
political essay; or how totally dissimilar
would be the train of thought, awakened by
the same theological treatise, in the under
standing of an Italian monk and an English
dissenter. Of all the circumstances, which de
termine the various judgments of mankind on
any particular subject, perhaps that which we
have just noticed is not only of the greatest force
but of the greatest importance, since it has the
principal share in moulding their opinions in
moral, theological, and political science. It is,
however, so completely obvious as to super
sede the necessity of any farther endeavour to
iUqstrate it; and we shall, therefore, proceed in
the next section to the consideration of a not
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less interesting source of diversity of judg
ment, to be found in the influence possessed
by the sensitive over the intellectual part of
our nature·.

* It may probably appear, that in this section we are

resohing all reasoning into associatioD, which has been

termed (with what justice we cann"ot stop to examine) a

mere verbal generalization. In reality, however, we are
only proceeding on the indisputable fact, that, in the ex

amination of any subject, certain ideas and propositions do

come lato the mind. 'l'bere must be some cause or causes

why every one of these presents itself: the will is' evi

dently not one of these eaUIl6S, for reasons before aasiguecl ;

and we are endeavouring to point out what they are, or at

least such of them as vary in dift'erent individuals.

E



SECTION VI.'

THE SAME SUBJECT, CONTINUED. SOURCES

OF DIFFERBNCES OF OPINION IN THE

FEELINGS AND PASSIONS OF MANKIND.

IN entering upon the subject of the present
section it may be well to repeat the remark,
that the causes of the various conclusions, '
which men draw from the same arguments,
are to be sought for in the imperfection of
language, in the circumstances which regulate
our trains of thought, and in whatever tends
to excite or fix the attention in a partial man
ner. It is in the power of producing the two
latter effects, that the peculiar influence pos
sessed by the sensitive over the intellectual
part of our nature .seems to consist. There
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is no remark more frequent, no maxim more
current in the world, than that a IQan's opi
nions are influenced by his interest and pas
sions·. This is so manifest, that we can often -/
predict, from a knowledge of his situation and
relations in society, what sentiments, on a
given subject, he will profess and maintain.
Much of the influence thus apparently exerted
by passion on the opinions of mankind, ex
tends however, in reality, only to ~ir profes
sions. Many doctrines, as w,e have already re
marked, are adopted without any real convic-

, tion: they are merely ostensible assumptions,
not indications of the actual state of the uu
derstanding; and what a man thus professes
may be expected, of course, to accord with
his interest or passions. But laying all·these
out of the question, there ia indisputably an
influence exerted by emotions and passioI18
over the understanding itself. They .haTe

* " Inlellectus humanus," says Lord Bacon, "luminis

sicci non est; sed recipit infusionem a voluntate et af.

feetibus."-Nowm Organum,·lib: i.
E 2
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sometimes the effect of making that argu~

ment appear valid to one man which is re
garded as inconclusive by another; in a word,
of begetting various opinions on the same
subject.

This effect is partly to be accounted for, as
,before stated, by their power ·of awakening
peculiar trains of ideas. The same words, or
the same objects, will rouse combinations of
thought in the mind when it is labouring
under melancholy, of a totally different cha
racter from those which they suggest during
a state of cheerfulness; and, in a similar
manner, all the various emotions and passions,
by which we are affected, occasionlilly operate
as principles of suggestion. If, therefore, the
effect of any arguments on the understanding
depends both on the arguments themselves
and the ideas and considerations which they
suggest, the variol,1s effects of the same argu
ments, on such as attend to them, may be

partly ascribed to the states of feeling in
which such persons happen to be.
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The other way in which the passions and
emotions of men influence their opinions, and
cause them to receive different impressions
from the same arguments, may deserve a
fuller elucidation. When those arguments
fonn a train or series of considerable length
and complexity, it is obviously impossible that
they should all be present to the mind toge
ther, or at the same moment. The under
standing must survey them in detail; and its .
ultimate decision will depend on those which
have chiefly excited its attention, and remain
in view at the close of the scrutiny. What
ever, therefore, occasions any of the argu
ments to come before the mind more fre
quently, and remain in view more perma
nently, than the rest; or, in other words,
whatever fixes the attention on some more
than others, will naturally affect its decision.
The remark applies not omy to the arguments
actually submitted to us, but also to all the
ideas and considerations which they suggest.

This attribute, of drawing and fixing the at,;.
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tention, belongs in a remarkable degree to all

strong emotions. Every one must have felt,
while he has been affected by any particular
passion, that he could· scarcely attend to any

thing but what had some connection with it; .

he must have experienced. its power of present
ing exclusive a~d strong views, its despotism
in banishing all but its own ideas. Fear, for
example, may so concentrate our thoughts on

. some particular features of our situation, may

so absorb oUr attention, that we may overlook
all other circumstances, and be led to conclu
sions which would be instantly rejected by a

dispassionate understanding.
While the mind is in this state of excite

ment, it has a sort of elective attraction (if we

may borrow an illustration from chemical
science) for some ideas to the neglect of aU
others. It singles out from the number pre
sented to it those _hich are connected with

the prevailing emotion, while the rest are
overlooked and forgotten. .In examining .any

question, it may really comprehend aU the
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arguments submitted to it; but, at the conclu
sion of the review, those only are retained

which have been illuminated by the predomi

nant passion; and since opinions, as we have
. seen, are the result of the considerations which

have been attended to and are in sight, not of
such as have been overlooked and have va
nished, it is those by which the judgment will
be determined.

In this way self-interest, hope, fear, love,
hatred, and the other passions, may any of
them draw the mind from a perfect survey of
a subject, and fix its· attention on a partial

view, may exaggerate the importJulce of some
objects and diminish that of others, and by

this virtual distortion of appearances affect its
perceptions of truth.

The peculiar effect» of passion, which we

have been describing, are evidently involun

tary, and perhaps few are conscious of them
in their own case, but such as have been ac
customed to examine the movements of their

sensitive and intellectual powers. It deserves
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to be remarked likewise,that our good as well
as our bad passions, our kind as well as our
malevolent feelings, may equally operate as
principles of suggestion; and being also
equally cQnducive to that partiality of atten
tion, that peculiar vividness of ideas, which
we have attempted to explain, are of course
equally liable to mislead the judgment.

Weare prepared by these observations to
examine the justness of the common saying,
" quod volumus facile credimus," "we readily
believe what is agreeable to our wishes," a
saying which may at first sight seem. at vari
ance with our former conclusions. This, like
many other maxims current in the world,
points at a truth without much precision.

" Mere wishes have in fact no influence on the
understanding; they are totally inoperative
till there appears to be some reason for ex
pecting what we wish, till, in short, they a~e

transformed into hope, and then we are
strongly disposed to believe what is conso
n~nt with our anticipations, If instead of
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having a ground for hope, we have a reason
for fear, our apprehension disposes us, in the
same way, to believe the reverse of what we
wish. Thus, so far is it from being true, that
mere wishes tend to beget readiness of belief,
we here see that there are cases in which we
have a readiness to believe what is repugnant
to our wishes.

In the instances both of hope and of fear,
there must be considerations presented to the
understanding to produce them; and those
Passions subsequently react upon the intel
lect, by concentrating its attention upon the
considerations to which they owe their birth,
and upon others of a similar tendency. This
effect is evidently not attributable to the will,
on which hope and fear are themselves per
fectly independent.

The manner, in which the emotions of any
one operate on his belief, may receive illustra
tion from what takes place when the peculiar cir
cumstances, by which a man is surrounded, tend
to keep some considerations appertaining to a
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disputable subject more· steadily before his at

tention than others. If it be true, that our feel

ings affect our beliefby the vividness which they

impart to particular ideas, or, what is the same
thing, by turning the attention more intensely

on such ideas; then whatever has the tendeBcy
to create the same partiality of'attention, must

have a corresponding effect on our opinions.
Such a cause may be fonnd in the sentiments

of those amongst whom a man happens to be
thrown. In the majority of instances, how
ever dissimilar the opinions of an individual

may have originally been, they will gradually
confonn -to those of the community at large,
or at least of his immediate associates; an

effect which takes place, not because the
arguments for the latter are stronger than

those of the opposite side" but because they
are perpetually kept before his mind, to the
excluswnof adverse considerations·. Thus

* "Our opinions of all kinds," S8YS Hume, "are

strongly affected by society and sympathy, and it is

almost impolsible for •• to support aay principle or sen·
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we sometimes see instances of men, who are
led to entertain a peculiar opinion, hut who.
on finding all around them dissent from it,
and discovering it to be the object of reproach
and invective, begin to be staggered in their ..
faith, and grow more and more doubtful, till
the general voice has triumphed. over their
sentiments and reduced them to acqui~ceQce.

In this case, the circumstance of the general
opinion being against them withdraws their
attention from their own peculiar views,
forcibly and continually fixing it on the
considerations which influence others. The
sentiments of their fellow creatures drkw
around them a circle of attraction, from which
they can rarely step to contemplate other ob-
jects; and they gradually 1088 their pecu-
liarities of thinking, from the mere circum-
stance of the con8iderations on whicm they are
founded being seldom presented to their un-

timent against the universal consent of everyone, witb

whom we have auy friendship or correspondence."-A

DiumatJon 1m tAl: Paaimu.
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derstandings. It is on the same principle that
some' of the most striking effects of eloquence
are to be accounted for. Who. that has
listened to some masterly exhibition of opi
nions contrary to his own, but has felt his
mind shaken from its confirmed principles, till
the viv~dness of the impression has died away,
and suffered other considerations to reappear?

In regard to a single and perfectly indepen
dent proposition, there is evidently no room
for any difference of op,inion, except that
which may arise from affixing different ideas
to the same 'terms. As few propositions,
nevertheless, are so independent as not to be

connected in some way with others, when any
one is singly presented to the mind we gene
rally form our estimate of it by the appli
-cation of arguments and considerations, which
are naturally suggested in the various modes
a.1.r'eady described. But when a question ilI- .
.volves a long train of propositions, each or'
which may depend on many others, there is
infinitely more room for the operation of am-
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. biguities of language, preconceived notions,
inequalities of intellect, and diversities of feel",
ing. In considering such a question, more
over, it is impossible to have all the arguments
which bear upon it present at once to the re
collection; a thousand considerations will pass
before the mind, prompted by passion or pre
judice, or other causes; and those, to which the
state of OUF feelings or any other C'ircumstance
has given an adventitious prominence, will.
naturally remain in view and determine our
opinions.

Emotions, it is obvious, have less' room to
operate in proportion to the perspicuity of our
views. With regard to opinions of which we
have a distinct and thorough conviction, the
state of -our feelings can make no difference.

The process of reasoning, by. which we per
ceive them to be demonstrated,. may be so
clear and forcible, that the passions can have
as little effect as in the consideration of a
geometrical theorem. It is only in regard to
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vague opinions, arisiug from the complicated
and doubtfill nature of the subject, or from
partial and indistinct views, that the feelings
can have any great influence; and they may
accordingly be expected to have considerable
power in the consideration of questions which
furnish varioU& conflicting arguments, and in
the case of men whose notions are loose and
undefined, without the ties of logical depend
ence and consistent principle.

It would be vain, perhaps, to attempt an...
estimate of the comparative efficiency of the
causes producing diversity of opinion, since
they doubtless affect different miJlds in dif
ferent proportions. Some men are infinitely
less atfected by hereditary prejudices than
others; some are full of feeling; some dispas
sionate; some are of weak and confused, and
some of clear and vigorous intellects.

With regard to the majQr part of mankind,
however, it will not be disputed, -th~t tradi.!ion

ary prejudices and early assoc~~ions -J:1!.ye a
-.~. -. - -"
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predominant influence, imparting a tincture to
every subject, and leaving traces in every con
clusion.

Any ofthe causes, which have been enume
rated, acting singly, might be expected to
create considerable diversities of sentiment;
but when we reflect, that several are generally

in operation at the same time, we cannot hesi
tate to pronounce them perfectly adequate to
account for all those varieties of opinion, in
fetation to the same subject, which are daily
exposed to our observation.
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SECTION VII.

ON BELIEF. AND OPINIONS AS OBJECTS OF

MORAL A1"PROBATION AND DISAPPROBA

TION, REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS.

THE remarks in the preceding part of this
Essay, if they are correct, necessarily lead to.

some important conclusions. By the univer
sal consent of the reason and feelings of man
kind, what is involuntary cannot involve any
merit or demerit on the part of the agent.
Results which are not the consequences of vo
lition cannot be the proper objects ~f moral
praise and blame·. These are the dictates of

* Hume, indeed, haa controverted this, but it would

not~ I think, be a diftieult task to show the sources of his

erroneous COnelnslODS OD the subject, were it neceuary

to combat a doctrine at variance with the whole of our moral

feeUDgIl. See his Treatise 00 Moral.. The common, 01'
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nature, truths felt by all: even the child, who
is reprehended by his parent for accidental,
mischief, instinctively 'prefers the plea, that he
could not help it; and if we inquire into ·the
final cause of this part of our nature, the reason
of our being so constituted as to feel-moral ap
probation and disapprobation only at those ac
tions which are voluntary, we shall probably
find it in the obvious circumstance, that it is
such actions alone which praise and blame can
promote and prevent.

It follows, that those' states of the under
standing which we term ·belief, doubt, and dis~

.belief, inasmuch as they are not voluntary" nor

rather llDiversal BeDtiment on this pol'nt, is. thus expressed

by Bishop Butler: "We never, in the moral way, applaud

or blame either ourselves or others for what we enjoy or

what we suffer, .or for having impressions made upon us

which we consider as altogether out of our power; but'

081y for what we do, or would have done, had it been in
oar po:wer.; or for what we leave undone wbich we might

have done, or would have left undone, though weeould

bave done it."-Dilsertation 071 tkeN.ature of Virtue,

F
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the result of any exertiQll of the will, imply
neither merit nor demerit in him who is the
8gbj~ct qf th.em. Whatever be the state of a,

man's understanding in relation to any pos
sible propositia,n, it is a state or affection de
V(~id equally of desert and culpability. The
~ure of an opinion c,nnot make it criminal.
la relation to the~e subject, one may believe,

/ another dO\1bt, and a third disbelieve, and all
with equal innooonee.

There may, it is true, be considerable merit
or demerit ·attached to th~ ~anner in which an
iIlquiry is· prosecQted. The labour and re
search which .a man bestows, in ordef to de~

teniline any important question, and the im
partiaHtywith which he conducts the exami
nation, may be entitled to our warmest ap
plause. On the other hand, it is reprehensible
for anyone to be swayed in his conduct by
interest or passion,. to reject opportunities of .
information, to be designedly partial in ex..

/'
amining evidence, to be deaf to whatever is
urged on one side of a question, and lend all
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his attention tb the other. These actsl al
though they may be totally ,i1letfectu«1 In Be-'

cOlIlplishing their aittl, are all prope'll ~bjectS

of moral oblotttIy, lind may be left to the ifldig
nation and contempt which they deserve; btlt

they relate to the conduct of men IS to the 86

leetioil of those circnmstances at ideas whitili
they allow to operate on their minds, and tl1S

not to be confounded with the states or tdl'ec..l
tI6ns of the understanding, btl which it is po&

sible, after all, that they may not prodUC'e: the
slightest effect·.

No one, perhaps, will disptite, that wheD Ii

man acts WithOl:ft intentional partlatity in the

examination of a question, he <limnot be at

all culpable for the eftect which foilbW's, whe
ther the research te'rn'ribate in faith or mere--

* It d81lerTell to be remarked, that all institutions an

nexing advantages to the belief, or' rather to the profes

sion, of any fiXed doctrines, have a tendency to beget' this

partiality of investigation; sinc~ every man, nottotaUy'~
t1tute of iJitegrlty, wm &tfut! tid Mike! bt!t,llttfBiott'codfofta

abhl M'hi. profeAion••

F 2
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~:ulity ; because it is the necessary and in
voluntary consequence of the views presented
to ·his understanding, without the slightest in
terference of choice : but it will probably be
alleged, that in so far as belief, doubt, and
disbelief, have been the result of wilful par
tiality of attention, they may be regarded with
propriety as culpable, since it is common to
blame a man for those things, which, altho~gh

involuntary in themselves" are the result of
vobllltary acts. To this it may be replied,
that it is, to say the least, a want of precision
to apply blame in such a manner: it is always
more correct to regard men as culpable on. ac
count of their voluntary acts, than on account
of the .results over which volition has no im
mediate control. There. would, nevertheless,. ~

be little objection to considering opinions as re
prehensible in' so far as they were the result of
unfair investigation, if it could be rendered a
useful or practical principle. In all cases
where we make involuntary effects the objects
of moral reprehension, it is because they are
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certain proofs or positive mdications of the
-voluntary acts which have preceded them.
Opinions, however, are not effects of this kind;
they are not positive indications of any volun
tary acts; they furnish no criterion of the fair
ness or unfairness 'of investigation, since· the
most opposite results, the most contrary opi
nions, may ensue from the same degree of impar
tiality and application. . Voluntary partiality of
attention, as we have already seen, can be at the
utmost but of slight and casual efficiency in
the formation of opiuions; it has often no,
effect whatever, and its influence will always
be mingled with that of more powerful causes.
Hence the share which it has had in the pro
duction of belief, doubt, or disbelief, can never
be ascertained by the nature of the result.
Whether a man has been partial or impartial,
ill the process by which he has acquired his
opinions, must be determined by extrinsic cir
cumstances, and not by the character of the
opinions themselves. Belief, doubt, and dis
belief, therefore, can never, even in the cha~
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ranter'of indicJl,tiQn~ of apt~cedent voluntary

acts, be the proper Ql>jectll of moral J,'eprehen

,ion Pf c.omm~JldatiQn. O~r approbation and

dQ"pprobation, if th~y fall anywhere, ~hQuJd

ba directed f'.() tb~ conduct of JUan in their re

searches, to tbf3 us~ which they JDJI,:ke of th~ir

opportunities of ipfoJ'JIlation, Jlnd to the par

tialityand i~partialityvisibl~ in their actiqps.

If belief, doubt, and <lisbelief, are involuD,~

~"ry ~tatea pf the undpl'litanding, wQjch Cl\llQQt

,be ~fff3Ctad by the application of motive!l, agd

which can involve no moral merit Qr demerit,
- - " .

it fonows, as a neoessary conlieql1ence, that

they do not fall within the province of legisla~

tiol\; that they ar.e not proper aubjects of re
wards and punishmen!&.

The ooly rational aim pf rewarda and pu

pishm~nts ,is to 8I\CQuJlaga "D,d repretis thOle

utiOlli or events to which they are applied.

When they have no tendency to pro.d"ce the~e

effects it is evidently absurd tp apply thew.,

siIWe it is an employment pf mean~ whi,o.h
have no aonnectioll with the end to ~ prQ-
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duced.. In this predieament is the applioation

of re,wards and punishments to~ state o£ die
uuderstaoding, or, in other words, to opiwOM. .
The allurements and the menaces of power
ale alike iooa.pable of establishmg opinions in

the mind, or 6I8di~ating those whioh are al
teady there. They may draw hypocritioal prq

fesaions from avarice and ambition, or extort

verbal re&lUllciatioWl uom. fear and feebleness;
bllt this is all they can accomplish. The way

• alter belief is not to address motives to the
will, but arguments to the intellect. To do
otherwise, to apply rewards aDd punishments to
opiQiOl\'J, Vi as ahsmd as to. raise meD to the

~..age iQr th_ ruddy eompluions, to whip
U1e~ fo, the gout, and bang them. for the·
lj~rofula. TU fatal CODSequences of regardmg:

opi~jQns u propel! objects of penal laws,. wiU
cJ~, OUl' n*e. in the ensuing section. It
will suffice at present 1lo draw the conclusion,
that all pain, mental or physical, infticted· with

.~ V~lV to p\¥lish, a man for his opinions; is

D.Qtb.i.ug less than useless and wanton crueltr,
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violating :' the plain dictate of nature, .which
forbids the production of evil in all cases
where it is not· consecrated by superior bene

tidal ~ffects.

In contending that neither merit nor de
merit can be imputed to anyone for. his

op~?ns, it is almost unnecessary to say, we
are not contending that jt is of no impollt8nce
what opinions he entertains. . We are advo

c~ting the innocence of the man, not the harm

leSsness of his views. Errors, as we shall
have. occasion to show in a subsequent essay,
are· by their nature injurious to society;· and
while he who really believes them ought to
be .regarded as perfectly free from culpability,

every one who sees them in a different light is

justified in endeavouring, by proper means, to
lessen their influence; which is to be effected,

not by the application of obloquy and punish
ment, but by addressing arguments to the un
derstanding;

. A distinction is also to be made between

the state of the understanding and the mani-
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festation of that state; or, in other words, be
tween holding opinions and expressing them.
While the fonner is independent of the wil~,

and, therefore, free from moral culpability, the
latter is always a voluntary act, and, being
neutral in itself, may be commendable or
reprehensible according to the circumstances
in which it takes place. Whether it is a
proper object of rewards and punishments
.will form hereafter a separate topic of con-
sideration.



SECTION VIII.

ON THE LVIL OONSEQUENCES OF THE COM4

liON ElUlORS ON THIS Sll'R.J:ECT.

FEW speculative errors appear to have pro
duced evil consequences so many and so ex-

/" tensive, as the notion that belief, doubt, and
disbelief, are voluntary acts involving moral
merit and demerit. One of its most obvious
effects has been to draw mailkind froIll an
attention to moral conduct, and lead them to
regard the belief of certain tenets as far more
deserving of approbation than a course of the
most consistent virtue. Where such a doc
trine prevails, where opinions are considered
of paramount importance to actions, it is no

./ wonder. if. the ties of morality are loosened.
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The error unde.. considel'atiOD bas also pro,;.
duced much secret misery, by loading the
minds of the timid and conscientious with the
imaginlU'Y guilt of holding opinions which
they regarded with horror while. they could
not avoid them. What i!!\ 5till worse, it has
frequently alarmed the inquirer into all aban- //
donmeI}.t of the pursuit of truth. Under a

confused 8uppoiitioD of criminality in the be
lief of partioular doctrines, men have with rea
son been deterred from examining evidence,
lest it shou,ld iJTesistibly lead them to views
which it might be culpable to entertain. If
it is really tme, indeed,· that the least devia
tion from a given line of opinion will be at
tended with guilt, the only safe CQurse is to

6J:dude all e:Jamina.tion, to shun every Fe

March whioh might, by possibility, terminate
in any such result. . When it is already fixed
and determined, that an investigation must end
i~ a prescribed way, otherwise the inquirer
will be ~nvolved in crimhmlity, aU inquiry be
comes not only useless but foolish. This ap-
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preherision of the consequences of research

'ODce extended even to natural' philosophy;
and there is little doubt that it may be justly

charged by moral science with much of the

slowne~s of its progress. If the former has

long since emancipated itself from this error,
the latter still confessedly labours under its

oppression. The intellect is still intimidated

into a desertion of every track which appears
to lead to conclusioDs at variance· with the

prescribed modes of thinking·.

" men grow pale

Lest their own jud~entll should become too bright, .

And their free thoughts be crimes, and Earth have too

much lightt."

..* See Note B.

- t Such are evidently not to be ranked amongst the dis

ciples of Bacon, who says, "Let no man, upon a weak

conceit of sobriety, or an ill-applied moderation, think or

maintain, that a man can search too far, or be too well

studied in the book of God's word, or in the book of God's

works, divinity or philosophy; but, rather, let men en

deavour an endless progress or proticience in both."

Of the Proficietsce and Adf'cmcement of Learning, book i.
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If it be objected to this representation, th~

those who regard belief as a voluntary aCt
cannot consistently fear the result. of exami
nation on their own minds, since, according
to their fundamental position, it will always be
in their power to think as they please; it may
be a sufficient reply to say, that it is not in
tended to accuse them of. reasoning coil..
Sistently from the principles which. they as
sume. The truth is, there has been the ut..
most confusion i\1 this respect. .Although men
must, in all probability, have had· a notion,
however vague and obscure, that belief was
dependant on the will, before they could have
inferred it to be criminal, yet they have often
retained the conclusion and dropped the pre
mises. They have sometimes tho~ght· and
aoted as if opinions were voluntary and crimi
nal, sometimes, as if they were at once crimi
nal and involuntary. If the mistaken princi
ple, that belief is governed by volition, had
been rigorously pursued through wI its conse
quences, it would have been immediately ex":
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ploded. It is to the "'tnt of precise and COD

sistent 'thinking' on the subject that so many

evil consequences are to be b'aced.

It is probable; that the same error with re

gard to the nature of belief has been one prin-
, cipal caUJe at requiring subscriptions, or other

outward manifestati.oDs of assent, to a long list
of abstruse, complex, and often unintellif,(ible

doctrines, in. order to qualify the 88pirant not

only for ecclesiastical, but e1'en for civil and

military offices. On no otheJ hypothesis; at

lea!!t, could the practice be justified of making

thE! pmfessioD of ~rtain opinioIlS' th-e india

ptmgablepteliminaty to petgdnal exaltation;

the stepping-Iltone to fortune and to power~

Had not those who first de\'i.Md this iIIOde of

~iI1ing unanimity had strong, although per"

haps, undefined imp~aicn8 of the voluntuy

ehlU1letet of belief, they W$uld, in all like..

li~d, ha"l~ fallen upon the far more tational

expedi~ 0"1 requiring; i'llStead $f a pasittM
profussiotl of taith, e: pledge not to' a?Ow not

to itlcuk!t~ any dottritlu oontlra!Y to wlnn
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were pre8Cribed. This, though not free from
numerous objections, would at least have been

requiring what it was in every man's power to

perform, while it would have presented no

temptation lo sacrifice, at the entrance of his
career, his candour, or at all events his v,P

racity.'
Whether 'we acquiesce or not, however, in

the supposition, that an impression of the
'Yohmtary nature o.f belief had II. considerable

.hate in the first institution of articles and
subscriptions, it is plain that the practice could

DOt haTe been consistently enforced under the

gelleral prevalence of the COCltrary doctrine.
There is one tbing~ indeed, which even then

might have j~tilied the emoreement oi 8ach a

regulation, the improbability of anyone' sob

scr.ibing II. creed who eould not coll1lCientiously
do it. On this point, let. those decide who are

.ware of th~ causes which neces.-ily gene..
rate diversities of opiniou, and who can, at dle

same time, .estimate the· clnace whieh, in such
uaffair, the seruples of COD8eimce' ha\te 01
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maintaining their ground against the tempta
tions of interest or the blandishments of
power.
( - But the most fatal consequences of the
speculative error under consideration are to
be found in the .repeated attempts to regulate
men's creeds by the application of intimidation
and punishment; in the intolerance and- per
sec~tion which have disgraced the history of
the human race. The natural- consequence
of imputing guilt to opinions was anendea~

vour to prevent and to punish them; and, as
such a course coincided with the -gratification
of the malignant passions of our nature,' no
thing less could be expected- than that it would
be pursued with eagemess and marked by
cruelty.
" It will probably be -urged, that since a man's

opinions are not to be read in his gestures or
cou~tenance, punishments cannot be applied
till the. opinions are expressed; and that when
they have' been iriflicted, it has been done, not
to alter his creed nOf to punish him for' hold-~
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ing it, but to prevent its propagation. If we
look, however, into the history of mankind,
we shall discover, that to prevent the propa
gation of opinions has not been the sole object
of such penal inflictions. We shall find, that

the aim of the persecutor has been, not only
to prevent obnoxious opinions from spreading,
but to punish the presumed guilt of holding
them, and sometimes to convert the sufferers.
He has· accordingly directed his fury against
inDocent actions, merely expressive or indica
tive of opinions, and having no tendency to
propagate them, and has relented when his
victims have been brought to profess a renun
ciation of their errors; his conduct evidently'
proceeding on the two assumptions, that be
lief was voluntary, so that a man might be in
duced or compelled to relinquish it; and,
secondly, that if it differed from his own it
was criminal, and therefore deserved to be

punished.
The universal- treatment of the Jews, from

whom no contamination of faith could possibly
G
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.be apprehended, is a standing proof of the
~evalence and effects of these pernicious
tWl'WS; and we need not go farther than the
p;;tgea of our own history for additional in
stances and ample corroboration. "The per
sOQ.& condemned to these punishments," says
HUlDe, in reference to the persecutions in the
reign of the bloody and bigotted Mary, "were
not·.convicted of teaching or dogmatising, con
trafyto the established religion; they were
seized merely on suspicion, and articles being
oifered them to subscribe, they were imme
diately upon their refusal condemned to the
fla JDffl="

These persecutorsJ it is plain (unless they
were ~etuated solely by the vilest motives);
IliWst either have thQUght it possible to eradi
~. opinions from the mind by violence, and
~rce othem upon it, or have laboured uDder
the strange infatuation of conceiving,. that they
could render God and man service by destroy
i~ the sincerity of their fellow creatures,. and
cOIAPeU~ : th.e~ to make professions at va--
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riance with their real conviction. Perhaps,
sometimes one and sometimes the other of
theSe notions actuated the minds of the bigots.
Sometimes they might think, that if a poor
wretch could be forced by intimidation or tor
ture to acknowledge the truth of a creed 'fte
would really believe it; and sometimes, that it
was a valuable triumph to extort a few words

from the weakness of nature, how contrary
Boever they might be to the real sentiments en
their victims. It is probable, however, thut
their minds were never entirely free from ~on.;,

fused notions of th~ voluntary nature of. be

lief, of the consequent possibility of altering

opinions by the ~pplication of motives, and of
the criminality of holding any creed but their
own.' These principles seem to have actuated
JJl()re or less all religious persecutors. Even

the victims themselves appear, in many in

st1l1lces, p.ot to have called in question the
right of petSecution, but only the propriety of

its exercise on their own persons. Both the

persecutors and the persecuted have united
G 2
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in maintaining., that the holders of wrong
'opinions deserved the vengeance of the com
munity, and differed only as to the objectS on
.whom it ought to fall. In reading the history
o.f intolerance, our pity for the sufferers is
often neutralized by a detestation of their prin
ciples, by a knowledge that they would have
inflicted equal tortures on their adversaries,
had they had equal power; and all that is left
for us to do is to mourn over the degradation
of our common nature. Thus we find many
of the reformers in England, Switzerland, and
Germany, as unsparing in their persecution of
those who departed from their tenets as the
most bigoted adherents to the ancient religion.
Of this a striking and memorable instance is
furnished by our own annals in the case .of a
Dr. Barnes. This man, who had himself re
no~ced the established doctrine regarding·
transubstantiation, was exasperated that an
other person, of the· name of Lambert, had
taken a different ground in his dissent from i~.

" By the present laws and practice," says
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Hume, "Barnes was no less exposed to the
stake than Lambert; yet such Was the perse"
cuting rage which prevailed, that he was de..

termined to bring this man to condign punish~ /,~

ment; because, in their common departure
from the ancient faith, he had dared to go

one step farther than himself." It is almost
needless to add, that this wretched bigot suc'"
ceeded in his object; and the reader of his
history, in the first warmth of indignation,
hardly regrets that he met with a persecutor in

his turn and perished at the stake~

We find even Cranmer, the mild, the mode..

rate, the amiable, the beneficent (it is thus he

is represented by historians), we find even
such a character consigning a poor female to ,/
the flames because her opinions were not quite
orthodox. Nor is it to be forgotten, that the

gentle and dispassionate Melancthon expressed
his decided approbation of the burning of Ser~
vetus, and his wonder that any body could be

found to condemn it. Nothing can more
strikingly show the pernicious influence of this

single error.
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BUl although it is scarcely to be conceived,
th~t intoler~e and persecution would have
be~n carried to such an excess, had it not
been for the fundamental error here noticed,
it is not to be denied that many other causes
have mingled their influence; and it will not
~ altogether foreign to the tenor of this essay
to bestow upon them a passing notice. There
~e~ to be a principle inherent in the nature
~f man, that leads him to seek for the approba
pPQ. of his fellow-cteatures, not only in his
actions, but in his modes of thinking. He
covet$ th~ concurrence of others, and is uneasy
under dissent and disagreement. Objections
to his Qpinions seem to place Do disagreeable
imp~diment in the way of his imagination;
they disturb his self-complacency, and render'
hjIP restless and uneasy. This, of itself, is suf
fic~t to make him regard with displeasure
and resentment all those who are of a. different
opinion from. his own. Men, even of the best
regulated minds and mildest dispositions, find
it di$cult to argue with uniform coolnest; and
temper. A debate, from a contest of arguments
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often becomes a contest of passions. We re
sent, not only the opposition to our doctrines
but the presumption of the opponent, and grow
eager to chastise it. Love of truth, if we
originally had it, is soon lost in the desire or
avenging our mortified vanity; and the rancour
of our feelings being exasperated by every de
tection of the weakness of our argumentS, re
course is had to violence to overwhelm those
whom we cannot confute.

As we partly seek for the concurrence of
others on account of the corroboration which

•it affords of the truth of our own sentiments,
it is observable, that those men in general /
are the least hurt at opposition, who, having
a clear discernment of the 'foundation of their

'tenets, least require the support of other
people's approbation; and that the preju
diced and the ignorant, men of narrow views /
and confused notions, always display the

.most inveterate intolerance, "While men,"
to borrow the words of the classical historian
already quoted, "zealously maintain what
they neither clearly comprehend, nor entirely
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believe, they are shaken in their imagined
faith by the opposite persuasion, or even.
doubts of other men; and vent on their an
tagonists that impatience, which is the natural
result of so disagreeable a state of the under
standing-." The state of doubt is, indeed, a
state of trouble, to which every one will be
averse irA proportion as he is unaccustomed

to intellectual exertion "and candid inquiry.

* It is a curious fact, which, I think3 may be observed

in the Illstory of persecution, that men are generally more

inclined to punish those who believe Jess than they them

selves do, than tholle who believe more. We pity rather

than condemn the extravagancies of fanaticism, and the

absurdities of superstition; but are apt to grow angry at

the speculations· of scepticism. If anyone superadds

something to the established creed, his conduct is viewed'

/' with tolerable composure; it is when he attempts to sub

tract from it, that he provokes indignation. Is it that we

feel a sort of superiority at perceiving the absurdity of

what others believe, and, on the IiIther hand, are mortified

when any body' else appears to arrogate the same supe

riorityover ourselves t?

t Ser Note. C.
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Hence, .whoever takes his opinions on trust
has a thorough repugnance to be disturbed by
contrary arguments. This, as Berkeley re
marks, is observable even in the literary world.
" Two sorts of learned men there are," says
he: "one, who candidly seek truth by rational
means. These are never averse to have their
principles l~oked into, and examined by the
test of reason. Another sort there is, who
learn by rote a set of principles and a way of
thinking which happen to be in vogue. These
betray ~hemselves by their anger and surprise,.
whenever their principles are freely can
vassed·."

But the mortification arising from contro
versy, and the uneasiness of doubt, are com..
paratively transient and irregular motives of
persecution. We may find more fixed and
steady sources of intolerance in the connection
often subsisting between men's permanent ·in
terests, or favourite objects, and the maintenance

* A Defence of Free Thinking in Mathematics.
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of certain doctrines. Those 'persons are pecu
liarly rancorous against dissent and opposition,
who have 888umed an opinion, probably with
out comprehending it, and without the least
concern about its truth, from selfish and mer
cenary views. \Vhen the emolument, power,
pride, personal consequence, or gratification of
anyone becomes identified with a doctrine or
system, he is ·impatient and resentful at the
slightest doubt; because every doubt is of the
natwe of a personal attack, and threatens dan
ger to the objects of his regard. It· is this
identification of personal interests with systems
of opinions, which has in all ages been one of
the greatest sources of intolerance on the part of
the priesthood. It is this, which has led them to
tepresent, with so much zeal, a departure from
their dogmas as one of the worst of crimes,
and often' caused them to pursue with remorse
less cruelty all aberrations froin that creed on

which their power and importance depended.
It becomes an interesting inquiry, how far

these causes of intolerance continue in action
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in the present day, and in our own country.
In the first place, with regard to such as are

discoverable in the passions of mankind, we

can only look for 'a mitigation in: so far as

those pusions are weakened, or placed under
stricter control. Men are still inflamed with
resentment and opposition, and are ready to
defend, by other than intellectual means, the
.doctrines with which their interest, power,and
importance are indissolubly interwoven. But
besides that the spirits of all such are probably
softened by the improvement of the age (for it
is the tendency of civilization to mitigate the

~cible passions), they are no longer pe....
mitted by the moral sympathies of mankind to
manifest their resentment and mortification by
the Same violent methods. Reproach and in
vective must now, in most cases, content that
selfish bigotry, which, in a former age, would
have had recourse to more formidable wea

pons.
In the $econd place, if the practices of the.

world receive any amelioration from its ,ad- .
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vancement in knowledge, if the one keep pace
with the· other, we may rationally expect to
see a diminution of intolerance, in so far as it
is founded in ignorance and error. Society,
accordingly, no longer presents us with th~

same outrageous scenes of persecution, and
mad attempts on men's understandings. We
no longer witness the same compulsory me
thods of obtaining subscriptions to creeds, nor
do we even hear the same violent denun
ciations against heresy and dissent. The fun
d.amental error, of imputing guilt to a man on
account of his opinions, has shrunk within
narrower boundR; but it is nevertheless far
from being exterminated. Men have ex
tended their sphere of liberality, they have
expanded their system of toleration, but it is
not yet without limits. There is still a boun
dary in speculation, beyond which no one is
allowed to proceed; at which innocence ter
minates and guilt commences; a boundary
not fixed and det~rminate, but varying with,the
creed of every party.
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Although the advanced civilization of the
age rejects the palpably absurd application of
torture and death, it is not to be concealed,
-that, amongst a numerous class, there is an
analogous, though less barbarous perse
cution, of all who depart from received doc
trines-the persecution of private antipathy
and public odium. They are looked upon as
a species of criminals, and their deviations
from established opinions, or, if anyone pre
fers the phrase, their speculative errots, are
regarded by many with as much horror as
flagrant violations of morality. In 'the ordi

nary ranks of ,nen, where exploded prejudices
often linger for ages, this is scarcely to be
wondered at; but it is painful, and on a first
view unaccountable, to witness the prevalence
of the same spirit in the repubiic of letters; to
see mistakes in speculation pursued with all
the warmth of moral indignation and re
proach.· He who believes an opinion on the ,/
authority of others, who has taken no pains
to investigate its claims to credibility, nor
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weighed the o~jections to th~ evidence. on.
which it rests, is lauded for his acquiescence,
while obloquy from every side is tOo often
heaped on the man, who has minutely
searched into the subject, and been led to an
opposite conclusion. There are few things
more disgusting to an enlightened mind than
to see a number of men, a mob, whether
learned or illiterate, who have never scru
tinized the foundation of their opinions, assail
ing with contumely an individual, who, after
the labour of research and reflection, has
adopted different sentiments from theirs, and
pluming themselves on the notion of superior
virtue, because their understandings have been
tenacious of prejudice·.

This conduct is the more remarkable, as on
every side we meet with the admission, that
belief iB not dependant on the will; and yet
the same men, by whom this .admission is
readily made, will argue' and inveigh on the
vinual assumption of the contrary.

* See Note D.
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This is a striking proof, amongst a mul
titude of others, of what the thinking mind
must have frequently observed, that a prin
ciple is often retained in its applications,
long after it has been discarded as an ab
stract pI:oposition. In a subject of so much
importance, however, it behoves intelligent
men to be rigidly consistent. If our opinions
are not voluntary, but independent of the will,
the contrary doctrine and all its consequences
ought to be practically abandoned; they
ought to be weeded from the sentiments,
habits, and institutions of society. We may
venture to assert, that neither the virtue nor
the happiness of man will ever be placed on a
perfectly firm basis, till this fundamental error
has been extirpated from the human mind.
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The advocates of restraints on the freedom
of public discussion, renouncing the crimi
nality of opinions as a ground of legislative
enactments, may be conceived as urging the
following arguments.

"The formation of opinions may not de
pend on the will; but the communication of
them being voluntary, it is surely wise to pre
vent the dissemination of such as have an in
jurious tendency, which can be effected only
by attaching a punishment to it. In the same
way that we are justified in restraining the
liberty of a man who arrives from a country
infected with the plague, by making bim
perform quarantine; we are justified in re
straining the liberty of every man who enter
tains' opinions of an evil tendency, by requir
ing him to keep them to himself. And as in
the former case it is necessary· to punish him

. who breaks through so salutary a restraint, so
it is in the latter. This is all for which we
contend. In either case there may be no cri
minality attac~ing to the individual, .on ac-
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count of his body or his mind being the seat
of a noxious principle; but the community
has a right to impose upon him whatever
regulations are necessary to prevent its dif
fusion, and to inflict a penalty on the trans
gression of regulations so imposed."

That the general principle involved in this
reasoning is correct there can be· no doubt.
A society has a perfect right to adopt such
regulations, for its own government, as. have
a preponderance of advantages. Utility,
therefore, in the most comprehensive ac
ceptation of the term, is the test by which
every institution, every law, and every course
of action must be tried. Restrictions of any
kind must be ackriowledged to be proper, if,
taking in the whole of their consequences,
they can be proved to be beneficial to the
community, although they may be directed
against actions involving no moral turpitude.
The only point is to establish their beneficial
tendency. The laws of quarantine furnish a
good illustration of the general principle, but
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do not form a case at all analogous to that of
restrictions on the publication of opinions.

To 'render the C1lSes parallel it would be
necessary to suppose "the phenomena of the
human constitution to be different from what
they are; that health, was of a communicable
DatUre~ and c~u1d' be 'imported into Ii country

as 'Well as disease, llnd that no regulations
eooidbe devised to admit the, one withont the
otiter.>
, In' ,this case; if the people were already

aflicted' wit&. various disorders j " aDd-' if 'it
coUld be prov~d that the 'salubrious would on
ttfe whole"prepondeta.teover the noxious con
iag'ion,it is- eviAtmt, ,th~t.an1 restraints im
posed with a view to prevEmt· the> i1llportation

of disease, wOllld debar the nation from a
positive accession to their stock of health.

It is a similar effect to this, which, we shall
endeftTour to show, would ensue from re

straints on the pablication of -opinions. Truth
and error, in the one case, are as much inter

m.ixed, and' as iDsepamble by human regu-
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lations, as health and disease would be in the
other: they can only be admitted and ex
cluded together; and, of the two, there are the
strongest grounds for believing that the former
must greatly prevail and finally triumph.
Restrictions,' therefore, on the publication of
any opinioiJs, would retard· the: -advancement
and dissemination of truth as much as: any
precaUtiooaayolaws, under the circumstances
Supposed; would impede the propagation of
~th~ These views· it will be the aim of
the following pages to illustrate. But alJ it
may be questioned whether the happiness of
mankind is promoted by truth and injured by
error, a position on which the whole argument
depends, it will be necessary to offer a few
preliminary considerations in support of that
important doctrine. After endeavouring to
establish the conclusion, that the attainment
of truth ought. to be the sole object of all re
gulations affecting the publication of opinions,

. because error is injurious; we shall proceed
to show, that the extrication of mankind from
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error will be most readily and effectually
accomplished by perfect freedom of discus
sion; that to check inquiry and attempt to
regulate .the progress and direction of opi

nions, by proscriptions and penalties, is to
disturb the. order of nature, and is analogous,
in its mischievous tendency, to the system of

forcing the capital and industry of the com
munity into channels, which they would never
spontaneously seek, instead of suffering pri

vate interest to direct them to their most pr0

fitable employment.
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SECTION II.

ON THE MISCHIEFS OF ERROR AND THE

ADVANTAGES OF TRUTH.

Ou R inquiry into the mischiefs of error and
the advantages of truth may be simplified by
laying aside the sciences which have a refer
ence to the material world; as no one will be
found to doubt, that mistakes in physical
knowledge must be injurious, and their over
throw beneficial. Or supposing that errors
in these sciences may exist, without affecting
the happiness of .m~n, it is unquestionable,
that the detection of such errors must also be
harmless; and it will s<;arcely be contested,
that the utility of these departments of know
ledge must consist in the truth of their prin~

ciples and the justness of their application.
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We may, ther~fore, limit our inquiry to the
effects of truth in those sciences which treat

of the powers; conduct, character, and con
dition of intelligent beings. The ultimate
problem to be solved in all these sciencE}s is,
what is most conducive to the real happiness

of mankind.' Amidst the innumerable ques

tions in theology, metaphysIcs, morals, and

politics, ii may not always be easy to discern,

that to' solve this problem is their final and

their only rational aim: but it is, in reality,

on the' sucoess' with which they point out the

true path,of happiness, that their whole value

depends, beyond what they possess as an ex
ercise for the faculties, in common with a

game at 'Chess or a scholastic disputation, and

what belongs to them as sources of sublime

and. ploosU1;able emotion, in common with the

fi'ctions of the poet and the painter. What is

theology, but a cQmprehensive examination

into the course of action and condition of

,/ mind, which will please the Being who bas

the fate of mankind in his hands? What is ~
!
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metaphysics, but an inquiry into the nature of

man, the extent of his faculties, his relations

to the existences around him, and the bearing

of all these Qn his condition? What is the

science of morals, but an endeavour to find
/'out what conduct will ultimately .tend to his

felicity 1 And what is that of politics, but a

similar attempt to discover what publiri mea;,.

sures will promote the same end 1 "

If the object of all these sciences is to'in

quire, what is most conducive' 'to the hap

piness of mankind, and if their value is pro

portioned to the success of that inquiry, error
/"

must of course be pemicious,or, on the most

favourable supposition, useless. This propo

sition is, indeed, implied lin the terms used.

That we should be benefited;· by mistakes

relative to the means of obtaining happiness

is 38 palpable an absurdity as can be .con-,·

caved.

In these moral inquiries, then, the nearer

mankind approach to tr,!th, the happier they

will be, the better will they be able to avoid
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what is injurious, and adopt measures of posi
tive utility. All errors must be deviations
from the path of real good; and whether
they tend to give man too high or too low

an opinion of his nature and destiny, to fill
his mind with fancied relations which do not
exist, or destroy his belief in those which are
in being; whether they give him mistaken

ideas of moral obligation, or impose a wrong
standard of moral conduct; whether they mis
lead him in his social or in his political mea

sures, they are alike detrimental, although
they may differ in the degree of their' mis
chievous tendency. In a word, whatever is

.the real condition, nature, and destination of
man, it is important for him to know the

truth, that his conduct may be regulated ac
cordingly, that his efforts after happiness may
be properly directed, that he may be the sport
of neither delusive hopes nor groundless fears,
that he may not sink under remediable evils,

nor 10$e attainable good.
To argue that truth is not benefic.al is to

,

J
I
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contend, that it is useless to know the direct
road to the place which is the object of our,
journey; to affirm, that error is not injurious,
is to advocate the harmlessness or the advan
tages of wandering in ignorance and being

led astray by deception·.
There are errors, it is true, which may be _

allowed to produce accidental benefit, and /
others, which, by supplying in some degree
the place of truths, may be the source of par~

tial good, and the subversion of which may
, be attended with temporary evil. The dis

covery of truth, may occasionally resemble in

its effects the invention of mechanical im
provements, which, on their first introduction, /
sometimes beget injury to individuals, and
even transitory inconvenience to society. But
partial and transitory evil can be no solid
objection to the introduction' of general and

permanent good. There is not the semblance
of a reason, wliy the welfare of the commu- ./
nity at large should be sacrificed to the ad",:
vantage of a few; or why a sQIall. and

* See Note E.
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transient. injury should not be endured for the
sake of a great and lasting benefit. If errors
are ever useful they are less useful than truth,

/ ~nd are _therefore absolute evils·. "Utility
-and truth are not to be divided," says Bishop
Berkeley, "the general good of mankind being
the rule or measure of moral truth t."

With regard to the collateral advantages of
the various branches of knowledge, consisting
in the improvement of the faculties, and the
pleasure which they immediately impart,· irre·

11

spective of their ul~erior usefulness, it will
scarcely be necessary to prove, that truth can
not be·inimical to· either. It will be admitted,
at least, that the efficiency of any science in
improving the powers of the mind can borrow
nothing from its incorrectness; and we may,

* En effet Ie caractere distinctif de la v~rit~ est d'Atre

~a1ement et constlLIllment avantageuse tl tOUH les pards,

tanclis .ilue Ie meu80nge, utile pour quelques instant

seulement tl qu~que8 ~ndividus, est. toUjOUfs nuisible ~

tous les autres.".-:-Du Marsuil on Prejudice, a& quoted in

the Retrospecti'Oe Review, page 75.
. t A Discourse addressed to Magistrates and Men in

Authority.
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therefore, pass on to the second collateral ad
vantage, and inquire whether error can be su.,
petior to truth as a source of immediate grati
fication.
. Plausible a~d erroneous theories may be ad

mitted, in some cases, to impart a pleasure to /
the mind, while they impose themselves upon
it as true, equal to that which can be derived
from the most accurate speculations; but if
they sometimes confer an equal they cannot
in general be supposed ~o. confer a: superier
pleasure. If we allow that ,the hypothesis of
Descartes imparted ideas and emOtions to the
astronomer of those days. nowise' inferior in
point of interest and sublimity ,to "those ~

eited, at a later period, by the discoveries of
Newton, it is the utmost limit of: suppositiQn,
and we have not the shadow of a; reason fol'.
giving the superiority to .the fortner. On the
contrary, unless we choose to suppose, that the
chimeras of man's imagination are better cal
culated to excite pleasure "and admiration.· than
the real order and constitution of nature, we
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must admit, that every discovery of her laws,
every detection of error, and every advance in
true knowledge, must have a tendency to ex
alt our sources of enjoyment. In the physical
sciences, at least, we may take it for granted,
that error cannot bring a real increase of plea
sure; but in religion, morals, metaphysics,
and politics, may not there be pleasant delu-

/ sions; falsehoods, which delight -while they
do no harm; dreams, the scene of which is
placed beyond the reach of earthly changes,
and which, as they are not assailable by time,
may be cherished without the risk of being de
stroyed, and without any possible train of per
nicious consequences; and may not these
delusions bestow consolation·and happiness
superior to the cold realities of truth? May
not the benevolent mind derive more gratifica
tion from extravagant expectations of the ex
tinction of .vice and misery, and the perfecti
bility of man, than from juster views of the
constitution of human nature? And may nQt
the enthusiast extract from his dreams of bea-
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titude more real enJoyme~t, a greater sum of
pleasurable emotion, than the rigid reasoner
from more probable anticipations? Since the

human mind is so constituted as to be capable
of connecting its happiness with a;1most any ./
opinions, 1:\ man may certainly derive consider
able pleasure from such delusions as these,
and suffer pain from their destruction"; yet it

'* On thiB point everyone will agree with Lord Bacon:
" Doth any man doubt," he asks, ,j that if there were

taken out of men's minds vain opinions, fiatteri~g hopes,

false valuations, imaginations as one would, and the like,

but it would leave the minds of a number of men poor,

shrunken things, full of melancholy and ~disposition, and

unpleasing to themselves? "-E8say 07' Truth. His lord

ship, however, although he thus strongly pourtrays the

disagreeable effects which would follow the destruction of

these" baseless fabrics," is not to be considered as con

tending that they are a positive good, for in another pas

sage be expressly marks their evil tendency. "How

many things are there," he exclaims,." which we imagine

Ilot I . How many things do we esteem and value other

wise than they are! 'fhis ill-proportioned estimation,
these vain imaginations, these be the clouds of error that

turn into the storms of perturbation." - In Praise qf

Knowledge.

I
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may be doubted whether, in general, juster
speculations would not have afforded equal,
and even superior gratification, had he origi
nally,formedthem. But granting the contrary,
in its utmost extent, it could happen only in
the' case of a few individuals. Men are so
engaged with the objects immediately around
them, that mere visionary notions of this sort
could never be a common and abundant source
of enjoyment; or, at least, could never possess
any superiority in that character' over sober
and rational views; and if they were formed
on insufficient grounds, as by the supposition
they must be, that insufficiency would be lia
ble occasionally to appear and throw the mind
into doubt. So' that, regarded even in this
aspect, truth is the only sure and stable basis
of happiness. But all the direct pleasure,
which such delusions, how flattering soever to
the imagination, could afford, would be no
compensation for the ultimate evils attendant
upon them. None of the dreams of enthu
SIasm are destitute of some bearing on prac
tice. However remote they may' appear from
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the present scene, and from the conduct of life,
.inferences will not fail ,to be drawn and ap
plied from one·to 'the· otlter. These Jiangi1ine
creations, and celestial "visions, .will:be linked
to the business of' the world in the same 'WaJ!
that the motions of the heavenly bodies, which
were at first matters of mere curiosity: to a few
shephm'ds~ were soon connected by the'imagi
nations of, men with human affairs, andren
dered subaervient to gross and Wl.'etehedsuper
stitions. The influence: of delusions will, be ./

always detrimental to happiness, -inasmuch, as
they have a tendency to withdraw men's at
tention from thuse subjects in which their wel
fare is really implicated, and lead to'eccentric
modes of actiO'Il; incompatible with the regu....
lar and beneficial' course of duty and discre
tion. They are liable, too, to be exalted into /
sacred articles of faith, and to swell into an
imaginary importance, which rouses all the'
energy of the passions in their support. It is
thus that discord and dissension, intolerance ./
and pers~cution, have sometimes been the bit-

I 2
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ter fruits of what was, at first, an apparently
harmless 'and improbable dream. Nor is it
to bel forgotten, that delusions of this kind

could never prevail without some weakness of

/understanding or imperfection of knowledge,

incompatible with a thorough insight into the
means of happiness, and therefore inconsistent

with the highest state of felicity. A belief in

them would necessarily involve logical errors,
, the consequences of which could not be con

fined to a single subject, but would extend

theInselves to others, where they might be

highly injurious. . The same fallacious prin

ciples, which deluded mankind on one occa

sion, with perhaps little detriment, would
carry them from the direct path of their real

interest, in affairs where such aberratioDs might

be of vital importance.



SECTION III.

CONTINUATION OF THE SAME SUBJECT.

A DOUBT may, perhaps, be raised, whether
the· conclusions, which we have attempted to

establish, as to the advantages of truth, are
corroborated by the actual state of facts and
the experience of mankind: whether error has~

in reality, been found replete with such evils
as theoretical deductions lead us to suppose.

Reasoning on the passions and principles of
the human mind, perceiving its power of ac
commodation to circumstances, and how much ",
man's real felicity depends on his peculiar
temper and conduct, as well as on other- causes
which spring up and expire with himself;
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comparing various ages and nations, under
different laws, customs, and religious institu
tions, and seeing in all the same round of
business and pleasure, the same pa88ions, the
same hilarity in youth and sobriety in man
hood, the same ardour of love between the
sexes, the same attachment among friends, the
same pursuit of "Wealth, power, and reputation,
the same dissensions,. the same crimes, and the
same .scenes of afBiction, disease, and death;
the philosopher. may be induced to .conclude,
that, amidst the operation of so many princi
ples, the state of opinions can have but a feeble
influence on. thehappiness of private life. He
may be ready to exclaim with the poet,

" Jlow small, of all that hu~ hearts. endure,
That part which. laws or kings can cause or cure 1*" .

And, extending the remark to moral' science,
conclude, that beyond the circle of common
knowledge, which is forced on· every mind,

* Goldsmith.
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troth and error can be of importance only to
speculative men; that it is of little moment
what opinions prevail, while the results, on a

comprehensive estimate, are so nearly similar
and equal.

But, if he reason thus, he will overlook a
thousand points at which the state of moral,
theological, and political opinions, touches on
public welfare and private happiness. Know- /
ledge of troth is essential to correctness of
practice; and this is troe, not only of indi~

viduals, but of communities. The prevalence
of error may, therefore, be expected to mani-

fest itself in absurd and pernicious practices

and institutions; and we have only to look
into the history of superstition and barbarism,

t~ see its effects on the· happiness of private
life.· Although that happiness may essentially

depend on the qualities of individuals and

their peculiar circumstances, is it of no im
portance that it should be ·secured from the
violent interference of others 1 that even the

chances of evil should. be lessened 1 Is it no
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advantage to be free from the gl09my fears of
~uperstition, to be absolved from the burden
of fanatical rites, from absurd and mischievous
institutions, from oppres&ive laws, and from a
state of society in which unmeaning c~remo

nies are substituted for the duties of virtue?
Are unrestrained liberty of innocent action, and
security of' property and .e~is.tenceJ .worthless?

/ Is it nothing to be rem.oved from the, ris~ of
the dungeon .a.nd the stake, for the, c<)Uscien
tiOU8 prof~ssion of opinions·; to .be rid of the
alternative of the. scaffold on. the. one hand,
and, on. the other, the sacrifice pf conscience
and honour?

These are all causes by which the train of
events constituting a man's life is evidently
liable to be modified. .They have a material
share in shaping the circumstances of the in-.
dividual, and even enter largely into the forma..
tion of his character; so that even those fea
tures of his condition, which appear the most
remote from such an influence, often derive
their. comple~ion from it. And what is it, that,
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has. extirpated these barbarities aIid produced
these benefits but the progress of truth, tb:e
discovery of the· real nature and tendencies of
such practices and institutions? Let him that

is sceptical as to the vaSt importance of truth,
cast his eye down the long catalogue of crimes
and cruelties which stain the annals of the
past, and examine the melioration which .has
taken place in the practices of the world, and
he will not again, i.nquire into the nature of
those advantages which follow the destruction
of error. All the liberality of thinking which

now prevails, the spirit of resistance to tyranny,
~e contempt of ·priestcraft, the comparative
rarity and mildness of religio.us persecution,
the mitigation of national prejudices, the dis
appearance of a number of mischievous super.:.
stitions, the abolition of superfluous, absurd,

and sanguinary laws, are so manyexemplifi
cations of the benefits resulting from the pro
gress of moral and political truth. They are
triumphs, all of them. over established error,

and·imply, reEipectively, either the removal of
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a source of misery, or a positive addition to
the souroes of happiness. It is impossible for

a moment to imagine, that if moral and po
litical science had been thoroughly under
stood, the barbarities here noticed would have
existed. .A pernicious custom or an absurd
law can never long. prevail amidst a com
plete and universal appreciation of its cha
racter.

The science of political economy, that noble

creation of modern times, throws the strongest
lights on the extent to which the welfare of

mankind may be affected by fallacious preju
dices and false conclusions in national policy.
To pass over the evils of restrictions on the

/ commercial intercourse of nations, from blind
jealousy and' absurd rivalship, the barriers

everywhere opposed to the free exercise of in
dustry, and the shackles by which enterprise
has universally been crippled; we have only

to appeal to the principles on which govem~

/ menm have regulated the circulating medium

of their respective countries (more· especially
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our own) to show the vast influence, ,which an
apparently slight mistake may pOlSess on the
transactions and the condition of 'millions ·of
the human race.

In the scienee of morals, the operation of a
wrong' speculative principle on society can-
not, perhaps, be 'more' 'Strongly -exemplified,
than in' the consequences; of the· particular
error which formed a princiPal topic of the
preceding essay_ The most tW'Sory glance at
the history of perieeution is sufficient to dis
coyer, that intolerance 'Dever- could have ex
istedin 'Such intensity had it not been for -the
almost'universal prevalence of the notion, that /"
guilt might·be incurred by opinions. ,In va
zious ages and countries; deviations' from the
receiwd faith have been looked upon,' bY'the
community at large, with more ,ahhorrence

than the :mOst criminal' actions; 'and-· the con:'
sequence'of this has been the perpetration of
cruelties at which; modern civili~ation shud
ders with: horror. Let-those, who contend .that
apeculative elTor can have '·but ,little influence
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on the happiness of private life, reflect a mo
ment on the numbers of innocent and con
scientious victims who have been destroyed
by the Inquisition. It cannot surely be sup·
posed,' that these persecutions would ever
have taken place, had the people at large
.been clearly convinced of the truth, that belief
is an involuntary and therefore a guiltless state
of the mind; or, in ether words, had they not
laboured under the delusion, that opinionS are
the proper objects of punishment. Persecu
tion would be necessarily exterminated in any
nation which universally felt its injustice and
'absurdity. The moral sympathies of man
kind, which had .been perverted by .false
notions, would resume their natural direction,'
and. would never suffer punishment to fall
upon those, who, in the apprehension of all,
had been guilty of no crime. What else but
the general prevalence of the· error already
mentioned, could have induced men, otherwise
'uninterested, to witness with tameness, nay
even with satisfaction and delight, the most
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detestable barbarities inflicted by religious
zeal ? We are told, that in Spain and Por
tugal the spectators, who crowded' to the ex
ecutions for heresy, frequently testified ex
travagant joy. Even ladies would laugh and
exult over the victims who were slowly con
suming at the stake. In reviewing such
scenes, we are pained to think how awfully
mankind may be deluded, how their sagacity
may be blinded, their sense of justice extin
guished, their best feelings subverted, by fal
lacies of judgment; and we become ready to
question, whether even vice itself ever pro
duced half the evils of false notions and mis
taken views.

. "The observer must be blind indeed," says
an elegant author and enlightene~ philoso
pher, " who does not perceive the vastness of
the scale on which speculative principles, both
right and wrong, have operated upon the
present condition of mankind; or who does
not now feel and acknowledge how deeply.
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the morals and the happiness of private life,
as well as the order of political society, are

involved in· the final issue of the contest be
tween true and fals~ philosophy·."

* Dugald Stewa,t's Phllosophical Essays, page 67.



SECTION IV.

ON FREEDOM OF DISCUSSION AS THE

MEANS OF ATTAINING TRUTH.

THE oonsiderations offered in the preceding
section are sufficient to show the extreme
importance of just principles, and that man
kind can never err in their speculative views
without .endangering their real welfare. It
follows, as a necessary consequence, that the
sole end of inquiry ought to be, not the slJP
port of any particular doctrines, but the attain
ment of truth, whatever may be the result to
established systems. If, indeed, we' admit the
perniciousness of error, it is impossible to
maintain any other object with even the ap
pearance of reason. It is the sacred principle
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from which we ought never to swerve·. The
inquiry, how truth is to be attained, becomes,
therefore, in the highest degree interesting
and important.

Nothing more, it is manifest, would be re
quired for the destruction of error than some
fixed and invariable standard of truth, which
could be at once appealed to and be decisive
of every controversy to the ,satisfaction of all
mankind; but that no such. standard exists,
the slightest consideration will be sufficient
to evince. If it be asserted, that on points
of religion the sacred writings are such a
standard, it may be urged in reply, that this
is only an apparent exception; for, in the
first place, we have no standard by which the
authenticity of those writings can be deter

mined beyond all liability to dispute; and"
in the second place, supposing we had a test
of this nature, or'that the authenticity of

* The reader will find some excellent remarks on the

subject of this section in Paley's Principles of Moral aDd

Political Philosophy. See the chapter on Toleration.
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the Scriptures was too evident to' admit of the
least doubt from the most perverse under
standing, yet we have no decisive· standard
of interpretation.

Neither can we discover a standard·of truth
in the opinions of the majority of mankind,
otherwise we might ascertain all truth by. the
simple process of counting votes.' The ma
jority of· mankind are seldom free from error;
they have often held opinions the most ab
surd, and. at different times have entertain~d

contradictory propositions.
It would be equally vain to look for a

standard' of truth in the' judgment of any
particular class of human beings. No rank,
no office, no privileges, no attainments in
wisdom or science, can be a security from
error. Bodies of men, who have' assumed

- infallibility, have, hitherto, always been mis
taken.

Since, then, we have. no fixed standard by
which we can in all cases try the .validity of
oplwons, as we can measure time and space;

K
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since we have no oracles of indisputable au~

theDticity, or at least of incontrovertible mean
iJrg; since we canDOt ascertain truth by pUt
ting opinions to the vote, nor by an appeal to

. any class or order of men, how are we to
aaam it, or by what means eBCape from
mot!

Although we have DO absolute test of truth,

yet we haTe faculties to discern it, and it is
only by the unrestrained exercise. of those
ftcultieS that "'e eaD. hope to attain correct
opinions. Our success in every subject will

essentially depend on the completeness of the
examination. But no individual mind is so
acute and compreheIisive, so free from passion
and prejudice, and placed in such favourable
circumstances, as in any complex question to

see all the possible arguments on both sides
in their full rorce. Hence the co-operation
of various minds becomes indispensably re

quisite. The greater the number of inquirers,
the gTeaterthe probability of a'&UCcessfal re
sult. Some will come to the iDquiry under
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circumstances peculiarly favourable .to SUcee8S,

some with faculties. capable of penetrating

where less acute ones. fail, and soone dis~n

gaged from passions. and prejud~es with

whioh others are encumbered. While one W,7
roots his scrutiny to a particular vi~w of the
subject, another.will regard it in a differe~t

aspect, a third will see it from a PQ8ition~

accessible to hi! predecessors; and, by the

comparison ~d, collision, of opinions,. truth

will be sepwated from 817or. and em.erge from

obscurity. If .attainable by human facnIties, it

must by such a process.be ultimately evolved..

The way, then, to obtain. this l'eSult .~ to

permit aU· to be said on a subject that Can
be said·.· All enlOr is the conseql,lence ,of
narrow and partial views, and. ~ be re

moved only by having a question _presented
in aU its· possible' bearings, or, .in other wo~ds,

by unlimited' .dis~ion., Where ,there is

perfoot .freeoom of examination, there ,is· the
greatest probability whieJt it is, p08sihleto

have that the troth will be ultimately at-
K 2
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tained. To impose the .least. resUaint is. to

diminish this probability. It is to declare
that we will not take into consideration all the
possible arguments which can be. presented,

but that we will form ou}:'. opinions on. partial
views. It is, therefore, to. increase the pro

bability of error. Nor need we, under t~e

utmost freedom of discussion, be in any fear
of an inundation of crude and preposterous

speculations. All .such will meet with a p~
per and effectual check in the neglect or .ridi

cule of the public: none will have much in
fluence but those which possess the plau
sibility bestowed by a considerable admix
ture of truth, and which it is, of importance
should appear, that, amidst .the contention of

controversy, what' is true may be separated

from what is false -.
The objection, that the plan of unlimited

discussion would introduce. a multiplicity of

erroneous speculations, is in reality directed

against the very means of attaining the. elld.

* See Note F.
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Though error is an 'absolute evil, it is f~e

quently necessary to go through it to arrive
at truth;'as a man, to ascertain the nearest
road .from one place to another, may be
obliged to make frequent deviations from the
direct line. Jnthe physical sciences, through
how many. errors has the path to truth fre
quently lain! What would· have been the
present state of knowledge, if no step had
been haZarded without a perfect assurance
of being right? 'Even the ideal.theory of
Berkeley and the scepticism of Bunie have
had their use in establishing' human science
on' its just .foundation .... We are 'midway in
the stream of ignorance and error; and it is a
poor argument against an attempt to reach the
shore, that every step will be a plunge into
the very element from which we are anxious
to escape. Mankind, it' is obvious, are not
endowed with faculties to possess themselves
at once of correct opinions on all subjects.
On'many questions they must expend. painful

, it See Note G:
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and persevering eft'orts; they must often be
mistaken, and often be set right, before they
completely succeed. To stop them at any
point in their career, to erect a barrier, and
say, thus faryonr iaquiries have proceeded,
b~ here they must *enninate, can scarcely
fail to fix them in the midst of some error.
It is prejudging all future efforts aDd all
fu.ture opportunities of discovery, 'without a
knowledge of their nature and exteBt. It is
proclaimiag, that whatever eveDUl may here
afwr take place, whatever' new principles may
be evolved, whatever established fallacies may

be explOded, how much soever the methods of
mvestigating truth' may' be' enh.uged and en

haneedin effica,cy, and how gigantic soever may

be'the pro'gress ''Of the .uman mind in other
departments of knowledge-; yet no appliea
ti'6h 'of any .of these, improvements· and dis
coveries shall be made to eer1ain particular
subjects, which shall be as fixed spots, im
moveable stations, amidst all the :viciS8itu~es

and advancement of science. .



SECTION V.

ON THE ASSUMPTIONS INVOLVED IN ALL

RESTRAINTS ON THE PUBLICATION OF

OPINIONS.

THE arguments adduced in the last'section
have brought us to the cOllclusion, that unre

strained freedom of inquiry is the only, or at

least the best and readie9t way, of arriving

at correct opinions. I~ may deserve a littl8
attention, in the ,n~t place, to investigate the
grounds on which all restrictions, if they

are honestly intended for the benefit of the
eommunity, must proceed. They_ must evi

dently be founded, either on the position that
the prevalence of truth would be productive of
pernicious consequences, or, admitting its good
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consequences, on the positions, first,· that truth
has been attained, and secondly, that, having
been attained, it stands in need of the pro

tection and assistance of· power in its contest
with error.

That the prevalence of truth would contri
bute to the happiness of man has already
been enforced .at some length; and in showing

that there. is ,no fixed standard or positive test
of truth, we have, perhaps, sufficiently ex
posed the presumption of assuming, that truth
has ·been· infallibly attained. Nothing,. in fact;
could justify such an assumption but the pos
sessi6n of faculties not liable to mistake, or
such palpable evidence on a subject as would
render all, restraints perfectly superfluous', and
absurd. The most ,thorough 'conviction 'of the

truth of any opinions is far from being a proof
oftheir correctness, or the slightest justifica- ,

tiOn of any atteniptat' the forcible suppression
of . contrary sentiments. Had our predeces

sors, who were equally convinced of the truth

of their tenetS, succeeded in'stifling inves-
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tigation, the world would have been stiU" im
mersed 'in the darkness of superstition, ami
bound as fast as ever by the fetters of preju
dice. They felt themselves, nevertheless, as
firmly in the right .as the present age can pos

sibly feel, and were equally justified in acts of
intolerance and persecution. Amidst the over
whelming proof afforded by the annals of the
past, that mankind are continually liable" to be
deceived in their strongest convictions, it is "a
prepesterous and·unpardonable presumption,
in any man, to set up the firmness of his own

belief as an absolute criterion of truth -.
Every one must, of course, think his own

opinions right; for if he thought them wrong,
they would no longer be his opinions: but
there is a wide difference between' regarding
ourselves as' infallible, and being firmly con

vinced of the truth of our creed. Whe~ a
man reflects on any "particular doctrine, he
may be impressed with a thorough" conviction
of the improbability or even impossibility of
its being false : and so he may feel with re-

* See Note H.
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gaM tp all his other opinions, when he makes

them objects of separate contemplation. And
yet, when he views them in the aggregate,

when he reflects, that.not a single being on the
earth holds collectively the same, when he
looks at the past history and present state of
mankind, and observes the various creedB of
different ages and Jl8,tions, the peculiar modes
of thinking of sects, and bodies, and individu

als, the notions once firmly held, which have
been exploded, the prejudices once universally
prevalent, which have been removed, and the
endless controversies, which have distracted
those who have made it the business of their
lives to arrive at the truth; and when he fur..

ther dwells on the consideration, that many of
these his fellow creatures have had .a CODvic
tion of the justness of their . respective senti

ments equal to his OWD, he cannot help the
obvious inference, that in his OWll opinions it
is next to impossible that there is not an ad.
mixture of error; that there is an infinitely
greater probability of his being wrong in some

than right in all.
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Every man of com.~ seuae and common

c&ndour, although be lIlay have DO suspicion

where his mistakes lie, must have this general
auspicion of hiI own fallibility; and, if be act

consistently, he will not seek to 8upprea

opinions by force, because in so doing he

might be at once lending support -to error, and

destroying the only meaD8 of its detection. In

endeavoor~ to 'Pread his opinions, and to
suppress all others by the arm of power, the

UUn08t success would have no tendency to lay

open the least of those mistakes which had in

sinuated themselves into his creed; but in

propagating his opinions.by arguments, byap

peals to the discrimination of his fellow-men,

he would be contributing alike to the detection

of his own errors and to the overthrow of

those of his antagonists.

It remains to consider, in the next place,

the assumption, implied in all restrictions on

inquiry, that truth, in its contest with error,

Iltands in need of the protection of human

authority. '
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Men have- long since found out· how, ridicu
lous is the interference of authority in physi
cal and mathematical science; when will iliey
learn to smile' at its officious and impotent at
tempts at the protection of truth in moral and
political inquiries 1 The doctrine,' that, under
perfect freedom' of discussion, falsehood would

I Iultimately prevail, virtually implies the human
faculties to .be so constituted, as, all other
things being the same, to .cleave to error
rather than to truth; in which case the pursuit
ofknowledge would be folly, since every step
and every effort would. carry us I farther- from
our object. But the supposition of the ulti
mate triumph of falsehood is a fallacy dis
proved by the experience of mankind. Error

'may subvert error, -one false doctrine may su-
persede another, and truth· may -be'long undis
covered, .and .make ~ts' way slowly against the
tide of prejudice; but that it has not only the
po~er of overcoming its antagonist in equal
circumstances, but also of surmounting every
intellectual obstacle, every impediment but
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mere brute force, is proved by the general ad
vancement of knowledge. If we trace the his
tory of .any science, we shall find it a record
of mistakes and misconceptions, a narrative of
misdirected and often fruitless efforts; yet if
amidst all these the science has made a pro

gress, the struggles through which it has
passed, far from evincing that the. human mind

is prone to error rather than to truth, furnish a
decisive proof of the contrary, and an illus
tration of the fact, that, in the actual condition
of humanity,. mistakes are the necessary instru..

ments by which truth is brought to light, Of,

at least, indispensable conditions of the. pro

cess.
No one, perhaps, in the present day, al

though he might be the advocate of restraints
on the discussion of theological and political
topics, w.ould be hardy eaough to contest the
justness of this remark, or contend for the

utility of restrictions in mathematical and phy
sical science: and yet, ~ this. respect, all the

various departments of knowledge stand On the
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same ground. Let those who think otherwise
show us tile distinctive characteristics which
render it proper and expedient to shackle the

discUSsion of particular topics, while every
other subject is abandoned, without fear or
precaution, alike to the conflicting play of the
acutest intellects, and to the blunders of igno
rance and imbecility.

What, however, we have to prove on the

present occasion, is not, that truth if left to its
own euergy will .finally triumph over prevail
ing error, but the less questionable position,

that novel errors are not capable of overtum~

ing truths already established. The exercise
of authority is, of course, always in support of
established opinions; and since to be justifia

ble it must proceed' on the assumption of their
freedom from error, all that, is necessary for
our puppose is to show, that if they are as true

as they: are assumed to be, they cannot be sub

~rted by the utmoSt latitude of discussion.

If they are true, then is there the highest

probability~ that every fresh- examination to
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which they may be subjected will terminate in
placing them iil a clearer light; because every
argument levelled against -them must involve
some fallacy which is liable to detection, and
the exposure of which will tend to propagate
and confinn them. The only cause why any
opinions need to apprehend -the touch of dis..
cussion is, that there is. a certain process of
reasoning by which they may be proved to be
wrong, and the discovery of which may result
from the conflict of arguments. The nature of
this predicament, in which true opinions can
never stand, and all objections to them must
ever remain, constitutes of itself a sufficient
barriet against the encroachments of false
hood, were there no other to be found in the
fixed habits and. dispositions of the community.
It is a w~rk of difficulty to overturn even /
established error, because the interests, pas
sions, and prejudices of so many are engaged

'\ -in its support, an~ long resist the strongest
arguments and the clearest demonstration:
why then need we fear the overthrow of es-
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tablished. truth by the utmost. licence of dis
cussion, when not only prescription, intereSt,
prejudice, and paBsion, are in its favour, but
the powerful alliance of reaBon itself?

In stating the grounds on which all restric
tions Iilust proceed, we limited our remarks to

restrictioWlhonestly intended for the benefit of
the community, because no others can be
openly maintained; and whatever may be the
real motives of those who impose or advocate
them, the good of the public must be their os
tensible aim. It is obvious, however, that
restraints of this kind much more frequently
owe their origin to the selfish fears and pur
poses of part of the community, than to just
and liberal intentions with regard to the whole.
Established opinions are so interwoven with
the interests of individuals, that the subversion
of one often threatens the ruin of the other.
Hence the energy which strains. every nerve
in .theirsupport, and hence much of the ran
cour with which the slightest deviation is pur-

. sued.



SECTION VI.

ON 'THE FREE PUBLICATION OF OJ>INIONS

AS AF}'ECTING THE PEOPLE AT LARGE.

· WE now come to a question naturQ,lly spring
ing out of the present subject, and of no mean
importance. Jt may be urged, that, granting
the justness of the observations in the pre-

·ceding chapter, there' are other considerations
·of too momentous a· nature to be overlooked.
Free discussion may be the best means of pro-

·moting the progress of truth; but is the un
bounded licence of disseminating all opinions
the best way of propagating truth amongst

,those who may be presumed, from their situa
tion in life, to be i~competent to judge for
thelilSelves 1 Would it not be wise to inter-

L
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pose some restraint to prevent the poor and
the ignorant from being deluded by false
hood 1

There are several strong reasons why any
restrictions, imposed with a view to guard the
lower classes from error, would prove abortive,
and even injurious. All restraints of this kind
would imply, on the part of those who im-

.posed them; that they themselves could infal
libly determine what was true and what was
false. But it is plain, as we have already re
marked, that if such an assumption had always

'been acted upon, authority would have been fre- .
quentlyemployed in suppressing troth and lend
ing assistance to error; nor can we have better
grounds for acting upon it now than the same
strong conviction which clung to our prede
cessors. To see the matter in its proper light,
we ha'V'e only for a moment to consider what
would have been the state of society in Eu
rope, if the principle of guarding the poor
trom what the established authorities regarded
as error, had been always successfully enforced.
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The whole. experience of mankiBd on this
subject proclaims, that regulations Wkeep the
people from opinions which have been pro

nounced., to be errors 1>y Wlible meJi, if they
could accomplish their. oqject, .would . prove

the most effectual ~ngines that. could·be de
vised for prepetuating ignoran~ and' false
hoo~l.

Were it possiQI~, nevelihe_, for any set
of men to discrimin~ the tru,e nature of
opinions with unerring, accuracy, yet, in an

age .of improve~Dt andr. a.. land of liberty,

they could n9t confine the miMi of the- people

to those ideas w4i,chthey chos~to impart to

them. Unl~ tl,le )power classes were kept in
total darkness by the mo~t inwlerable "des
potism, i~ would he. impossible to· preYEnt

them from. ~icip~g in. the: discussions of
t1;leir superior~w. rank ~d knowledge. I ,There

are. a. thousand ch~els ,pf communication
which· cannot be closed, and on every' con

tr,o,vertible Jin~bject the~e is ~. certain train of
doubts, difficulties, ~nd objection5, which

L 2

..
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nothing but utter ignorance can suppress.
Truths, which have been the gradual result
of inquiry and induction, of suppositions dig..

/ proved and mistakesrecti6ed, cannot always
be introduced into the mind without a pro

cess somewhat similar to that: by which they
have. been originally obtained.

Since then the poorer classes cannot be
,brought to limit their inquiries to what their

/ superiors choose to set before .them; since

doubts ,and· difficulties will necessarily start
up in their minds, it becomes very question
able whether, even on the supposition of esta
blished opinions being true, more error would
not prevail under a system of restriction than
under perfect freedom of inquiry. All that

authority could do in regard to contrary doc
trines would be to prohibit their open ex
pression or' promulgation; it would have no
power. to extirpate them from the mind.
Under a system of restraint, therefore, it i~

probable, that a multiplicity of errors would

secretly exist; and as they would not be al-
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lowed to find public vent, they could not be
refuted. They would, consequently, bid fair
to have a far more durable and extensive pre
valence than if they were openly expressed,
and exposed to the rigorous test of ~neral

examination. It seems, indeed, an obvious if
not an unavoidable policy, rather to encou
rage than' repress the expression of dissent
from established notions. A govemmen*,
whose fundamental principle was the hap
piness of the community, would act, in this
respect, like ~ wise teacher, who encourages
his pupils to propose the doubts and objec
tions to which the imperfection o( their know
ledge may have given birth, aI1d which can
be removed from their minds only when they
are known. The surest way of contracting
the empire of error; is to increase the general
power of discerning its character. In the
present stage of civilization this is, in fact,

./
all that can be done. The days of conceal-
ment and mystery are past. There is now
no resource but in a system of fairness and
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open dealing; .no feasible mode of preserving

and propagating truth but by exalting igno

rance into knowledge.

The universal education of the poor, which

no earthly power can prevent, although it may

/ retard it, is loudly demanded by the united'

voices of the moralist ~d politician. But if

thepeople are to ;be enlightened at all, it is
unavailing and inconSistent· itO 'resort to half

measures and timid· expedients; to treat them
at onCeas men and asehildren; to endow
them with th'e powm-of thinking and .at- .the
same time to fetter its exercise; to make an
appe61 to their reason and· yet 'to distrust its
result; to give ,them the i :.stomach 'of a lion

and feed them with the alimellt of a lamb.

The 'protnotersaf'the uiversal education 'of
the poor ought to be a.ware, that 'they aTe

setting in motion, or at least ttccelerating the

.action of an' engine 'ttlo powerful to be con

trolled at their pleasure, and likely 1:0' prove

filtal to all' those 'Parts of their' own systeIIlS',

which r~st not·, on tbe, solid 'fowdation ~of

•
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reality. They ought to know, that they are

DeCeBsarily giving birth to a great deal of

doubt and investigation; that they are un~

dermining the p0'!Ver of prejudice, and the in
fluence' of mere authority 8.Jld prescription; that

they are creating an immense number of keen

inquirers and original thinkers, whose intel..

lectual force will be turned, in the first in
stance, upon those subjects which are dearest

to the heart and of most importance to so

ciety.
In the further prosecution of this subject, it

may be asked of the advocates of restrictive

measures, by what conceivable regulations

they could guard those from error, who were

Bot able to judge for themselves, and at the

!lame time secure the substantial advantages of

unlimited discussion to the rest 1

No human ingenuity could combine these

two objects. No line of demarcation could be
drawn between those who should be left to the

operation of all arguments, which could be ad

duced, and t~ose whole weakness or igno-
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ranee required the paternal arm of authority to
shield them from falsehood. There can be
no distinction made between the rich and the
poor in these cases. Not to insist upon the
fact, that many in the inferior ranks are quite
as competent to the examination of any ques
tion, which bears upon moral or political con
duct, as many in the highest stations; it is im
practicable to devise a measure which shall ex
clude any particular classes, and leave the right
of free examination unimpaired to the rest; so
that, if we were-under the necessity of allow
ing, that some evils might arise from admit
ting the poor to be a party in the examination
of a subject, it might still be contended, that
such evils would be wisely encountered for
the sake of those inestimable advantages,
which .follow the progress of truth, and which
can be. purchased only by liberty of public
dis~ussio~. It may be further urged, to show
the importance of maintaining this liberty 11n
shackled, that the intelligence of the lower
classes; the diminution of ignorance and error
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amongst them, must necessarily depend on the

general p~ogress of knowledge. While those,
who have the best opportunities of infonna
tion, are in darkness, those, who are in inferior
stations, cannot be expected to be otherwise
than proportionably more so. Whatever there

fore tends to keep the former from becoming
enlightened (as all restrictions inevitably do)
must have a corresponding effect on the latter,
or, in other words, tend to keep them in that
state from which it is the professed object· of
restrictions to preserve them.

It is necessary to recollect that the real
question is, not whether it is desirable·that

the poorer classes, or all classes, should be
preserved from error .(about which there can
be no dispute at this stage of our discussion),
but whether it would be proper and expedient
to .attempt the acomplishment of. that obj~ct

by. the interposition of authority. .There are'
many acts which are highly injurious to

society, but which we never attempt to sup

press by legal enactments, because .such a pro
cedure would be either abortive or· pregnant
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with greater evils thaD the evils against which
it was directed. On this principle, ingrati
tude, cruelty, treachery, incontinence, and a
'number of other vices, are not touched by the
laws, but left to the natural discouragemellt$
imposed by the moral sentiments of the .com.
munity; On the same groqnd$, although er
roneousopinions are injurious to society, and
it would be an important ·benefit if their· dis.- .
semination could be prevented, yet it would
'be inexpedient to endeayour.to accomplish
that object by legal restrictions. The attempt
'would be impolitic, because, as. we have al
ready shoWn, not only is it impossible to dis'!'
criminate infallibly what is true from what is
false, so as to avoid suppreSBing truth and
propagating. falsehood; but all, restraints
would be likely to defeat their own ends,
or at all events would never· be effectual un
less pushed, to the extreme ,of tyranny, and
could not be imposed so' as to' accomplish
·their object without' impeding the progress of
knowledge.

But the people are not left to, tile in'Unda-
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'tion' of falsehood without a Temedy or pro;
tection. 'Restraints on the promulgation of
opinions, even if they were proper and ex
pedient 'on the supposition' of their efficacy,
and of the infallibility of those -who imposed

'them, seem peculiarly unnecessary, since
there'is always a powetful : means of counter
acting what we conceive' to .be- errOl'S. Fal
lacies may be exposed, misstatements detected,
absurdities ridiculed. These are the natural
and appropriate' -modes of repression; and
while they must be ultimately successful
amongst all classes of people, unless the hu
man mind is better adapted to the reception
of falsehood than of truth (in which case the
pursuit of knowledge would be folly), they
possess the additional recommendation of
contributing to the detectio,l1 of those fallacies
which have mingled themselves with the sen
tnnents of the most accurate judges. Here we
have a legitimate method of disseminating our
tenets, in which we may indulge without re
straint, assured that whether right or wrong we
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shall contribute to the ultimate triumph of
truth. In detecting falsehood and exposing
it to general observation, we are far more
effectually guarding all ranks from its influ
ence, than by mysterious reserve and timorous
precautions, which are always suspected of
being employed in the support of opinions
not capable of standing by' their own

strength·.

* See Note I.



SECTION VII.

"ON THE ULTIMATE INEFFICACY OF ItE

1JTRAINTS ON THE PUBLICATION OF OPI

NIONS, AND THEIR BAD EFFECTS IN

DISTURBING THE NATURAL COURSE OF

IMPROVEMENT.

IN the present state of the world, it is ques
tionable, whether the progress of opinion can
be much retarded by restraint and persecution;
and it is certain, that it cannot be stopped.
Where the' arts and sciences are cultivated,
and the press is in operation, restrictions on
particular subjects must be in a great measure
inefficacious, except in producing irritation .
and violence. The various branches of know
ledge are so intimately connected, that it is a
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vain attempt to shackle any of them while the
rest are at liberty. The general improvement
of science will inevitably throw light on any

.prohibited subjects, and suggest conclusions
with regard to them which no authority can
prec!ude fr~m universal adoption.

Even if restraints partially succeed in their
object, they will only retard the consumma
tion, which they cannot prevent; they wi!
only detain the community longer amidst that
struggle of truth ~d falsehood, which must in
evitably take place. Since there is a sort of
regular process, which must be gone through,
a course of doubts, and difficulties, and ob
jections, before any disputable truth can be
firmly settled in the minds of thinking men;
~e sooner this is accomplished the -better;-the
sooner the objections and their answers, the
difficulties and their solutions, .are put on re
cord, the greater the number of people
who will be saved from uncertainty and from
the trouble of winding through all the intricacies
of th~ dispute. The interference of -power
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cannot obviate this necessity, bor can it pre
vent the operation of those general causes,
whioh are constantly at work on the under
standings of men, and produce certain opinions
in certain states of society and stages of civili
zation. The utmost, then, that authority cab
do, is to retard the action of these general •
causes, to prolong the period of hesitation and
uncertainty, and to disturb the natural pro
gress of human improvement. It even some
times happens (as we have already had oc
casion to notice), that restrictive measures de

feat their own object, and accelerate the event
they are intended to arrest or counteract. Th'e
mere attempt to suppress a doctrine has ofter.
been found to disseminate it more 'widely.

I

There is a charm in secrecy, which often at-
tracts tile public mind to proscribed opinions.
The curiosity roused by their being prohibited,
a repugnance to oppression, an undefined sus
picion, or tacit inference, that what requires
the arm of power to suppress it must ha~e

some strong claims to credence, and various
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-other circumstances, draw the attention of
numbers, in whose eyes the matter in contro
_versy, had it been freely discussed, would
_have been totally destitute of interest. What-
ever is the severity of the law, some bold spirit
:every now and then sets it at defiance, .~d by

..• .so doing spreads the obnoxious doctrine far
more rapidly than it would have diffused .it
self had it been left unmolested.

In proportion .to the inefficacy of restraints
on the publication of opinions, the objections,

·which. we have brought against them, would,
of course, be weakened or removed. If they

·did not succeed in their object, they would be
no impediment to the progress of truth; but
although they should be ultimately ineffectual,
·they. would .still beget positive evils, by dis
turbing the natural course of improvement.
In a country, or community, where no such
restraints existed, it is obvious that no changes
of opinion could well be. sudden. Truth, at
the best, makes but slow advances. Its light
is at first confined to men of high station,
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;learning, and abilities, and gradually spreads
down to the other classes of society. The re
luctance of the human mind to receive ideas
contrary to its usual habits of thinkiIig _would

--be a suffiCient security from violent transitions,
did we not already possess anothor;in _the
slowness with which the understanding makes.
its discoveries. Arguments, by w.1ich pre
scriptive error is overturned, however plain
and forcible they -may be, are found out with
difficulty, and in the first instance can be en
tered into only by _enlarged and liberal minds,
by whom they are subsequently familiarized
and disseminated to others.

Now all restraints on the free examination
of·. any subject are an interference with the na
tural. and regular process here described, and
produce mischievous irregularities. The _gra
dual progress of opinion cannot be stopped,
but it is interrupted. We no longer find it so
insensibly progressive, that we can hardly
mark the change but by comparing two distant
periods. Under a system of restraint and co-

M
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erdon, we see apparently sudden revolutions
in public sentiment. Opinions are c~erished

awl spread, in the secrecy of fear, till the
ardor with which they- are entertained can no
longer be repressed, and bursts forth into out
rage and disQrder. The passions become ex.
asperated; the .natural sense of. injustice,
which men will deeply feel as long as the
world lasts at the proscription. Or persecution
of opinions, is roused into action, and a zeal is
kindled for the propagation of doctrines, en
deared to the heart by obloquy and suffering.

Such ebullitions are to be feared only where
the natur8l operation of inquiry has been ob,.
structed. As in the physical so in the moral
world, it is repression which produces violence.
Public opinion resembles the vapour, which
in the open air is as harmless as the breeze,
but which may be compressed into .an . ele..
ment of tremendous power. 'Vhen novel doc·
trines are kept down by force, they naturally
resort to force to ftee themselves from re
straints. Their advocates would seldom pur.
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sue violent measures," if such measures- had
not been first directed against them. W"hat
partly contributes to this violence ~ the effect
produced by restraint on the moral qualities of
men's minds. Compulsory silence," the ne
cessity of confining to his OW~ breast ardently
cherished opinions, can never have a good in
fluence on the character of anyone. It has a
tendency to make men morose and hypocritical,
discontented and designifig, and ready to risk
much in order to rid themselves of their tram
mels; while the liberty of uttering opinions,
without obloquy and punishment, promotes sa
tisfaction of mind and sincerity of cooduct.

If these representatioDs" are correct, they
distinctly mark out the course of enlightened
policy. Whether established opinions are
false or true, it is alike the interest of the
community, that investigation should be unre
strained; in order that, if false, they may 'be
discarded, and, if true, rendered conspicnous

to all. The only way of· fully attainmg the
benefits of truth is to suffer opil'lioD8'''to"~ain-

M2
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tain themselves against. attack, or fall in the
contest. The terrors of the law are wretched ,
replies to argument, disgraceful to a good, and
feeble auxiliaries to a bad cause. If there was
any fixed and unquestionable standard, by which

the validity of opinions could be tried, there

might be some sense, and some utility, in
checking the extravagancies of opinion by le
gal interference; but s~nce there is no other
standard than the general reason of mankind,

discussion is the only method of trying the
correctness of all doctrines whatever; and it is

the highest presumption in any man, or any'
body of men, to erect their own tenets into a
criterion of truth, and overwhelm dissent and
opposition by penal inflictions. Such conduct

can proceed on no principle, which would not

justify all the persecutions, that disgrace the

page of ecclesiastical history. Let established

opinions be defended with the utmost power
of reason, let the learning of schools and col
leges be. brought to their support, let ~legance

and "taste display them in their most enchanting
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colours, let no labour, 110 expense, no argu
ments, no fascination, be spared in upholding
their authority; but in the name of humanity
resort not to the aid of the pillory and the
dungeon. When they cannot be· maintained
by knowledge and reason, it will surely be
time to suspect, that judicial severities will be

but a feeble protection.
Whoever has attentively meditated on the

progress of the human .race cannot fail to dis
cern, that there is now a spirit of inquiry
amongst men, which nothing can stop, or even
materially control. Reproach and obloquy,
threats and persecution, will be vain. They
may embitter opposition and engender vio
lence, but they cannot abate the keenness of
research. There is a silent march of thought,
which no power can arrest, and which it is not
difficult to foresee will be marked by important
events. Mankind were never before in the
situation in which they now stand. The press
has been operating upon them for several cen
turies, with an influence scarcely percept ible at
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its commencement, but daily becoming more

palpable, and acquiring accelerated force. It is
rousing the intellect of nations, and happy will
It be for them if there' be no rash interference

with the natural progress of knowledge; and, if,

by a judicious and gradual adaptation of their
institutions to the inevitable changes of opi-

. nion, they are saved from those convulsions,

which the pride, prejudices, and obstinacy of

8 few may occasion to the whole·.

* See Note K.
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ESSAY III.

ON

FACTS AND INFERENCE&

DR. REID, in that part of his Essays on the
Intellectual Powers where he treats of the su~

posed fallacy of the senses,' points out an im
portant .distinction between 'what our senses
actually testify, and the conclusions which we
iraw from their testimony. .

"Many things," says he, "called decep
tions of the senses; are'only conclusions rashly
drawn from the testimony of the senses.' In

these cases the testimony of the senses is
true, but we rashly draw: a conclusion from
it, which does not necessarily follow. ~e

are disposed to impute' our errors rather to
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false information than to inconclusive reason

ing, and to blame our senses for the wrong
conclusions we. draw from their testimony.

"Thus," he continues, "when a man has
taken a counterfeit guinea for a true one, he

says his senses deceived him; but he lays the
blame where it ought not to be laid: for we

must ask him, Did your senses give a false testi
mony of the colour, or of the figure, or of the
impression? No. But this is all that they
testified, and this they testified truly: from
these premises you concluded that it was a
true guinea, but this conclusion does not fol
low; you erred therefore, not by relying upo_n
the testimony ·0£ sense, but· by judging rashly
from its testimony·.

This confounding of facts and inferences, so

aeutely exposed by Dr. Reid, is not, however,
confined to cases in which we have thetesti
mony of our own senses. The remark may be

extended to every .department of knowledge,
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which depends on observation, for in all we
are continually liable to the same mistake.

If we attend to the understandings of the ma
jority of mankind, we shall discover an uUler

confusion in this respect. Their opiniollS are

a .confused and indiseriminate mass, in whicla
facts and inferences, realities and suppositions;

are blended together, ao.d conceiTed, not only

as of equal authority, but. as possessing the
same character. In other words, infel"ences, or
assumptions from facts, are regarded as form

ingpart of the facts. This is particularly 0b

servable with regard to the relation of CUlse

and effect. That one thing is the cause of

another may be either actually witnessed, or

merely inferred; the CODDecOOn of two events

may be, to us, either a fact, or a conclusion de

daced from appearances; a difference which

may be easily· illustrated. For this purpose,

let us suppose the case of& stone falling from

a rock, and crushing a flower at its base. To
an eye-witness, it would be a fact, anel net 8ft

inference, that the falling of the stone was the
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cause of the injury sustained by the flower.

But suppose a man passed by, after the rock
had fallen, and, perceiving a flower cmshed

and a stone near it which appeared to be a

fragment 'recently disjoined from the e1if18
above, pronounced, that the flower had been

crushed by the stone, he would not be stating
a fact but making an inference. 'The man,
who saw the piece of rock fall upon the flower,

and crush it; could not be mistaken; but he
who inferred the same thing from the appear
ance of the cliffs and the proximity of the

stone, might be wrong, because the flower might
possibly'have been crushed in some other man

ner. There would evidently be an opening
for error. It would be possible, for 'instance,
although it might .be highly improbable, that

soine person had purposely taken off a' piece
from the rock, and, after crushing the flower
with his foot, had laid the stone by its side, in
order to mislead any body that came' after
him. If we analyse 'this case, and separate
the facts from the inferences, we shall find 'the
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whole of the facts to be these; that a flower
was crushed, that a stone lay near it, and that
the cliffs above exhibited a certain peculiar

appearance. The inferences from these facts
are, that the stone fell from the cliffs and
crushed the flower in its descent. By this se
paration Qf facts and inferences we clearly see
where there is perfect certainty, and where
there is a possibility of error.

There cannot be a better illustration of the
mistakes into which a neglect of this distinc
tion leads, than the general opinion of the ig
norant part of mankind, that the sun revolves

round the earth, which is manifestly an in
ference drawn from observing that the earth

and the sun change their relative position.
This is the whole of the fact: that the sun
makes a revolution round the earth is- an .in
ference to account for the phenomenon; yet so

immediately is this inference suggested, so
closely does it follow on appearances, that it is
almost universally received as a matter of fact;

and a man might as well attempt to dislodge
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the sun from his position as to displace the
opinion from the mind of one who had grown
up to maturity in the belief of it. He would
probably ask, if you wisbed to persuade him
that he could not see, or whether it was likely
that he could acquiesce in your arguments
rather than the evidence ofhis senRes.

It is this blending of facts and inferences,
which is at the bottom ofthe objections of mere
matter-of-fact men to the conclusions of politi
cal economy, and of the assumptions continually
made with regard to that science, that theory
and experience are at war. We may discern
it in the common prejudices against machinery
for superseding manual labour. A matter-of
fact man, as soon as he sees a number of work
men destitute of employment, from the fluctu
ations incident to commerce, begins to lament,
that, in modem times, so much machinery
should be employed, when 80 many labourers
are idle, and regards it as an indisputable fact,
that. the machinery has occasioned the mis
chief. CI Do we not see," exclaim persons of
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this class, "that these machines perform opera

tions that would require hundreds of human
beings, and thereby deprive them of employ

ment 1 Is it not cl~r, that if no machines ex
isted these idle hands would be set to work;
and would you persuade us not to believe our
own eyes 1" The only facts in this case, how

ever, are, that the machinery is in operation, and
the men are destitute of employment. That one
is the cause of the other (which mayor ma.y not
be true) is an inference to account for the state

of affairs; and an inference which, though it
may sometimes be just, on the first introduction

of machinery, is in general at variance with
the clearest principles of political science.

The utility of the distinction here pointed out
is very perceptible in all questions of national
policy. In public affairs there is commonly
such a multiplicity of principles in operation,

. 80 many concurring and counteracting circum
stances, such an intermixture of. design and
accident, that the utmost caution is necessary

in referrlngeveots to their origin; while in no
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subject of human speculation, perhaps, is there
a greater confusion of realities and assumptions.

I~ is sufficient for the majority of political rea
soners, that two events are coexistent or con

secutive. To their conception it immediately

becomes a fact, that one is the caus~ of the
other. They see' a minister in office, or an
abuse in existence, or a factious demagogue
at work, during the prevalence of national'dis
tress or disorder; and by a compendious logic
they identify the minister, or the abuse, or the

demagogue, with the evil, and make it an article
in their creed, that the removal of one would

be the removal of both. The coexistence, how
ever, of these two things is not sufficient to
establish their connection, and all beyond their
coexistence is inferential, and requires to be

supported by proof.
We cannot more aptly elucidate this part of

our subject than .by referring to the discussion
ofsuch questions as the policy of educating the

poor. To prove the advantages of this mea
sure, an ad vocate for the diffuaion of know-
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ledge generally brings an instance of some
country where education has extensively pre

vailed through all ranks, and which has at- the
same time been distinguished for moral ex

cellence. This is called an appeal to facts;
but it is obvious, that the only facts are the
coexistence of a system of education with vir

tuous conduct, and that the main force of the
arguments lies, not in a fact, but in an infer
ence, that one is the cause of the other. This
inference may be highly probable, but it re
quires to be proved itself before it can be ad
mitted as a positive proof of any thing' else·.

The same observation applies to the arguments
of those speculators, who begin to doubt the

advantages of the plan of education lately pur
sued with the poor in England, on the ground,
that immorality appears to increase. ,Assum

ing it to be true, that immorality has increased
since the introduction of the plan, yet this by

* It maybe added, that the proofs necessary to esta

blish the i'!ftrenct: are altogether different from the proofs
of the fact. tAem6t:lt)t:3.

N
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no means establishes it as a fact, that one has
been the effect of the other. A careful induc
tion of circumstances, or a clear process of
reasoning from general principles, would be
necessary to prove such a connection between

them.
The tendency to confound these two differ

ent things is not the least remarkable in the
practice of medicine. It extensively pervades

the pretended knowledge of ignorant practi
tioners, and the empiricism of people in all
ranks of life. If any particular change ensuC8
after taking a drug, the drug is at once as

sumed to be the cause of t.he change; it iB
immediately set down as an indisputable fact,
that luch a medicine is a certain remedy for
such a complaint. It is in reality, however,

one of the most delicate tasks, aDd forms one
of the greatest difficulties of medical practice,
to discriminate, amidst a complication of cir
cumstances preceding any effect, that parti
cular circumstance which has occasioned it.
In no cases, perhaps, are men more liable to
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err than these; in none is patient investiga
tion less attended to, or more necessary, and
precipitancy of inference more carefully to be
avoided. In none is it of more importance to
make the distinction, which it has been too
object of this essay to point out.

,,These remarks serve to show, what may at
first sight appear paradoxical, that those men,
who are generally designated as practical and
experienced, have often as much of the hypo
thetical interwoven in their opinions as the
most speculative theorists. Half of their facts
are mere inferences, rashly and erroneously
drawn. They may have no systematic hypo.
theses in their minds, but they are full of as·
sump~ions without being aware of it. It is im
possible, that men should witness simultaneous
or consecutive events without connecting them
in their imaginations as causes and effects.
There is a continual propensity in the human'
mind to establish these relations amongst the
phenomena subjected to its observation, and
to consider tbe.m as possessing the character

N 2
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of facts. But in doing this there is great li
ability to error, and the opinions of a man, who
has formed them from what Lord Bacon calls
"mera palpatio," purely from what he has
come in personal contact with, cannot but
abound with rash and fallacious conclusions,
for which he fancies himself to have the au
thority of his own senses, or of indisputable
experience.



ESSAY IV.

ON THE

INFLUENCE OF REASON ON THE FEELINGS.

SOME philosophers have proposed as a ,curi
ous subject of investigation, .the mutual influ;'
ence of the mind and the body, and the laws
which regulate their connection. Jt would
not perhaps be less curious, though it would .
be far more difficult, to trace the influence of
the sensitive and intellectual parts of our na
ture upon each other. The understanding is
affected in various ways· by the feelings and
passions; and on the other hand the state of
the passions greatly depends on the combi
nation of ideas before the mind, or, in other
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words, on the state of the intellect. To in

vestigate all the laws of this reciprocal action
would require powers of close observation
and acute analysis, greater than we could
hope to bring to the task. In a fonner essay

we touched upon the subject, in attempting
to explain the influence which the passions
exert on the judgments of the understand
ing; and we shall now offer Q few remarks
on the influence which the conclusions of our,
reason exert on the passions.

Our speculative conclusions, it will be im~

mediately acknowledged, have not always

complete power over our feelings; or, in
other words, our feelings do not invariably
conform to the previous convictions of OUl'

judgment. The opinion, that we ought to

feel in a certain manner on a certain occa
sion, is often ineffectual in producing the pro

per emotion. Our.view of the impropriety
and absurdity of a passion does not allay it.
A man, for example, may feel painfully vexed
at. some trivial circufQ$tanr-e, and although he
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is sensibl~ of the folly of suffering his tran
quillity to be disturbed by a thing of no impor
tance, yet this consideration fails to restore
the tone of his mind, and it would probably
be incapable of preventing the same emotion
on a recurrence of the same circumstances.
Even the philosopher, who from the heights
of contemplation, from the "edita doctrinG.
sapientum. templa serena,» looks down on the
vain pursuits of his fellow-creatures, and dis
tinctly sees their worthlessness, and the foUy
of the passions which they engender, is unable
to resist the domination of the same influences
when be descends from his elevation and min
gles with the crowd.

This insubordination of the sensitive to the
intellectual part of our nature, is more par
ticularly remarkable in those associations of
thought and feeling, which we have acquired
in early life. Before we have well emerged
from infancy, our moral and intellectual con
stitution has been so far formed, that certain
ideas or circumstances awaken peculiar emo-
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tions in the breast, with almost as much pre
cision as the touch of the finger elicits from
the keys of a harpsichord their respectiv.e
musical notes. In the progress of life, how
ever, we discover that some' of these feelings
are improper and inappropriate to the occa
sionS on which they arise; and yet, even after

~ this discovery, they still beset us whenever
~ the sam~ occasions recur. Present' objects

awaken. our dormant associations,' and the
, cool conclusions of our reason sink forgotten

from the'mind. The prejudices 'of the nursery
have been commonly adduced in illustra
tion of this principle of our mental consti
tution.. Few persons (to take a trite example),
who have been taught in th,eir infancy to
dread the appearance of ghosts in the dark,
are enabled so entirely to shake off their early
associations as, at all times and in all places,
to feel perfectly free from apprehension in the

dead of night, however strong their conviction
may be of the absurdity of their fears.

We may obserVe the like pertinacious ad-
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.herence of feelings, at variance with our rea
son, in those who are subject to the passion of
mauvaise honte. To this passion some are

.doubtless constitutionaliy more prone than

others; but the strength of it, and the occa

sions on which it is evinced, depend greatly
.on the associations of ideas and feelings formed
in early life. If a child is brought up, for in-

stance, in a family where receiving and pay
ing visits are regarded as extraordinary events,
and attended by formality and constraint of
manner, company becomes formidable to his
imagination; and it will require frequent in

tercourse with society in after-life to overcome
the effects of such an impression. Notwith
standing the clearest perception of the ab
surdity of feeling embarrassed before his fel
low-creatures, he will' ofte~ find himself dis- 

concerted in their presence, and thrown into
confusion by trifles which his good sense tho
roughly despises. In the same manner, an in
voluntary deference for rank may be observed

amidst the strongest conviction of the empti
ness of aristocratical distinctions, and the most
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decided republican principles. TIle lingering
spirit of the feudal system, and the general
forms and institutions of society in Europe,
have a tendeney to infuse into the minds of
certain classes Iuch feelings of respect for the
greatness of high life, as, when they find them,..
selves in its presence, sometimes overpower
the opposite influence of mature opinions •.

* The powerful effect of 8uch associations is forcibly

depicted by Madame de Staill, in the following pusage of

her posthumous work, where.she exhibits the sentiments
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It is the force of such impressions that pro
duces so much awkwardness in the mumers of
our peasantry, and it is freedom from them
that often gives an air of dignity to the deport
ment of the savage.

In religion, the strong power of associatioDs

in opposition to the convictions of the under
standing, is peculiarly worthy of notice, espe
cially in the case of changes from a super
stitious to a more rational and liberal creed.
The force of a man's education has perhaps

long held him in bondage, and his whole feel
ings have become interwoven with the tenets
of his sect. By the enlargement of his know

ledge, however, he discovers hia early opi
nions to be erroneous; different conclusions

force themselves on his understanding, and his
faith undergoes a radical alteration. Yet his

former feelings still cling to his mind. A long
time must often elapse before he can cast off the
authority of his old prepossessions. It is not

always that the mind can keep itself at a pro

per elevation for viewing such subjects in a
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clear light; and, till it has acquired the power
of retaining its vantage-ground, it may be re
duced to its former state by the influence of
vivid recollections, customary circumstances,
general ppinion, or any thing which may oc
casionally overpower its vigour, or dim its per",:
spicacity. Thus men, 'who have rejected vul
gar creeds in the days of health and prosperity,
manfully opposing their clear and comprehen
sive views to prevailing superstitions, have
sometimes exhibited the melancholy spectacle
of again stooping to their shackles in the hour
of sickness, and at the approach of death; not
because their understandings were convinced
of error by any fresh light, but because they
were unable to keep their ratonal conclusions
steadily in view; because that intellectual
strength, which repelled absurd dogmas, had
sunk beneath the pressure of disease, or the
fears of nature, and left the defenceless spirit
to the predominance of early associations, and
to the inroads of superstitious' terror. Such
men are replunged into their old prejudices,

-I
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exactly in the same way as he, who has thrown
off the superstitions of the nursery, is over
powered, as he passes through a churchyard at
midnight, by his infantile associations 'It.

It has been somewhere remarked, that in the
soaring of a bird there is a contest between its

. muscular power and the force of gravitation;

and that, although the former always over
comes the latter, when the bird chooses to ex
ert it, yet the force of gravity is sure to
prevail in the end, and bring the wearied pi
nions to the ground. Thus it is with ass.ocia
tions, which have laid firm hold of the mind in

early youth, which have mixed themselves
with every incident, and wound themselves

round every object. The mind may frequ~ntly

rise above them, discard them, despise them,
and leave them at an infinite distance; but it
.is still held by the fine "and invisible attraction

of its antiquated feelings and opinions, which,'
whenever its vigour relaxes, draws it back into

* See Note L.
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the limits from which it had burst away in the
plenitude of its powers.

It is worthy of remark, that there are mo

ments when old associations are revived with
peculiar vividness by very trivial circumstances.
A noble author has described such moments

with his usual felicity, in the two following
stanzas. What he so happily says of sorrow
ful emotions, may be extended, with litde

qualification, to almost every passion of the
human breast.

But ever and anon of griefs subdued

. There comes a token like a scorpion's sting,

Scarce aeen, but with fresh bitterness imbue" ;

And Illig'ht withal may be the things which bring

Back on the heart the weight which it would fling

Aside for ever: it may be a sound-

A tone of music-summer's eve-or spring,

Aftower-the wind-the ocean-which shall wound,

8trUdag the eleetrie chain w'berewith we are darkly

~nd;

And how, and why we know not, nor can trace

Hamil to its cloud this lightning of the mind,

But feel the shock Tenewed, nor can eft'ace
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The blight and blaekeBing which it leaves behind,

Which out of things familiar,undesigned,

When least we deem of such, calls up to view

The spectres whom no, exorciHm can bind,

The cold- the changed - perchance the dead - anew,

The mourned, the loved, the lost - too many! - yet how

few I*
It is in general very difficult, and even im

practicable, to recal at will the peculiar emo
tions which have affected us at some distant
period of life; because though we may re
member the circumstances wherein we were
placed, they no longer operate on our sensi.
bility in the same way. We may recollect

our joy or our sorrow, but we cannot repro

duce in ourselves the same affections. What,
however, we are unable purposely to effect, is
frequently accomplished by a few touches on
the harpsichord, by the fragrance of a Bower,
or the song of a bird. These simple instru
ments have the power of awakening emotions
which have been dormant for years, .and call

ing up the images, the impressions, tbe asso

ciations of some almost forgotten moment of

* Chi/de Harold, t.anw iv.
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past life, with all the vividness which they
originally possessed. Our recollection seizes
from oblivion the very hue which. every thing
then wore around us. Our heart catches,the
very tone which then impressed it. A sudden
gleam of renovated feeling rescues one spot
from the surrounding darkness. of the past.

To return from this digression: the effect,
which we before attempted to describe, seems
to spring from the power of the passion to en
gross and concentrate our attention to its ob
jects, and by necessary consequence to with
draw it from all others. The paSsion is

strongly associated with certain ideas or cir
cumstances; when those ideas or circumstances
are presented to the mind the passion is roused,
and when roused absorbs the attention, to

the inevitable exclusion of sober and rational
views·.

* Tbe effect of prevailing passion (bowever excited) is
not ill described by tbe pen of a celebrated female writer

of the present day :-

.. Under the inlluence of any passion the perception of

pain and pleasure alters as much as the perceptions of
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Has reason then no power whatever in these
and similar cases? Is it of no use to attain

clear and rational convictions, since they thus

desert us in the hour when we most require

their assistance? These questions are impor

tant, and we will venture a few remarks by

way of reply to. them.

It is evident, in the first place, that we

are only occasionally liable to those relapses in

which the feelings overpower the judgment;
it is only when our understanding is enfeebled

anu its views beclouded, or when we are placed

within the sphere of some strong exciting cause.

During the greatest part of our time, our de-

a person in a fever vary from those of the same man in

sound health. The whole scale of individual happiness,

as well as of general good and evil, virtue and vice, is oft.en

disturbed at the very rising of the passion, and totally

overthrown in the hurricane of the soul. Then, in the

most perilous and critical moments, the conviction of the

understanding is, if not reversed, suspended. Those, who

have lived long in the world, and who have" seen examples

of these truths, feel that these are not mere words." - Me

moir, qf Richard Iuoell Edgeworth, vol. ii, p. 403.

o
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liberate convictions will necessarily regulate
our feelings and our actions. A man con
vinced of the absurdity of a belief in spectral
appearances will feel and act throughout the
day, and commonly in the night, agreeably to
that conviction; it can only be under some
striking circumstances that his old associations
will predominate. In the same way, an indi
vidual, who feels more deference perhaps in
the personal presence of a great man than he
chooses to acknowledge, may at other periods
be perfectly independent of him, and altogether
uninfluenced by any such emotion. The utility,
therefore, of acquiring just views, will not be
materially impaired by the difficulty of con
forming our emotions to them on particular
occasions. And it may be further remarked,
that the value of such views lies, not so -much
in the efficacy of their counteraction during the
access of any passion, as in enabling us to
avoid the occasions on which it will be im
properly excited; and in rendering the mind
less liable to be thrown into that state, or t@
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have its sensibilities improperly awakened~

The fear ofnoctumal apparitions, it· is obvious,
would not be so· easily roused in one who
had freed himself from the prejudices of the

nursery, although not altogether from the
power of the associations there formed, as in
one whose belief and associations on that sub
ject were in harmony.

But the conclusions of our reason have not
only the power of rendering the mind less suS-:
ceptible of emotions when brought within the
sphere of the exciting cause, less liable to have
opposite assooiations roused, they have some
times a still farther effect. A conviction may
be so strongly wrought into the understanding,
80 powerfully impressed ·on the imagination,
as entirely to subvert ,former associations.
Clear and comprehensi~e ,views, habitually en
tertained, may completely subdue the .linsub
ordination of the sensitive part' of 'oorllature;
and so effectually dissolve the combinationS of
feeling formed·in early life, as to reduce them
to mere objects of cool reminiscence. The COD-

o 2

•
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elusions of our reason may, in time, be so

strongly associated with the objects as to be
suggested by them more readily than the feel
ings with which those objects were so inti

mately blended. This, however, must be the
work of time, the gradual effect of habitual
thought. In the endeavour so to discipline

his mind, a man may expect to be repeatedly
baffled, but he must still return to his purpose;

he must keep his dispassionate conclusions
steadily before him, till they come to form part
of the familiar ~iews of his understanding, and
are lin~rwoven with his habitual feelings.
Success may follow such an attempt on the
part of the philosopher, and indeed some de

gree of the effect will necessarily attend every
acquisition of sound knowledge; but in gene
ral the erroneous associations of mankind will
be found of too inveterate a nature to be tho

ro'Ughly eradicated, and' will maintain an oc
casional ascendancy amidst all the advances of

truth and the triumphs of reason.
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ESSAY V.

ON INATl'ENTION TO THE DEPENDANCE OF CAUSES

AND EFFECTS IN MORAL CONDUCT.

PART I.

IN the physical world, to whatever part we
turn our eyes, we are presented with a regular
succession of causes and effects. By gradual,
and almost imperceptible experience, man
learns to accommodate his actions to the fixed
laws and ascertainable properties of matter;
and by observing the conjunction and succes
sion of phenomena, he acquires the power of
foreseeing events in their causes. Nor is he
"a mere spectator of the operations of nature,
but in many cases he interferes with her pro-
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cesses, and after gathering her laws from ob
servation. he employs their agency in the pro
duction of novel results for the accomplish
ment of his purposes. By observing the train
of physical events, which lie beyond his con
trol, he can frequently regulate his actions in
such a manner as to avoid-hurtful, and derive
advantage from beneficial effects, which he
cannot prevent or produce; and where he is
enabled ·actively to interfere with her processes
he can do more, he can arrest or avert evils,
and create positive benefits.

What a man can do in the materi,al, he may
also accomplish, in a similar manner in the mo
ral world. _The moral ·and intellectual quali
ties of the human race ,present an equal field
for observation and liaga6ity. Certain actions
lead to certain results, or are means c~nnected

with certain ends; and by observing the fa
'cuities and ~onduct of himself and others, he
may trace the connections thus subsisting be
tween them. ' If. he desires a good, dep~nding

on, the .state of his own mind, or of the minds
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of his fellow creatures, he must find out and
employ the means with which it is conjoined;
if he wishes to shun an evil of the same nature,
he must ascertain and avoid the actions of
which it is the effect. The happiness of his
life will thus essentially depend on a strict at
tention to the tendencies and consequences of
human actions~ Many of the practical errors
of mankind seem to spring from a heedlessness
of these tendencies; from an ignorance or
misconception of the course of events, or, in
other words, from a wrong or inadequate ap
prehension of ..the dependance of causes and
effects. In their plans, pursuits, and general
con~uct they too often betray a negligence of
consequences, a hope against experience,""a
defiance of probabilities, a vagueness of anti
cipatiOD, which looks for results where no pro
per means have been employed to produce
them: their actions frequently seem to indi.
cate a blind expectation that the order of na
ture w.ill be violated in their favour, and that,
amidst the apparently irregular incidents and
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fortuitous vicissitudes of the world, they as In

dividuals will escape the common lot, and
prove exceptions to general rules. All this

• principally arise,s from the want of a little vi
gorous attentiou, and close reasoning. No-

. thing, perhaps, gives its possessor such a de
cided superiority over the multitude as the
power of clearly tracing the consequences of
actions, the concatenation of mental causes and
effects, and the adaptation of moral means to
~rids. It is a sagacity of the utmost importance
in the conduct of life.

The errors, which have been adverted top

manifest themselves in various ways. The
vague expectation of gaining advantages with
out employing proper means may be seen in
those who are perpetually in search ofshort and
easy roads to knowledge; flattering themselves,
that by the indolent perusal of abridgments
and compendiums, or the sacrifice of an occa
sional hour at a popular lecture, they will,
without much application, imbibe that learn
ing, which they see confers so much distinc..
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tion on others. They forget, that, from the
very nature of the case, science cannot be ob
tained without labour; that ideas must be fre
quently presented to the mind before they be.
come familar to it; that the faculties must be
vigorously exerted to possess much efficiency;
that skill is the effect of habit; and that habit
is acquired by the frequent repetition of the
same act. Application is the only means of ,/
securing the end at which they aim; and they
may rest assured, tha~ all schemes to put them
in possession of intellectual treasures, without
any regular or strenuous efforts on their part,
all promises to insinuate learning into their
-minds at so small an expense of time and la
bour that they shall scarcely be sensible of the
process, are mere delusions, which can terIili
nate in nothing but disappointment- and morti

fication. It cannot be too deeply impressed

on the mind, that application is the price to be .
paid for mental acquisitions, and that it. is as
absurd to expect them without it, as to hope
for a harvest where we have not sown the

seed.
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As men often deceive themselves with the
hope of acquiring knowledge without applica
tion, .so they calculate on acquiring wealth
without industry and economy, and repine
that another should bear away the prize which
they have made no effort to secure. Or, per
haps, impatient of this slow though certain pro
c~, they 'attempt to seize the end by some
extraordinary means, and carry by a single
stroke what humbler individuals are content to
win by r~gular and tediou.s approaches. They
see the schemes of other adventurers conti
nually failing, yet they press fdrward in the
same course, in defiance of probability, and in
the hope of proving singular exceptions to the
general doom. Their bold speculations, it is
true, may sometimes succeed, but they usually
terminate in ruin. Disaster is the highly pro
bable issue, and their certain consequence is a
state of anxiety and suspense for which no sue·
cess ~an atone.

But the most important mistakes of the class
ul'lder consideration are those into which men
fall in their moral conduct. Misery in one
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shape or other is the inevitable consequence of
all vice; and a man can scarcely be under a
greater delusion thap to suppose, that he can
in any instance add to his happiness by a sa
crifice of principle. Yet, from the want of a
clear perception of the tendencies of actions, .
it is too otten assumed, that vice would be
pleasant enough. were it Dot forbidden; and
many a one indulges his guilty passions be
cause he knows the pleasure to be certain,
while the punishment, he flatters himself, is
only contingent. Every departure from virtue,
however; draws after it a train of evils, which
no art can escape. The ruin of health is the
consequence of intemperance and debauchery,
the contempt and mistrust of mankind follow
upon deceit and dishonesty, and all other de-·
viations from moral rectitude are attended by
their respective evil effects. Some of these
consequences ·are oertain and. unifonn, and if
others do. Dot invariably follow, they ought to

be .considered. in practice as inevitable from
,the rarity of ,the, aRQIIlalous jIl8tances. Be-
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tween acting against possibility, and against
a high degree of probability, there is little .
difference in point of wisdom. General roles
will fail, or appear unnecessary, in particular
instances; but as these instances cannot be

foreseen, and are few in number, he who
wishes to secure the end which the general
role has in view must observe it, and would.
be guilty of folly to speculate on its excep
tions. If a man wishes to be a long liver, he
must adopt habits of sobriety and temperanee,
as the most likely way of obtaining his pur
pose, notwithstanding the instances of a few
individuals who have reached a good old age
in direct violation of this precept. Men should
recollect, too, before cheating themselves into
the hope of impunity in vice, that however
they may escape some of the peculiar effects,
they can have no security against its general·
consequences. All vices are accompanied by

, self~degradation, as the substance by the sha
dow; by a deterioration of character fraught
with incalculable mischief to our future peace ;

I
I
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by the contempt, suspicion, or indignation of
. our fellow-creatures on their discovery; and

whether discovered or undiscovered, they are
pursued by that secret uneasiness, which, by
the constitution of our nature, is the doom of
guilt, however successful, or however con
cealed. A man may, indeed, proceed for a
time in the career of iniquity, with a seeming

carelessness, and enjoyment, and obduracy of
conscience; but as long as the human mind
retains its present structure, he can never be
sure, that the next moment will not plunge him
into the acutest agonies of remorse.

Virtuous actions, and virtuous qualities, on

the contrary, may be regarded as the neces
sary, or most likely means to secure certain
"good ends; as roads terminating in pleasant
places. Thus honesty is the means of inspir

ing confidence, veracity of obtaining credit for
what we say, and temperance of preserving
health. If we would be esteemed, loved, and

confided in, we must evince qualities which are
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estimable, amiable, and calculated to attract
confid~nce. . The error of many consists in ex
pecting. to arrive at the place without tra
velling the road. They imagine that they
can retain health of body and peace of mind
amidst sensuality, cruelty, and injustice, and
calculate on the respect of their neighbours in
the face of actions almost beneatl! contempt.
It would be as rational to form expectations of
reaching London by pursuing·a northerly route
from Edinburgh, or of prolonging life by poi
soned nutriment.

Nor let any man suppose, that' he ~an reap
the advantages of virtue by hypocritical pre
tension. There is a consistency of conduct
which a hypocrite can scarcely maintain; and
even if he could secure some of the particular
ends, which virtuous qualities are the means
of gaining, there is a general result in serenity
of mimi, purity of taste, and elevation of cha
racter, which lies infinitely beyond his reach.

These errors, this disregard of consequence.

. J
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and irrational expectation of advantages, with-
out adopting appropriate. measures to obtain
them, may be particularly observed to pre-
yail in domestic life. Of the miscalculation,
that we shall be loved and respected without

evincing amiable and estimable qualities, we
may there see· abundant instances. Parents
and children, husbands and wives, brothers and
sisters, reciprocally complain of each other's
deficiency of affection, and think it hard, that
the tie of relationship should not secure in
variable kindness and indestructible love. They
expect some secret influence of blood, some

physical sympathy, some natural attraction, to

retain the affection of their relatives, without

any solicitude. on their part to cherish or con
firm it. They' forget, that man is so consti-'

tuted as to love only what in some way or "
other, directly or indirectly, immediately or
remotely, gives him pleasure;__ that even na

tural affection is the result of .pleasurable as
sociations in his mind, or at least J,Ilay be over

come by associations of an opposite, character;
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~nd that the sure way to make themselves be

loved is to display amiable qualities to those
whose regard they wish to obtain. If our

friends appear to look upon us with little in
terest, if our arrival is seen without pleasure,
and our departure without regret, instead of
charging them with a deficiency of feeling, we
should turn our scrutiny upon ourselves° The
well-directed eye of self-examination might pro
bably find out, that their indifference arises
from a want on our part of those °qualities
which are requisite to inspire affection; that
it is the natural and necessary consequence of

our own character and deportment. It is a folly
to flatter ourselves, that our estimation, either
in the circle of our friends or in the world at

large, will not take its colour from the nature
of our conduct. There is scarcely one of our

actions, our habit'J, or our expressions, which
may not have its share in that complex feeling
with which we are regarded by others.

It is true, that all . the pleasurable associa

tions, formed with' regard to each other, in th e
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.minds of those .who are connected by blood,
-do not depend on the personal character of

their object, and that some of them can scarce
.ly. be eradicated by any possible errors of con-

duct. A mother's love is the result of an ex
.tensive combination of ideas and feelings, in

which, for a long time,' the moral and mental
qualities of her child can have little share;
but even her affection, supported as it is by all

the strength of such associations, may be
~eakened, if not destroyed, by the ill-temper,
ingratitude, or worthlessness of her offspring.

The affection subsisting between other relatives

must of course be far more liable to be im

paired by similar causes, and must chiefly de

pend for its continuance on personal character.

As vicious qualities may prove too strong for
natural affection, so, on the other hand, amia

ble qualities are frequently found to. inspire
love, even under circumstances of a 'very con
trary tendency; as may be seen in the attach

ment sometimes evinced by beautiful women

to men of ugly features or deformed persons.
p
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To see the same countenance, however defec
tive in form, constantly preserving an expres
sion of tenderness amidst all the cares and dis
appointments of life, to hear language of uni
form kindness~ and be the object of nameless
acts of regard, can hardly fail~ whatever other
circumstances may operate, to beget feelings
of reciprocal affection.



ESSAY V.

ON INA1TENTION TO THE DEPENDANCE OF CAUSES

AND EFFECTS IN MORAL CONDUCT.

PART II.

WUIL}; it will he found, that many circum

stances, in every man's condition, are exactly

such 8.8 might be expected to result from the

qualities of his mind, and the tenor of his con

duct, it must not be overlooked, that' there are

many others over which he ;has no control. .;C"

Human l~fe is a voyage, 'in which he can c·hoose

Beither the vessel Dor the weather, although

much may be done:in the management of the

sails and the guidance of",the helm. There

p 2
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are a thousand unavoidable accidents which
circumscribe the· command he possesses over
his own fortune. With the greatest industry
he may be suddenly plunged into poverty;
amidst the strictest observance of temperance

- \

he may be afflicted with disease; and in the
practice of every virtue that adorns human
life he may be the victim of misfortune, from

/ the ingratitude and baseness of his fellow men,
the untimely dissolution of cherished connec
tions, or the wreck of schemes prudently
formed, and of hopes wisely cherished.

Miseries and misfortunes like these, not de

pendin~ on the conduct or character, it would
be unreasonable to expect that conduct to be
able to avert; but amidst them all he will not
cease to feel, in various ways, the beneficial

consequences and consolatory influence of his
good actions. .In the estimation of some peo.
pIe, a virtuous man ought never to be subject
to accidental calamity; but it w~uld probably
be difficult to assign a reason why he should
be more exempt than a man of contrary cha-
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racter, from the misery arising out of occur

rences beyond human control. Why, it may
be asked, should the vicious man suffer any
thing but the consequences of his' vices, in

cluding of course the reproaches of his own
conscience, and the actions as well as senti
ments which his conduct occasions in others 1

These bad consequences, and the loss of that

happiness which virtue would have brought in
her train, constitute, it may be said, the proper
difference between his fate and the fate of the
virtuous man, and form a natural and sufficient
reason, both to himself and others, for acting

differently in future. Other evils which may
happen to him can never operate to deter him
from his guilty career, because he can see' no

connection that they have with it.
Whatever opinion we may entertain, how

ever, as to the reasonableness of all men being
on a level with regard to accidental and un
controllable evils, the fact is certain, that in

the· actual condition of mankind we do not

see the virtuous enjoying· an exemption from
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any evils but such as are the peculiar couse"
quences of those vices from which they re"
frain; nor, on the other hand, do we see the
vicious dePrived of any benefits but such a&

are to be attained exclusively by virtuous con....
duct. We 'should expect, therefore, from vir
tuous actions and qualities only their peculiar
eODsequences; and in recommending them to
others, we should be careful to do it on just
and proper grounds. It is injurious to the
cause of good morals to iaV'est virtue with
fulse powers, because every day's experience'
may deteCt the fallacy, and he who has proved
the unsoundness of part of OUT recommenda..
tion, may reasonably grow suspicious of the
whole. Many of our writers of fiction, with
the best intentions, injure the cause which they
support by rewarding virtuous conduct with
accidental good fortune. After involving a
good man, for example," in -8 combination of
calamitous circumstances, in which he conducts'
himself with scrupulous houdur and integrity~

they extricate him trom his diffiCUlties, a8 a rev
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ward for his virtue, by the unexpected dis

covery of a rich uncle, who was supposed to

have died in poverty; or by a large legacy
from a distant relation, who happened most

opportunely to quit the world at the required
crISIS. All 8uch representations, leading as
they do to the expectation of fortpitous advan

tages in recompense of good actions, cannot

he otherwise than pemicious. If writers wish
to represent a good man contending with mis
fortune (by which they may certainly convey
a most excellent lesson) their aim ought to be,
to exhibit the sources of consolation which he

finds, as well in his own consciousness, -as in
the impression which his conduct has made OEl

those around him; in the .esteem, gratitude,

and affection of those amongst whom he has

lived,. and in the actions on their part to which
these sentiments give birth.

The true moral of fictitious writings lies in
the clear exhibition of the tendencies of ac

tions; and .if any thing is conceded to the

production of effect, it ought to be, not a
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change in the character of these tendencies;
but a more lucid developement of them than
life actually presents. Although the painter
is allowed to unite beauties on his canvass
which are rarely presented by nature in actual
combination, and to· sink all those attendant
circumstances, which, however commonly oc
curring, would impair the· effect to be pro
duced, still he must faithfully adhere to the
qualities of natural objects; and, in the same
way. although the dramatist .may give us a.
selection of actions and incidents disentangled
from superfluous details and accompaniments,
he must exhibit them according to their iro'e
tendEmc~es and relations.

There is another 'consideration relative to
the prese~t subject which is deserving of
notice. What· appears the inevitable· conse
quence of circumstances not in our· power, is
frequently 'the natural effect of some subordi
nate part of 'our character. The industrious
man, who appears at first sight to have been
ruined by the misconduct of others', or by
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some unexpected revolution in the business of
society, may in reality owe his ruin to a want
of circumspection, prudence, or foresight.

The natural consequence of his industry was
prosperity, but the natural consequence of his
imprudence was loss and misfortune. We.

must not expect that the. exercise of one virtue

will be followed by the beneficial consequences

of all, neither must we conclude that the in
dulgence of any vice will be pursued by un
mixed evil, and destroy the good effects of

better qualities. All the virtues and the vices

have their respective good and evil conse
quences, which will be felt in proportion as

each vice and virtue is exercised. Industry,
economy, shrewdness, and caution, for in
stance, without any great admixture of moral
worth, or even in conjunction with meanness

and fraudulence, may often be successful in
the attainment of wealth; while these qualities,

so attended, can never yield the fruits of in
tegrity,ease of conscience, elevation of cha

racter, and the esteem of the good.
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From all that has been said it sufficiently
appears, that although our fortune, our rank in

life, our bodily orga:nization, and many other
circumstances of our condition, may not be ma

terially subject to our control, yet that our
health~ our peace of mind, our estimation in
the world, our place in the affections of our

friends, and our happiness in general, will in
evitably be more or less regulated by the part
which we act and the properties of our cha
racter. It is a serious consideration, and one

which ought to have more weight in the world

than it appears to possess, that all our actions
and all our qualities have some certain teJ1..

dency, and may greatly affect our well-being;
that in every thing we do, we may be poasibly

laying a train of consequences, the operation
of which may terminate only with our exist
Ulce; and that a steady adherence to the rules of
yirtpe and .a conformity to the dictates of dis

.eretion, are the only sec\lrities we can provide
for the happiness of .OUl' futur.e destiny.



~SSAY VI.

ON

SOME OF THE CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCg9

OF INnlvIDUAL CHARACTER.

WHATEVER subsequent circumstance6 may
effect, it can scarce,ly be questioned, that all

human beings come into the world with the
germs of peculiat mental, as well as physical
qualities. Attempts, indeed, h.ave been made
to resolve all mental varieties into the effects
ofdissimilar external circumstances, but with too

little success to require any formal refutation.
Weare, then, Datnrally led to inquire, .how
are 'these original - peculiarities occasioned f

. Whence arise those qua1itiet of mio.d which
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constitute the individuality of men?' There
must be causes why the mind as well as the
body of one man differs constitutionally from
that of another; what are they? Perhaps all
that can be said' in reply to these inquiries is,
that the mental, like the bodily constitution of
every individual, depends, in some inexplicable
way, on the conjoint qualities of his parents.
It depends, evidently, not on the qualities of
one of the parents only, but on those of both.
A moment's reflection will teach us, that the
individuality of any human being, that ever ex
isted, was absolutely dependant on the union
of one particular man with one particular wo
man. If either the husband or the wife had
been different, a different being would have
come into the world. For the production of the
individual called Shakespeare, it was necessary
that his father should marry the identical wo
man whom he did marry. Had he selected
any other wife, the world would have had no
Shakespeare. .He might have had a son, but
that son would have been an essentially differ-
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1

-ent individual; he would have been the same
neither in mental nor physical qualiti~s; he
would have been placed in a different position
amongst mankind, and subject to the operation
of different circumstances. It seems highly
probable also, that if a marriage had taken
place between the same male and female either
at an earlier or a later period of their lives,
the age at which they came together would
have affected the identity of the progeny. If
they had been married, for instance, in the
year 1810, their eldest son would not be the
same being as if they had been married ten

. years sooner. It may be remarked,too, that
not only the time at which persons are mar
ried, but their mode of living, and their habits
generally, as they have the power to affect the
physical constitution of their progeny, may
also affect the constitution of their minds, and
occasion beings to be brought into the world
absolutely different from those who would
have seen the light under other circum
stances.
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With regard to physical confor~tion, every

one knows that the face and figure are fre
quently transmitted from parents to their off

spring. Sometimes the father's form and linea

ments seem to predominate, sometimes the m0

ther's, and sometimes there is a variety pro
duced unlike either of the parents; but by
what principles these proportions and modifica

tions are regulated, it is impossible to ascer

ltain. The transmission of mental qualities is

not, perhaps, equally apparent, but it is equally

capricious. In some cases we see the charac
teristics of the parents perpetuated in theil'

oifspring, and in other cases no resemblanoo

is to be discovered. The passions and temper

appear to be frequently inherited; and al

though the proneness -6f -children ,to imitation

may patTtJ.y account for the appearance, it CaD

a&t be admitted as 'a ,complete explaaation,

~ince the satRe spirit will manifest itsclf where

P8rellts '8IIld children halVe never lived together.

The resemblance between their intelleetualpro

perties is seldom equally striking. In these,
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though there is no reason to suppose that they
are not equally transmissible, there is at least
less room for imitation. It is a common re
mark, that the sons of eminent men are them
selves rarely conspicuous for talents; and yet,
on the other hand, intellectual characteristics
are sometimes known to run through whole
mmilies.

We have already intimated, that both the
lIleAtal and physical constitution seem to de
peDd on the united qualities of both the p&

rents; not solely, however, for we every day
see phenomena both of mind and body, which
we can refer only to inexplicable accidents.
Such. ve idiotism and mal-organization. The
mstanoes which may be cited of dull children
being the -flffspring of parents, both of whom
have been remarkable f9r quickness Gf intel
lect, present no greater difficulty thananalo
gOllS instances with regard to corporeal qaali
ties. It is IU eesilyconceivable that two pecu
liar .constitutions, which Iseparately occasioned
or were atteuded by intel1~ual quickness, may
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produce the reverse in the offspring, as that
a fair child may be hom of parents both of
whom have dark complexions.
. These cursory observations naturally lead us
to reflect on the long chain of consequences of
whicli the marriage of two persons may be the
first link; and what an important influence
such an union may have on human affairs. .If
-two men and two women founded a colony,
by removing to some uninhabited district. or
island, where they were cut off from all inter
course with the rest of their species; the
whole train of subsequent events in that co
lony to the end of time would depend on the
manner in which they paired. If the older
man married the older woman .a different train
of affairs, it is manifest, would ensue, from
that which would take place if the older man
married the younger' woman. In the first
case, the .offspring of the marriage would be

totally different individuals _from those which
would have been bro~ght into the world. in
the second case. , They would think, feel, and
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act, in a widely different manner, and not a
single event depending on human action
would be precisely the same as any event in
the other case.

As a farther illustration, it may not be de
void of amusement to trace the consequences
which would have ensued, or rather which
would have been prevented, had the father of
some eminent character formed a different
matrimonial connection. Suppose the father

\

of Bonaparte. had married any other lady than
the one who was actually destined to become

\ his mother. Agreeably to the tenor of the
preceding Qbservations, it is obvious that Bo
naparte himself would not have appeared in
the world. The affairs of France would have
fallen into different hands, and have been con
ducted in another manner. The measures of
the British cabinet, the debates in parliament,
the subsidies to foreign powers, the battles by
sea and land, the marches and countennarches,
the wounds, deaths,· and promotions, the fears,
and hopes, and anxieties of a. thousand indi-

Q

, J
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viduals, would all have been different. The
speculatio1l8 of those writers and speakers who
employed themselves in discussing these va
rious subjects, and canvassing the conduct of
this celebrated man, would not have been
called forth. The train of ideas in every mind
interested in public ,affairs would not ha.ve
been the same. Pitt would not have made
the same speeches, nor Fox the same replies.
Lord Byron's poetry would have wanted some
splendid passages. The Duke, of Wellington
might have still been plain Arthur We11e81ey.
Mr. Warden would not have written his boo~

nor the Edinburgh critic his· review of it; nor
could the author of this essay have availed
himself of his present illustration. The imagi

nation of the reader will easily carry him
through all the various consequences· to soldiers.
and sailors, tradesmen and artisans, printell
and booksellers, downward through every
gradation of society. . In a word, when we

take into account these various consequences,
and the thousand ways in which the mere iD-
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telligence of Bonaparte's proceeding&, and of

the ,measures pursued to counteract them, in

fluenced the feelings, the speech, IUld the ac..

tions of mankind, it is scarcely too much to

say, that the single circumltance of Bonaparte's

father marrying as he did has more or less

affected almost every individual in Europe, as

well as a numerous multitude in tbe other
quarters of the globe..

We see from the preceding glance, what an
important share an individual may have in
modifying the course of events, and how hitl
iu6uenoe ~y extend, in some way or other,

through the minutest ramificatiODS of society~

Yet amidst all this influence, we may also per

ceive the operatioD of general causes; of tlwse

principles of the mind common to all indi..

yiduals, and of the physicel circuD'l8taJlO8S by
which they are surrounded. The individual

character itself, indeed, partly receives its tone

and properties fr~ general causes, and :raueh

of the re-action which it exerls may be, in 8Jl

mdirect 1lelUIe, ascribed to them. . Thus, aJ.,.
Q, 2
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though the marriage of Bonaparte's father and
mother, the connection of those particular per
sons, was the cause of his existence, and of
many of the peculiarities by which he was dis
tinguished, yet his character and conduct were
in no smJ111 degree moulded by the spirit of.
the age. There are many general causes, it
is obvious, which would have operated although
any given person had never come into the
world. There is a certain progress or course
of affairs, that holds on, amidst all the various
impressions, the checks, and the impulses, which
it receives from individual character. If Bona
parte had never existed, the nations of the
earth would, in all likelihood, have been in
much the same relative situation as they are,
and, at all events, they would have made simi
lar advances in political knowledge. The
violence of the French Revolution would
probably have been directed by some other
ambitious leader against the ~tates of Europe;
it might have lasted nearly the same time, and
8ubsided in a similar way. But although the
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general result might have been in many re
spects" similar, the train of political events
would have been altogether different; there
would have been quite a different mass of ma
terials for the future historian.

The remark may be extended,. with still more
certainty, to almost all the arts and sciences.
Composed as their history necessarily is of the
achievements of individuals, their advancement
is the result of general causes, and independent
in a certain sense on individual character.
The inventions of printing and gunpowder, the. ,
discovery of the virtues of the loadstone, and

even the inductive logic· of Bacon, were sure
to mark the progress of human affairs, and
were not owing to the mere personal qualities,
nor necessarily bound to the destiny of those
who promulgated them to the world. T?e
discoveries of modem astronomy would doubt
less have been ultimately attained; although
such a person as Sir Isaac Newton had never
seen the light; but they would not have been
attained in the same way, nor perhaps at the
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same period. The science, it is probable,
would have been extremely dissimilar in the
detail, ;in the rapidity of its progress, and the
order of its discoveries, while there is every
reason to think it would have been much the
same in its final result.



ESSAY VII.

ON

THE VICISSITUDES OF LIFE.

ALTHOUGH the events ofour lives appear in the
retrospect naturally enough connected with each
other, yet if we compare, two widely distant pe~
nods of the past, we shall often find them so
discord~nt as to excite our surprise that thfl
same being should have been placed in circum
stances so essentially dissimilar. And if we
could foresee some of the circumstances of our
future lives, it would frequently appear quite
out of the limits of possibility that we should
be brought into them. Our present state

. 'Would seem so full of insurmountable obstacles
to such a charge, that we could not fonn a
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conjecture by what instrumentality it was to
be effected; we could not conceive how the
current of our destiny was to be so strangely
diverted from its original course, nor how the
barriers, which circumscribe our condition,
were to be so entirely overthrown. But time
gradually elaborates apparent impossibilities
into very natural and consistent events. A
friend is lost by death; a rival is removed
from the sphere ofcompetition; a superior falls
and leaves a vacancy in society to be filled
up'; a series. of events renders a measure advi
sable, of which a few years before we never
dreamed; new circumstances bring around
us new persons; novel connections opon fresh
prospects; objects before unknown exCite pas
sions: before dormant, and rouse talents of
which we were scarcely conscious; and.oUf.
whole ideas and feelings varying and keeping
pace with these revolutions, we are at length
brought quite naturally into the very condition;
which a few years ago seemed utterly irre~n

cilable with our position in the world and our
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relations to society. Many circumstances of
our lives would appear like dreams, if we were
abruptly thrown into them, without perceiving
the succession of events by which we came
there. . We should feel like the poor man in
the Arabian Tales, who, while under the in
fluence of a sleeping-draught, was divested of
his clothes, and attired like a pr~nce, and
on awaking was strangely perplexed to find
himself surrounded by all the outward ap
pendages of royalty, and by a crowd of at
tendants who treated him as their monarch.
It is the gradual developement of events, their
connection and dependance on each other, and
the corresponding changes in our views, which
give the character of reality to actual life, as
they confer it on the fictions of imagination. A
succession of trivial changes carries the mind
without abruptness to a wide distance from its
former station, as a staircase conducts us to a
lofty eminence by a series of minute elevations.
Hence it is that men seldom suffer those ex
treme sensations from a change of circum-
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stances which we are sometimes led to expect.

Persons in low life are apt to think that the
splendour, to which' a man of their own class
has ,raised himself by industry and talents, must
teem.with uninterrupted enjoyment; that the
contrast of his former lowliness with his p~

sent elevation must be a perennial spring of
pleasurable emotion.· It may indeed occasion
ally yield him. gratifyi~g reflections, but it is
seldom in his power to feel the full force of
the difference. It is not in nature that at one
and the same time he should feel ardent admi
ratwn of splendour and familiarity with it; the
panting desire for an object and the satisfied
Bense of enjoyment. I!e cannot combine at
the Bame moment the possession of the feelings
of two remote periods of his life, so as alter
nately to pass from one to the other, and revel
ill the full rapture of the contrast. No power
of imagination can present him at once with
two' vivid landscapes of his mental condition
at two different junctures, so as to enable him
to bring into distmet comparison all their lights,
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and shades, and colours. The hand of time

has been· constantly at work to wear out the

impressions of his past existence. While he
has been led from one vicissitude to another,
from one state of mind to a different state,

~lmost all the peculiarities of his original views
and feelings have been successively dropped

in his progress, till it has become an effort, if

not an impossibility, to recollect them with any
sort of clearness and precision.

The same revolution of feeling takes place

when a man sinks into ~versity, although

'memorY perhaps is then more active. and te
nacious. A w.onder is sometimes expressed,
that one who has been unfortunate in the world

should be able to retain so much cheerfulness
amidst the recollection of former times, which

must press on his mind; times when friends

thronged around him, when every eye seemed
to greet him with pleasure,· and every object

to share his satisfaction. Now destitute, for
saken, obscure, how· is it that he is not over
powered by the contrast? There are moments,
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it cannot be doubted, when he acutely feels
the transition, but this cannot be the ordinary
state of his mind. Many of his views having
been displaced by others, his feelings having
gradually conformed to his circumstances, and
his attention being occupied with present ob
jects, he bas not that oppressive, habitual sense
of the change, which a mere looker-on is apt to
suppose. An indifferent observer, indeed, is
often more powerfully struck with the. contrast
than the subject of it, not having to look at
the former state through all the intermediate
ideas and emotions, and being occupied only
with the. difference in ex.ternal appearances.
He contrasts (if we may have recourse to our '
former figure) only the base and the summit
of the tower, while the staircase which con~

neets them is concealed from his view.
It is certain that men frequently bear cala

mities much better than they themselves would
have previously expected. .In misfortunes
which are of gradual growth, every change
contracts and reduces their views,. and pre-

•
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pares them for another; and they at length

find themselves involved in the gloom of
adversity without any violent transition. How
many have there been, who, while basking in
the smiles of fortune, and revelling in the lux
uries of opulence, would have been completely
overpowered by a revelation of their future
doom; yet when the vicissitudes of life have

brought them into those circumstances, they
have met their misfortunes with calmness and
resignation. The records of the French Re
volution abound with instances of extraor
dinary fortitude in those from whom it could
have been least expected, and who, a few
years before, would probably have shrunk
with horror from the- bare imagination of their
own fate. Women, as well as'men, were seen
to perish on the scaffold without betraying the
least symptom of fear.

Even when calamity suddenly assails us, it
is remarkable how soon we become familiarized
with our novel situation. After the agony of
the first shock has subsided, the mind seems to
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relinquish its hold on its fonner pleasures, to
call in its affections from the various objects

on which they had fixed themselves, and to

endeavour to concentrate them on the few so

laces remaining. By the force of perpetual

and intense rumination, the rugged and broken

path, by which the imagination passes from its

present to its former state, is worn smooth and

rendered continuous; and the aspect of sur

rounding objects becoming familiar, loses half

the horror'lent to it py the first agitated survey.

If it be thus true, that, men in general bear

calamities much better than they themselvei

would have expected, and that affliction brings

along with it a portion of its. own anti.

dote, it is a fact which may serve to cheer

us in the hour of gloomy anticipation. To

reflect, that what would be agony to us in our

present state of mind, with ~ur present views,

feelings, and associations, may at a future

time prove a. very tolerable evil, because the
state of onr mind will be different; that in the

greatest mis£Ortunes which may befal us, we
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shall probably possess sufficient strength and
equanimity to bear the burden of our calamity,
may be of some use in dispelling those melan

choly forebodings which are too apt to disturb
the short period of life. It may lead us to
more cheerful views of human existence.

There are few men of reflection to whose
minds the fragility of human happiness has
not been forcibly suggested by the very in
stances in which that happiness appears in its
brightest colours. They have hung over it as
over the early flowret of spring, which the next
blast may destroy. As the lovely bride, bloom
ing with health and animated with love and

. hope, has passed by in the day of her triumph,
they have contrasted the transitory happiness
of the hour with the long train of disappoint
ments and calamities, diseases and deaths,
with which the most fortunate life is familiar,
and many of which inevitably spring from the
event which the beautiful creature befure them,
unconscious of aU but the immediate prospect,
is welcoming with a heart full of happiness
and a countenance radiaDt with smiles. She
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seems a victim, on whom a momentary illu
mination has fallen only to be followed by
deeper gloom. "Ah!" said a poor emaciated
but still youthful woman, as she was standi~
at the door of her cottage while a gay bridal
party were returning from church, "they little
think. what they are about. I 'was left a widow
with two children at the age of twenty-one."

It was in the same spirit that Gray wrote
his Ode on the Prospect of Eton College.
After describing the sports of the schoolboys
in strains familiar to every reader, he makes
a natural and beautiful transition to their future
destiny.

Alas I regardless of their doom,

The nttle victims play I

No sense have they of ills to come,

Nor care beyond to-day;

Yet see how all around them wait

The ministers of human fate,

And black misfortune's baleful train I

Ah I show them where in ambWlh Btand,

To seize their prey, the murd'rous band I

Ah I tell them they are men.

In the indulgence of such. reflections, how-
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ever, it is to be remembered that we are con
trasting distant events of life, bringing toge:
ther extreme situations, of which to pass sud
sJ-nly from one to the other might be intolera- .
ble anguish, and that' we are suppressing all
the circumstances which lie between,and pre
pare a comparatively easy and gradual tran
sition.

It is evident from the tenor· of the preceding
observations, that most of the· intense plea
sures and poignant sorrows of mankind must
be experienced in passing from one condition
to another, not in any permanent state; and
that the intensity of the feeling will materially
depend on the suddenness of the. change.

On comparing the condition of a peasant
and a peer, we cannot perhaps perceive much
superiQrity of happiness in either. The ideas
and feelings of the peasant are adjusted to the
circumstances by which he is surrounded, and
the coarseness .of his fare and the homeliness
of his dwelling excite no emotions of uneasi
ness. The notions of the peer are equally

R
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well adjusted to the pomp and refinements of
rank and afHuence. Luxurious dainties and'
splendid decorations, courte.OUS deference and

vulgar homage, are too familiar to raise any
peculiar emotions of ple8.l'ure. But if a. poor
man rises to afHuence, or a rich man sinks into
poverty, such circumstances are no longer
neutral. The former feels delight in his new
acquisitions, and the latter is pained by the
want of his habitual luxuries and accustomed
splendour. In the same manner that a sub
stance may feel cold to one hand and warm

to another, according to the different tempe.,

ratures to which they have been antecedently
exposed, so any rank or situation, in life may

yield pleasure or pain aecording to the pre
vious condition of the person who is placed

in it.
Hence we may perceive the error of such

moralists as contend, that fame, wealth, power,

or any other· acquisition, is not.worth· pursllit,
because those who arQ in possession of it

are not happier than their fellow creatures.
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They may n.ot indeed be happier, but ·this by
no means proves,· that the. oqject. is 'not
worth pursuing, smce _·there ma,,·be·, muoh

pleasure, notpnly in the chase,"bu,t, in-the 00-

.velty. of the acquisition.·, Th.~ .fortune, .which
a man acquires by some success.fwJ(~, may
not after a while afford him more gratification
than his former moderate competence,. but in
order to estimate its value, we must take into.
account all the pleasurable emotions which
would flow in upon him until a perfect fa
miliarity with his new cirC'Umstances had esta
blished itself in his mind.

Such moralists seem to forget, that man, by .
the necessity of his nature, must have some end,
which he can' pursue with ardour; that to be
without aim and object is to be miserable; that
the necessary business of life requires, on the

part of many, an ardent aspiration after wealth,
power, and reputation; and that it is not the
pursuits themselves, but the vices with which
they may be connected, that are proper objects

R 2
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of reprobation. It is, in fact, by yielding to

the passions and principles of his constitution,
within proper limits, and under proper re
strictions~ not by the vain attempt to supp~

them, that man promotes the happiness of him
self and Society.



ESSAY VIIL

ON TBB

VARIETY OF INTELLECTUAL PURSUITS.

THE various arts and sciences may be compared
to the pictures in a large gallery. Every one
who has passed through one of these magni

Bcent repositories, knows how vain is the .at
tempt to understand the subject, and estimate
the merits, of all the specimens of art exposed
to ~is view, in the short space of time usually
allotted to the survey. As he throws his·
glanCes around, his eye is dazzled and his
mind confused by the diversity of repre
sentations, and he at length finds it expedient
to limit his attention to a few, which may have
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been pointed out by particular circumstances

or general celebrity. In the same manner, the
subjects of knowledge are too numerous and
complicated, and human life far too short,
to allow even the highest intellect to embrace
the whole. As we look, through the vast accu

mulation of scieI;lce1our. minds would be op
pressed by the various objects which present
themselves, did we not take them in detail,
and concentrate our -observation on a part.
Those, therefore, who wish to excel in intel
lectual pursuits, find it necessary to direct their

principal efforts to s.om~ particular science or

branch: ef literature" They 'thus escape the
perplexity and superficialness ~f such as dis
sipate, their attention on a multitude· of sub

jects, and are far more .likely to enlarge the
bound~ies.of knowledge than by a more in
di~riminate application. This division of la
bour in. the intellectual world, however, is not
withQut its . disadvantages.. As the artizan,
who is chained down to the drudgery of one
IDe£hanical operation, is a much inferior being

I
I

I
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to the savage, who is continually thrown upon
the resources of his own mind in novel cir
cumstances; who has to devise and execute
plans of aggression and defence, to extricate
himself from difficulties and encounter dan
gers, aild who·thus acquires a wonderful ver
satility of talent; so the man, who has devoted
himself to one science, often loses by a com
parison with him who has suffered his mind to
lfander over all the various and beautiful re..,
gums of knowledge. What· the former gains
in accuracy and nice~.of tact, he loses in co
piousness of ideas and, comprehensiveness of
views; and thus it sometimes appears in the
intellectual, as well as in the civil world, as if
the perfection of individual character must be
sacrificed to the general progress of society.
Although there is' this ~ndency in the rapid
advance of knQwledge, and although a con
centrated. attention is requisite to success, yet
it is by no means necessary that men shoqld
devote themselves exclusively to their favourite
subjects. . The' sciences are so connected, if
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. by nothing else, at least by the general logical
principles pervading the whole, that they throw
light on each other; and he has the fairest

chance of success in anyone career, who starts
well furnished witli general information, while
he possesses the only means of saving himself
from becoming an intellectual artizan.

Another disadvantage attending the multi
plicity of knowledge, and the consequent di- 
vision of intellectual labour, lies -in forming
classes of men having little fellow-feeliDg, in
aslbuch as they cannot ~dily enter with inte
rest into each other's darling pursuits. The
mathematician hears of a new species of plants
with all possible apathy, and the antiquarian
scartely givcs himself the trouble of inquiring
after the most brilliant discoveries of the che
mist. In proportion, too, as a science becomes
complex and extensive, requiring minute ap
plication, it is removed from general parti
cipation and sympathy. It cannot be ex
pected that the various acquirements of scien
tific" men should be duly estimated .and re-
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lished by that numerous body of people
Dot destitute of mental culture, who come
under the denomination of general readers.
Almost all the sciences are defended by a
host of peculiar ideas and technicalities in lan
guage, which effectually bar the approach of
such as have. not gone through a regular pro
cess of initiation. The acutest mind might
expend its efforts in vain on subjects of which
it did not-comprehend the terms. Pope has
well described tile effect which would en
&lie from a sudden plunge into mathematical
SCience.

.. Full in tbe midst of Euclid dip at once,

" And petrify_a genius to a dunce."

There is, however, a large class of subjects,
in which almost all men of cultivated minds
can take an equal interest;. subjects which
relate to man himself, and chiefly to those
phenom~ of his nature which lie exposed
to common observation. 'The elementary
knowledge required in topia relating to mo-
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mIs, manners, and ta~te, is possessed by all, the
terms in which they are treated of form the
common language of daily intercourse, and
every mind feels ~tself competent to pronounce
on the positions in the expression of which
they are· employed. That.the sum of the
squares of the two sides of. aright-angled
triangle is equal to the square of the hypo
tenuse, can be fully comprehended by such
only as have gone through a previous course
of instruction; but e"Very one can understand,
on the first enunciation, that it is ridiculous
in a, country girl to affect the fine lady, and
base in a man to fawn on the minions of power.
There are also other and stronger reasons
why, while the subjects alluded to attract so
much, many of the sciences attract so small
a portion of general interest. The latter ad
dress themselves to the intellect alone. They
are fraught with none of those interesting asso
ciations of hope, and joy, and'sympathy, which
cling to the productions of the poet, the mo
rallst, and the historian. They teem not with
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passion and feeling; they call not into play
the sensibilities of our nature; they make no
appeal to the experience of our hearts. They
cannot therefore appear otherwise than dry and
devoid of attraction to those whose views are
circumscribed by the ordinary affairs of life,
who have never leapt the boundaries which en~

circle the regions of· abstract truth and recon
dite knowledge, nor learned to invest them with
those pleasurable associations, which a vigo
rous effort to master their difficulties has cre·
ated in others.

It may be remarked, however, that this want
of the power of awakening the feelings, this
defect of vital warmth in the abstruser sciences;
is not without its advantages. Some of the
finest pleasures of our nature are those of pure
intellect, without any mixture of human pas.,
sron. When· the mind has been agitated by
the cares of the world, irritated by folly, or dis·
gusted by vice, it is an attainment of no des·
picable importance to be able for a while to

divest itself of its connection with mankind, by
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. taking refuge in the abstractions of science,
where there is no object to drag it back to the
events of the ·past, or revive the fever of its
sensibility. It is such a welcome transition as

we experience in passing from the burning rays
o( a vertical sun to the delicious coolness of a
grotto.

We may gather from the preceding obser
vations, that in works of polite literature, more
especially works of imagination, too much care
cannot Qe employed in avoiding the peculiar
characteristics of science. To be generally in
teresting, their subjects and phraseology should
carry 11l0ng with them their own light; and
their success will also greatly depend on the
frequency and effect with which they appeal to
the feelings possessed in common by all well
informed readers. One of the most noted in
stances of the neglect of both these points is .
Dr. Darwin's poem of the Botanic Garden,
which, though it contains passages of dazzling
splendour, fails to interest, because it is loaded
with the' obscurities of scientific nomenclature
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and allusion; and full of topics, vast and mag- 
nificent, but not within the range of ordinary
feeling; bright and imposing, but without
warmth and vitality.

The same principles win also serve to ex
plain why poems, founded on the superstitions
and manners of other nations, excite a com
paratively weak and transient interest. In the
first place, a poem of this class must necessarily
be a learned poem, and it requires an effort on
the part of the reader to enter into its allusions,
and comprehend the learning which it exhibits ;
secondly, the associations and feelings ascribed
to the characters can never lay hold of his- mind
with the same power as those which spring
from indigenous customs and superstitions.
No part of the mythology of the durse of Ke
hama could ever excite, in the soul of an Eng
lishman, so profound an interest as the appear
ance of Banquo's ghost, in the tragedy of Mac
beth. In the one case we may admire the
skill of the poet, and even imagine the emo
'tions of his characters; ~n the other, the emo-
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tions are our own. The Lalla Rookh of

Moore is another example in point. The poet

has skilfully availed himself of a variety of

oriental illustrations, calculated to delight the

fancy, but they do ilOt fasten on the mind like

allusions to familiar objects ;' and it may be ques
tioned whether his pretty eastern prineesses,

surrounded with a profusion of birds, and but

terflies, and flowers, have enabled him to charm

his readers as he would have done by the de

scription of a lovely Englishwoman, with Eng
lish manners, and amidst English scenery.

The passions of human· nature aTe no .ou1rt
much the same all over the world,' and a vivid

.representation of them will be attractive under
all the' modifications ·of different \habits and

manners; but it will be more vivid and' more

~~tmctive. when it appeals to out· sympathy
thmJlgh.the medium of our usual aS80ciatioIl8;

!.The differences allleady pointed out' between

works of sc~ce and those' of mortlityand
imagiDation,' necessarily give rise to· different

~inds of reputation. The fame'· of a scientmc
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author is in some measure confined to the cir
cle of those, who' understand the subject; or,
if it overstep this limit, it becomes known only

as a bare fact on the testiI~lOny of others. The
fame of a poet, or a moralist, on the cOlltrary,
pervades all society, not as a matter of fact,
but a matter of feeling. It is, not merely the

echo of his merits that reaches us, but it is his
own voice to which we listen. His noble sen
timents, his beautiful images, his brilliant wit,
his felicitous expressions, mingle themselves
with our intellectual being, and constitute a
part of the public mind.

Newton and Shakespeare are perhaps equally
illustrious, but certainly possess different kinds
of reputation. Newton can be deservedly ap
preciated only by those few, who can track his
gigantic advances in science; to the world at
large he is a man who has made discoveries,
wonderful enough, but of which they can form
no adequate conception. Shakespeare, 'on the
other hand, is read and admired by all; they

speak in his words, and think in his thoughts.
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Not only the fame, but the manifestations of

his genius live in their recollection, and his
sentiments and expressions rise spontaneously
as their own. Newton shines to the world like
a remote though brilliant star. Shakespeare

like the sun, which warms mankind as well as
enlightens them.
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ESSAY IX.

ON

PRACTICAL AND SPECULATIVE ABILITY.

IN the intercourse of the world everyone must
have observed two kinds of talent, so' distinct
from each other as to admit of different appel
latIOns, although frequently united in the same
person. One has reference exclusively to the
operations of the mind, and may be called' spe
culative ability; the· other has reference to the
application of knowledge, or to action, and
may be called practical ability. Speculative
ability may be seen in the composition of a
poem, the solution of a problem, the formation

. s
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of a chain of reasoning, or the invention of a
story. In these performances nothing is re
quired but an exertion of the mental powers:
they are purely internal operations, and al
though they may be assisted by the employ
ment of external means, it would be possible to

carry them· on without it.
Practical ability may be seen in every de

partmen,t of active life. It consists in the dex
terous application of means for the attainment of

ends. The term may be extended to every sort
of skill, whether exerted in important or trivial

matters; .but it is here meant to des~gnate, not
so much any technical dexterity. or that which

a. man evinces. in the emplOYment of his phy
sical p()werso~ iuapimate objectS, as th~t

higher skill by which he directs the talents and

passions of his fellow-creatures to the accom
plishment of his purposes, and seizes the op
portunitiesofaction presented by successive
events; and which enables him to conduct
himself with propriety and success, in any cir
eumstances into. ,which he may be thrown.
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The two kinds of ability here poin,ted out
must exist more or .less. in every individual;
but they are often combined· in very unequal
proportions, A high degree. of speculative is
frequently found in. conjunction with a loW!
degree of practical ability, and .conversely, the
practical talents fire som~times superior to the

speculative•. Men, who have exhibited the
greatest powers of mind, in their w'ritings,
have been found altogether inefficient in a~

tive life, and' incapable of availing themselves
of their own wisdom. With comprehensive
views and a capacity for profound reasobing
on human affairs, they have f~lt. bewildered.
in actual emergencies: keen. and close .ob
servers of the characters, the failings;. and.' the
accomplishments of.others, they have ,not had
the power of. conforming their own. conduct
to their theoretical standard of excellence.
Giants in the closet; they have proved.but
children in the world. This destitution of prac-.
tical talent in men of fine intellect often excites:
the wonder of the crowd. They seem to expect

s 2
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that he, who has "shown powers of mind "be
speaking an almost ~all-comprehensive intel
ligence, and who has·perhaps poured a flood of
light on the path of action to be pursued by
others, should, as a matter of course, be able to
achieve any enterprize and masie.r any difficul-.
ties himself. Such expectations, however, are
unreasonable and ill-founded. Excellence in
one thing does notuecessarily confer excellence
in"all, or even in things requiring the ·exercise
of the same faculties. Both practical and spe
culative ability are no doubt modifications of
mental power: but one, on that account, by
no means implies the other, any more than·
dexterity in reefing a sail involves the art of
leaping ,a five-barred gate, though they are
both instances of physical skill.

It would be just as" reaSonable, indeed,to
expect tha.t a good "Sailor should be necessarily
a clever horseman, as that a man of fine' spe
culative powers should in consequence be also
a man of practical talent. The 'Yant ofprac
tical ability then, in such a man, may arise·
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simply from an exclusive attention to pro
cesses purely mental. 'Vhere the mind is

entirely absorbed by the relations of science,
or where its powers are habitually concen
trated on its own creations, it is perfectly na- 
tural that the ,arts of active life should not be
acquired. To a man so occupied, common
objects and occurrences have little interest,
and it is with effort' that he commands his
attention sufficiently to avoid egregiou~ mis
takes, and to gain a passable dexterity in
.things which all the world are expected _to
know and to perform. The understanding,
moreover, that is accustomed to pursue a re
gular and connected train of ideas becomes in
some measure incapacitated f~r those quick
and _versatile movements which are learned in
the commerce of the world, and are indispen
sable to those who act a part in it. Deep
thinking and practical talents require indeed
habits of mind so essentially dissimilar, that
while a man i~ striving after the' one he will
be unavoidably in danger of losing the other.
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The justness of these observations might be
supported, if necessary, by a· reference to the
characters of a number of men distinguished
by their literary and scientific accomplish
ments. It will be ~ufficieDt to adduce the in
stance of the celebrated author of the Wealth
of Nations.·· Few,- writers have ~ carried pro
found and systematic thinking farther, or "at
tained more comprehensive .views of human
policy>; and the effects on his cbara;eter, as
might have been anticipated, were" seen in a
want. of the 'proper qualifications for bustle
and, businefls. U He was certainly," says his
biographer, "not fitted· for the general com
merce of the world, or for the business of
active life. The comprehensive speculations
with which he had' been occupied from his
youth, and the variety of materials which his
own invention continually supplied to his
thoughts, rendered him habitually inattentive
·to familiar objects, and to common occur
rences; and he frequently exhibited instances

. of·· absence, which have scarcely been. sur-
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passed by the fancy of La Bruye~. Even-in
company he was apt to be engtossed with his

studies; and appeared, at times, by the mo
tion of his lips, as· .well as by his looks
and gestures, .to be in the fervour of com

position -."
The want of practical talent, in other cases,

may be accounted for by a certain gentleness,
reservedness, or timidity of disposition, which
causes its possessor to shrink from the encounter
of his fellow-creatures. Whatever it proceeds
from, whether it is the effect of natural con
stitution, weakness of, nerves, delicacy of orga
nization, or the faulty associations of early life,
it is certain that this disposition is frequently
the accompaniment of superior genius. We
are told that Virgil possessed' it in a remark
able degree; Addison seems to have had a
similar temperament; and it was the prominent

weakn~s of Cowper. In the latter indeed
it assumed a decidedly morbid character, and

* An Account of the Life and Writin8" of Dr. Adam

Smith, by Dugald Stewart.
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appears to have been either the cause of his
insanity or a strong symptom of its approaoh.
To such an extreme did it oppress him, tb,a.t,
according to his own declaration, a public ex
hibition of himself was mortal .poison to his.
feelings..

Where this imperfection of character exists,

itmust be an insuperable obstacle to success
in active life. That power of intellect, never
theless, which is thus circumscribed, is not des
troyed. Power, whether of body or mind, :hll$

always.· an unconquerable tendency to exert
itself; 'and he, who is not. endowed with the
energy of temperament necessary to bring his

". intellect into play amidst the conflict of worldly
interests, will turn its whole force to those pur

suit, in which his timidity will be no incuDl-'
brance. Thus both. Addison and Cowper,' al
though they were ill calculated to make .a

figure when the manifestation of their talents
depended on personal action, could accom'!

plish more than most of their species, when
they entered the free field of composition,·un.
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impeded by the re&traints of' external circum
stances. The character of Addison, indeed,
may be selected as a striking instance of ad
mirable fipeculative powers, combined with a
deficiency of practical talent, in circumstances
favourable to its cultivation. By the force of
his genius, without the aid of hereditary for
tune or family connections, he rose to an im
portant office in the state, and had every op
portunity of qualifying himself to discharge its
duties with credit :and effect. The course of
his education, and the career through which he
subsequently passed, seemed to combine what- .
ever was necessary to form and direct the powers
of a practical statesman: yet, notwithstanding
all his advantages, and all his accomplish
ments,. he was found incompetent.to fill the situ
ation to which his general abilities, rather than
any obvious fitness in the eyes of others, may be.
presumed to baveraised him. "In the year
1717 he rose/' says Dr. Johnson, "to his high
est elevation, being made secretary of state.

. For' this employment he might be justly sup-
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posed qualified by long practice of business,
and by his regular ascent through other
offices; but expectation is often disappointed;
it is universally confessed ihat he was unequal
to the duties of his place. In the house of
commons he could not speak, and therefore
was useless to the defence of the government.
In the office, says Pope, he could not-issue
an order without losing his time in quest of
fine expressions. What he gained in rank,
he lost in credit; and finding by experience
his own inability, was· forced to solicit his
dismission with a pension of fifteen hundred
pounds a year·."

It is perhaps quite as common to meet with
the reverse of the phenomenon which we have
been considering; to find considerable prac-

. I

tical talents combined with comparatively
feeble powers of speculation. . The language

Wld conduct of men of business, both in pri
vate life and in the administration of public

* LiTes of the Poetl!.
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affairs, frequently involve principles"decidedly
erroneous, and when brought to the test of
scientific investigation, even palpably ,absurd;
and yet it is almost as diffieult to cODYince
them of their error, and to place their minds
in a position for viewing the subject aright, as
to give an idea of colours to the blind. . Hence
it is years, and almost age$, before the .dilco~
veries of science and philosophy are adopted
in practice. The habit of looking at present
expedients, and forming hasty conclusions
from. superficial appearances; seems to inca
pacitate such men for raising their views to

remote consequences, and tracing the operation
of general principles. Their incapacity for
mere intellectual processes, except of the sim
plest sort, is in truth as remarkable as the
awkwardness of the philosopher in the active
pursuits of life.

This superiority of their practical talents to

their speculative powers may be explained on
much the same grounds as the contrary case:
it is occasioned by the exclusive application
of their talents to ,business" ~d the intel-
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leotua! habits thus created. We see III it
another exemplification of the general prin
ciple, that a man will excel in that to which
he lends the greatest attention. But there are
some dispositions more qualified by nature for
tile b~iness of the world than others. It has
been already remarked, that the mind is fre
quently turned to speculative pursuits by con
stitutional timidity; and it is frequently deter
mined to active pursuits by energy of tem
perament. Energy itself, without superiority
'of intellect, suffices to make a man of practical
talent. It puts all his faculties to their utmost
stretch~ and gives him a decided control over
aU who are less bold and resolute than him
self. Intellectual ability is, in fact, only an
inert instrument: it is passion which is the
moving power, and which brings it into opera
tion; and a small measure of understanding
may often do more when urged on by strong
passion, or a determined will, than an infi
nitely larger portion' with no vigour to set it

·in motion.
There is another. quality of mind, .not ex-
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actly the same as energy but often combiDed
with it, which has usually a large share in the
'composition of practical talent; and that is,
the presence of mind, o~ self-possession, which
enables a man at all times to employ his.
powers to advantage. Madame de Stael, in
her delineation of Bonaparte, remarks with
her usual sagacity, that it was rather because
other men did not act upon him, than because
he acted upon them that he became their
master. This power of not being acted upon
by others gives a man a wonde~ful command·
over such as have less coolness than himself;
and the susceptibility of being acted upon un
fif:$ him who is extremely subject to it for suc
cess in active.life.

To the qualities already mentionedjas en
tering into the composition of practical ability,
we may add what is perhaps rather a habit
than ,a natural property; a certain versatility
of feeling as well as of intellect. A man of
business, accustomed to pass rapidly from 'one
thing to another, can enter with a proper de-
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gree of interest into any affair in which he finds
himaelf engaged. He possesses a' facility of

transferring his attention and the exercise of
his powers to successive objects, not only with
out distraction; but with proper confidence in
himself; aud from this property of his mind,
together with the others already enumerated,
he, derives such a perfect command over his

faculties as to bring them to bear with effect on
every occasion. .,;

Some of the highest functions which ,a man
Ca1). be called to discharge obviously require
a considerable degree of both practical and
speculati"fe ability. This remarJt...applies to the
art of public speaking, which is materially in
debted in its greatest excellence to grace of ac
tion, agreeable enunciation, skilful pliancy of
tone, readiness of mind, acuteness and nicety
of tact, boldness and self-possession; while all
the beauty and logical force of an oration are
the result of speculative power. But a man of
only,moderate speculative talents will often

makeapc1pular'Ol'b.tor by an imposing manDer"
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a perfect command over his ideas and feel
ings, and a graceful use of his personal adv8Jloo
tages: and on the other hand, a man devoid
of all these, a man of no practical "ability, with
out making his way through our senses by the
channs of voice or gesture, and even without
the aid of perfect expression, will astonish and
delight us by the mere potency of his thoughts.
It is the soul of the speaker that seizes upon his
auditors without the intervention of external
artifice.

There is a subordinate kind of practical
ability, which consists in the easy and perfect
management of ourselves in social intercourse.
It may be termed ability of manner, and seems
to depend in a great measure on the same qua
lities as other kinds of practical ability. It is
occasionally found in a very high degree with
out much power of understanding. The man,
who has attained it, can conduct himself with
propriety," and without embarrassment, in any
company into which he happens to be thrown,
and go through all the ceremonies of life with
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, ,

facility and grace. He has not only an iD8~n-

taneous perception of what is proper to ,be said
and done, on every occasion, but he' has at
command his language, his gestures, and even
the expression of his countenance; so that he

can always act up to h~s own s.ense of propriety,
and exhibit to advantage whateve~ share he
possesses of intellect and acquirements. "

As one ingredient or accompaniment, or
embellishment of ability of ·~au.D.e~, we ,'may
mention that ready talent for conve~~tlonwith

which some are endowep, either by nature' or

education. Their ideas flow without effo~ an~.

clothe themselves in easy and appropriate lan~ .
. f; "

guage. Every thing around them, all toat they
see and hear, seems to awaken their memory
or imagination. They' are always fertile in
topics, and expression never deseI1$ them:

It is not uncommon for men' or' ~minent

talents to want this ability of manner, and to .

evince a considerable degree of awkwardness
and embarrass~ent in the interchange of civi

lities. Though they may have a delicate per.-
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~ption Qf what is proper, yet having neither
the facility, which is acquired by practice, nor
the self-possession of less susceptible minds,
they fail to exemplify their own ideas of pro
ptiety. The presence of a number of their

fellow creatures appears to oppress them with
a constraint, which fetters all their powers, par
ticularly their powers of conversatIon. In vain
do they task their minds for suitable topics of
discourse. Their ideas seem to have vanished
from their recollection, and. their language is
marked by hesitation and infelicity.

The character of Addison furnishes an illus- .

tration also of this part of our subject. It ap
pears, t~t all his commerce with society, and
:his intercourse with high life, had failed to

give him the easy and unembarrassed carriage
of a man of' the world. According· to Lord
Chesterfield, he was the most timorous and
awkward man that he ever saw. Dr. Johnson,

who thinks this representation hyperbolical, ne
vertheless admits, that he was deficient in rea
diness of conversation, and that every testimony

l'
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~oocars to prove his having been oppn.e.t
'by an imp~ and' UDgraceful timidity. That

his taciturnity arose from eonstraint, and.D:0t
from want of power, is decided by the testi

monyof those, who best knew him, to the at

tn.etive qualities of his conversation; .when
amongst his intimate friends. U Addison?s

conversation;" says Pope,," had something in

it more channing' than I have' found·in any
otbell man. But this was ;only i\vben familiar:
before strangers, or· perhaPs 11. single stranger,
he preserved· his dignity by'a .stiff silence."

Gray maybe cited as another·imtance of the

·want of ability of manner".if neliance is 'to I be
placed: on the :representation ,Of·:Boaee Wal
pole,',no:tbus speaks.of·him ~in one'lofhis

Ietters--:, "" Ir'agreecwith you' UHI8t a&ohitely ill
yOl1l' opinioititbout Gray ; he 18' the W0J8t· coin....
,.y in·the';wdrld~, From:,a; meiancholy:t1ItU,
from 1living reclusely;: andufrom· :a little 'too

muc~'digriity;'b:elllev-er'converseseaSily. ' All
1m,words'are: metlSmecl and,chosen..··His 'Writ:
ings. ar~ admirable.. . He.hirilJelHs'D0t I agree&/o
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bIe." In this . representation, some. ill~nature

andenggeration may be reasona.bly suspected,
. but the writer Would scarcely' have hazarded a

\portrait devoid of allresetnblance· to the ori...

ginal.

To these instances we may add the' account

givenns of the manners of' :Adam Smith, by

his biographer, Mr. Stewart: "In the' company

of strangers his tendency to absence, an~ per
haps still more his consciousness of that ten
dency, rendered his manner somewhat em

banassed; ali effect which was probably not a

little heightened by those speculative ideas of

propriety, which his recluse habits tended at .

once to penect' in his conception, and to di

minish his IJOwer of realizing."

Although constraint or embarrassment" iIi the

presence of others" must of itself impair a man's
powers of conversation, other I cauSes conspire

to produce a deficiency of conversational talent
in men;~fprofound; genius. It seems partiy to

arise from a' Want· of versatility Qf mind,. and
from the 'hature' of those relations by . which

,
'f 2
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,their ideas 1U"e connected. Men of profundity'
are not versatile, because" from pursuing 10
gical deductions and regular inventions, they
grow accustomed to proceed with order and
method. Their associations are of too stricto,
character to admit of rapid transitions from
~I1e subject to another; wher~ the ideas ofa
man of the world, being connected by a thou.~

, -
sand accidental ties, and superficial' relations,
are liable to be roused by any object or event'
which may present itself. What knowledge he
possesses he has always at command; it l8ay
'be of small ~ount, but his promptness at pro
ducing it frequently enables hini ~o triumph
over the philosopher, whose slow habits and
abstract associations form a sort of ponderous
machinery, requiring to be methodically worked
to raise his ,ideas from the depths of his mind.
But on .this particular subj~t it would be idle
to exp~ate, since the world, is already in pas
lJession of the eloquent and philosophic~l 'e~~

planation of Stewart. After illustrating "th~

~vantages which the philosopher derives, in
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the pursuits of science, from that sort of syste.;,
matic memory, which his habits of arrange
ment give him," he proceeds as follows:-
, " It may however be doubted, whether such
habi~ be equally' favourable' to a talent for
agreeable conversation; at least for that lively,

, v'aried, aIld unstudied conversation, which
f~rms the principal charm of a promiscuous so
ciety. The conversation, which pleases .ge
n,erally, ,must unite the recommendations of
quickness, of ease, and of variety: and in all
the'se three respects; that'of the philosopher is
apt to be deficient. It is deficient in quickness,:
1?ecause his ideas' are connected by rehitions
;hich occur only to an attentive and collected
mind.' It is defiCient in ease, because these
relations are not the casual and obvious ones'
by which' ideaS are associated in ordinary me.,.
m~ries ;, but ,the slow discoveries of patient
and oft~n painful exertion. As the ideas, too,
which he associates together, are commonly of
the same class, or at least are referred to the
s~e general principles, he' is in danger of be.,.
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coming tedious by, indulging himself in ~ong

and systematical discourses; while another,

possessed .of the moSt inferior accomplishments,

by laying biB mind completely open to; im
pressions ;from without, and by .accommoda.ting

continually the course of his own ideas,not

only to the ideas Yihich are started by his com

panions, but to every trifling and unexpected
accident.that may occur to give them a new.

direction,' is the life and soul of every society

into which he eI!ters·.
To this may be added, that the philosopher

~ feel little interest in many of those events
which oecasion fervent emotion in the minds of

ordinary people: and since to feel an interest
in any thing is to have' the ideas eXcited, and

the imagination awakened, his conversation

will frequently fail in vivacity, because his

feelings are not roused by a number of incon

siderable circumstances, about which others are

vividly affected.

* Elements of the Philosophy of the Homan Mind

TOl. i, page 422, &e.



ESSAY X.

ON TBB

MUTABILITY OF HUMAN, FEELINGSA,

MAN is a 'mutable· being. ·.Objec~ are in
contiQual .Huctuation 3round him" and ,bis

views. .feeling~, and facultiEl$" are· ,auh~ct tQ

th~ same law. Let ~y 0n840IApBf6· .. tlM
state {,>f. ,his mind at two disWlt periodS
of, hi~, life;' and he will perceive a revaw.

tion, not, only ,in. his e"temal, relatiom, but

in .~ ,moral and mental being: he -is, no

longer. the sq,me man; his purposes, .Illotives,

tUfe.ctions, . and views of life have been the
subjects of a change,· gradual perhaps in

its progress, but great in its consummation.

The object which he once regarded with all
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tb~ enthusiasm of feeling, which seemed. to
be the very SUD of his exis&enee, and ·the
bat.e. mention of, which tluilled through his
.heart.. has totally· vanished' from his thoughts.

The. prospect which formerly, looked .so· en
.chanting, is now cold and cheerless to his •.

He looks back. and cannot refraiQ. from won

dering, that, OIl circumstances of 80 . trifling a

nature his heart should have wasted such s

cess of passiOD. As a. plain mansion meets his
iBature eye in the bQilding, which to his infant
gue Wore t~e .appearnqce .of a .stately palaCe,
so he. diecerosnQthing but iDsiguiUcauee.in
those pursuits, whieh once 'filled and' iIlftamed
his imagination with their importance.. A 'li,,~-

; lier description of such a c~ange of feeling~
:D#t pW~ps. lle· .founel,. than:~llatwltidl; Lord

.,~~Il~~eld haa left us in ala~r:.WJittena short

~~fore his death : "I have rtm,"say. his

Lordship, "~b.e silly r.ousd of b~iDess and
•plea.s\lre, and have done with.· them all I

.~~Djoyed aU pleasures of the world; and

consequently .. know their futility,. and do. ·Dc>t
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regret their loss. I appraise them at'thelr

real value,which is, in truth, very low: where

as those, that have not experienced, always

overrate them. They only see their gay out.
aide, and are dazzled :with the glare; but I

me seen behind the scenes: J have seen all

the' coarse pullies and dirty TOpeS, whieh ex

,hibit and move the gaudy machine; I have

seen and smelt the· tallow' candles, which illu
minate the whole decoration, to the astonish
ment and admiration of an ignorant audience.
When I refleet ,back upon what I have seen,

:what I baveheard, and what I have dobe, I

ican hardly'perstiade myself that all that frivo-

tom 'hurry, and bustle, and pleasure of this

-world, had any Teality; but I look upon all
'that has passed.as one of the romantic dreams,
(which opium commonly occasions, and I d&Hy

,no means desire to repeat the nausebtls dose,

•for the sake of the fugitive dream."
But' besides these more important mental

;'revolutiQl1S, tbere are others of a subordinate

.(lhat1lcter, less remarked and less reme1Dbered.
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Waat & ''Variety of desires, and p8.$8ions,,~

tODesof feeling, the same individual ,passes.
through ,in the course of a week ! ,W}w.t alter"':
nations of:hope ,and- fear, humility and e.¥ulta..,
tion, gladness ;aDd melancholy!· What,. a
change in our views..of life, as we look upon it
through the transient medifJ., which successive
passions rapidly interpose between the mmd
and its objects! E'Ven the mdst, uJJ.iforJD. ~~
is di'Versified by a train of little pasS~OllS. and
desires, followed, by disappointinentor. gr.ati,;"
fication; and, with many, the very days ~f the
week and hours of the day ha'Ve each their «lif.
ferent sets of feelings and aS8Q;Ciatio.ns.

No stage or c9ndition of life is ,free frpm.
that copious source of IneJltal changes, the ~~

tainment of our desires. This principle .qf mu;
tation runs through life, through every : hour
and everyday, although it may attract our JJ.~

tice only on important occasions. The revo;.·
lution of feeling will of course be propo~oned

to the intensity of desire with which we have
.pursuedour object; and youth, as it .is, !Dote

..
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liable to be inflamed· and deltlded by hope,
will be peculiarly the season of such vicissi·
tudes. In regard to almost every object of
pursuit, we may say what the poet says of WO*

man,

" The lovely toy so fiercely sought

Hath lost its charm by being caught*."

Many of the changes of feeling already no
ticed are manifestly experienced without ap
pearing in our actions: they are bubbles on
\he etream, which rise and disappear without
~y kind of consequences. Others prompt our
actions without making any permanent differ
ence in our habitual conduct. It is indeed
astonishing what a number of various emotions
may Pass through a man's mind and sway his
actions without affecting the permanent tone of
his. character, on which they seem to leave as
little trace behind them as an arrow of its
flight through the air. There are others of
a third class, however, which produce a con-

* Lord Byron's Giaour.
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siderable effect' on the tenor of 'his' ch~ractei

and conduct.' Perb~ps the prinCipal of these
are the' revolutions of'mind in which 'its'affec

tions 'are transferred from one set of obJects;' or
dn~ pursuit, to another. " In the'lapse 6£ tim~'

~ey' must o~cur toev~ry pne; but although~jl'

lire subje~t to them~ it is by ':no .:ne~ns in an
equ'afdegree. While some p'rese~e'a'~teadi-:

ness of taste and purpose, not to 'oe'suddecly

altered by any of the vicissitud~ of l,ife: otherS
bebd to every impulse, and fluctu~te ~ith'~v~rY'

variation; a mutabilitY; which; it n~t uriall~:the:
~ontrol of strong seD~e, will 'i~evitably lead': t~l

inconsist~~cy, of·character.'·' 'Such men '~~eiril

to possess a constant susceptibility' ot'being iii:':'
fl~med with ardour towards' any bbjectwhich

;happens to strike the imaginatio~. For a' short
time the chase is kept up with a vigour an:<i
enthusiasm, which' amaze the ordinary cl~s"ot

,mortals, and lea~e competition at a distarice f
but their preternatural ~nergy soon relaxes~: and

. )

~ltimately dies away, till it is revived by' sonie

~ther caprice, and starts off in a new direction~
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'f,his fickleness of character is doubtless .m
many cases constitutional, but it is often pro
moted, .if not engendered, by an imperfect

education~ which, has suffered the youthful mind.
'to form its most important associations by
dlance. Hence the man not only becolIleJ
variable in his moods, but suffers from the
vacillation arising out of the simultaneous im

.portunities of desires which are incompatible~.

Thrown in childhood amidst multiform cha
·racters and circumstances, his mind has b~li.

made up of impressions without any regu:;,

lating principle to keep them in jUit subor~

dination, or modify their effectS. Happjnes8
must be held on a precarious tenure by a m~
who is thus subject to the opposite influence
-(,)f inconsistent' ~ttractions, and whQ is con;..
tinually liable to have his tranquillity ruffi~

.~d his purposes disturbed' by some novel

event orc~ntact with some new character.
With a mind full of associations which can. . .
be acted upon by impulses the' most contrarY
he, is the slave of circumstances, which s:eeW
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to sna.tch the guidance of his conduct out" of
his own hands, and impel him forward, till
other events overpower their influence, and
having .usurped the same ascendaney. exer

cise the' same despotism. Such fi~klene8s of
character can be avoided only by acting on

,fixed principles and determinate aims, not to

be abandoned ill the transient humours whieh
every day brings and every day sees expire.
Man, amicht the'fluctuations of his own feel
ingS and' ofpaBsing eveuts, ought to resemble
the-ship, which'Currents, may carry and winds

may impel from her COUTSe, but which amidst
.every, deviation still presses onward to her
,port withunrel1l.itted· pe~verance. In the
coolnesS of ~reflection,'he ought to survey his

aft'airswith a dispassionate and'com~hensive
eye, and' having' fixed 'on his plan, take the
'necessary steps' to accomplish it, regardless of
the temporary' mutations of his mind, the mo
rnotoriy~of the same track, :th-e apathy of ex
.hamrted attention, or the blandishments of new
'projec~.' ;.
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. . The folly of sacrifrcing settled ''Purposes to
transient humours cann0t be·kept too steadily
in view. .In a mall of susceptible mind these
moridB-· of feeling .'often chase each other in
rapid :sudeession;- and ,if he' is also a wise
man, it will powerfully restrain their iu'fluence
on his 1lCtiOOS. to'refleot, that next month, ot'

next week, or even to~m()rrow,. he will expe":
rience nothing of the melancholy, or vexation,
or ardour, or desire, which predominates to-day.
He should therefore make his considerate de
termination the fixed point round which his
passions, and feelings, and humours might
play, with as little power to move it as the
clouds possess on the stedfastness of Skid
daw.

The place of such a consistent perseverance,
as here described, is in many individuals sup
plied by a devoted attachment to some parti
cular pursuit; and although this strong deter
mination of the taste may cause absurdities in
the character, it is perhaps on the whole con
ducive to happiness. A man with such a bias

, ·
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is surely happier than he who is perpetual1y
aJUbject to fieklenea of taste and passion; or
he who speuds life in the TaCUity arising from
the want of a de6nite purpose. As iDstiDdB
supply the place of knowledge, 80 does BIICh
a decided partiality produce many of the good
drecta of a perseverance in designs formed on
mature and compreheDsiye reflection.



NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

NOTE A (page 16).

U' BIS argument is so ingeniously put in the following
passage, which I met with after the publication of the first
edition of the present work, that I am happy in the oppor
tunity to present it to my readers, especially as it also co
incides w.ith the practical application of the doctrine in the
selluel of this essay:

" One thing there is which, verily, I could never under
stand but to be altogether void of reason. That he who is
thought to have taught something false and impious should
be forced to recant, which if he do, he shall not be pu
nished. To what purpose, I pray you, serves this praCtice r
What goo!! is there gotten, if for the avoiding of punish.
ment, against his conscience, an heretic should recant his
opinion? There is only one thing that may be alleged for
it; vir.; that such as are possessed of the same error,
and unknown perhaps, will do the like in their own hearts,
yea, will counsel others to do the same. That opinion
must needs have a very light impression, which can 80 ea
sily be plucked out of men's mindes. Have we no reason

u
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to suspect that such a recantation is rather for fear of
punishment than from the heart? Will there not rather
much heart-burning by this means arlie, if the magistrates
shall seem not only to kill the body, but to pl~t the ruine
of the soul? Are we, indeed, so ill furnished with wea
pons to vanCJuish error, as to be forced to defend ourselves
with a-lye, to put our trust inreeanlationll made through
fear? But some may say, this is not what we desire, to force

_men to any kind of recantation, but that an heretic m.ay
acknowledge his error, not so much with his mouth as with
his heart. This were excellent, indeed, if these could

~ .10 tQ it. Btlt wbat ~k is tbere for .nreata 01'

w..di,lJh.,...... ill this east? _ These have some power,

jM4ad, wpre,,~ wi~ the will, '-ut thy \lumesa i, with the
1lIld."...t.aMiJtg I it ~,chang4d lleithlll' by tareate, nor ftat.
~~, ~ ~~~nts. Th~ e~t ~.e tltat what
formerly seemed true should now seeua falee, t1loogb. ~e
JIt'~y lDay very m~h dewe tQ chauge .is ju....nt, which,

if ~t fIIl_ "pew MIll W,Q~l'ful tWni tA,l thee, I shall ..
II)~~~yW'11I_llw W. Olm,,",~ ~e9 9K the tnt••reof.
You M1pposll tQt _ WMl ~'Y oh~e his j\l4gmeot when

ti. wW, without MY IlfW flJfollOli to pmlll_ hUn to thiak
QtMllwis... l dsr tht .6 eaQ do 10. Mqe you, Uler....,
an~_~ younelf, u4 IlQCl if ,..u CI&Q for the

lnst IIpMe ef time uaw ,.ouradf to thiak etherwise th••
)'Wl do ia., flUe.ti~ ltMwan ti, Ie as to JUte p>W'seW
btdin8 .. I .... ' tltat a ... eanot ....ge hi. ~8nt
It'MD lie pie.sell,' without q.8.ti~D yo.. shall fide that YOQ
cpnot M it. But tUe heM Y"ll midake not .. -.p.a..
... for. p8I'MIIlIion, for ootbiq huulol'tl ht .. thoa
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• aytst iotagiDe wbat thou wilt. I pray thee likewise to

cOBllder again, that in case thou fear any tiling; as fores:;.

ample, lest aBY business may not have a good issue, lest
8Gmethingre should come to pass mueh agailllt thy ainde,
Il() that thoo- caBst not sleep for the trouble thereof, thou
Deed but change thy opinion concerning soch a thing, 80

as to hope that all will be well, and thy trouble.shall be at
an end. o most easle and ready medicine to take away
the greatest part of that trouble of minde ",kich moo IUS

tain In this life I 0 short philosophy I if whatsoever evil

a man shall fear may betide him, he may believe (if he will)
that it will not come tb pass; whatsoever molests a man,
because he takes it to be an evil, (when as oft times tbere
is no em in such a thing,) he may persuade himself when
be pleases that it is not an evil. But experience shoW'll
that Done of these things can be."-Satan's Stratagems,
by Acontius or Aconzio, translated by John Goodwin,

1MB.
I am indebted for the above extract to the Monthly Re

pository, No. 188, page 458.

NOTE B (page 76.)

There are people in the world, and people M'Bn of in
telli~eaee, who are afraid of a8sociamg with others of .,..

po_ opiDioos to their own, or of· reading books in which
Buch opinions are mamtained; and they justify tI1eir fears

by alle~Dg, tlIat they wish to aTOid the contamination of
their mind.; tIla' no one can usociate with free-thinker.
withow.t h&Ying hi••itla shalnm, or with repuMlcaftlf widI-

u 2
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fJUt some inroads on his veneration for monarch,.. It is
true enough, as we have had occasion to observe in the text,
that our opinions are greatly inftueoced hy our associates;
but it is those opinions ooly whieh have heen insdllllcl
iri'to our miods without aBy examination on oar part, or
which have oever assumed a distinct and definite form;
which we heve never analysed, and which we cannot trace
from any rational premises. Whatever therefore may be·

said in justification of such fears on the part of the illiterate,
dO man who professes to think for himself, or to be an in
quirer after truth, can cousistently be afraid of aoy argu
ments, any opinioos. To him they are subjects of ex
amination, and he rejoices if he finds in them a new prin
ciple. They can come to form part of his own opinions
only by their clearness and cogency. Before any proposi
tion can be received into his mind as true, it must appear
to him logically deduced from undeniable premises. What
is there, therefore, in any opinion, which Clm cause hi~

• moment's alarm? If it comes before him without proper
evide~ce it makes no impression: if it is supported by
irresistible proof he has gained a new truth. What pos
sible em then can arise from subjecting his mind to the
operation of any arguments whatever?

. .- • t is clliFereilt in the cale of the imagination, or, in other
'Words, with ideaS connected by other than logical relations,'
with those mere conceptions which are continually rising
in the mind. .The evil of a false argument is not in its
heh~g perceived by the understanding, but in its being re
garded 8S tnle ; hence the perception of its falI.acr anni
hilates its inftueDce, and ,however often it ma,. ooour to the-
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.recollection, it is perfectly harmless: but in the cue of
horrid or disgusting images, it is the mere conception of
them whioh constitutes the evil, and the most thorough
insight into their character cannot remedy the mischief.

Hence, while he who has formed his conclusions .for
himself, and clearly sees their dependance on indubitable
evidence, is unaffected in his opinions amidst the thicbst.
warfare of sophistry, and comes unharmed out of the coil
test, a man of the most virtuous disposition and the purest
inteRtions is at the mercy, as it rCll'ards hill imagination;, of
the ideas oftenest presented to him, and ClUl hardly escape
contamination from a frequent exhibition of such as are
lllJseemly atld improper.

For these reasons, a man of thought, althougb be wouW
forfeit the character of a philosopher, and deserve the pity.
if not the oontemptofevery inquirer !Uter truth, hyevincillK
the slightest fear of any arguments, byaroiding any book,
lest it should produce a. change in his opinions. would be
perfectly justified in shunning such company or such
":"ritings as have a tendency to pervert the imagination.
In the one case he can receive no impression which he
can have any proper reason· for avoiding; in the other
he is exposed to disgusting or degrading images, wMcb,
when they have ODce hecome familiar, may intrude amidBt
the purest and most serious meditations.

NOTE C (page 88).

I have left· the foot-note to the text ill this page. ~X_
aetly as it appeared in the first edition; but it by. no
means solves· the whole of the question; why we ·are apt
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to take gniater oft'ence at an emleavour to subyert part of
our creed, than at an attempt; to enlarge it; by further ....

ditiioos. It; must be partly accoUnted for by the fact.
that our affections attach themselves to a tlootrine as
well ~ to any external object. If early ani deeply i~ed,

a multitude of interesting associations naturally gather
rou.d it I it becomes endeared to us by being COIUleetetl
with pleasurable circumstances, the rallying poUat of
pleasant tboughts. Weare alarmed aDd indignant, there
fore, at any design to shake its validity: the removal. of
it from our minds would be the destruelion of a whole
system of associations, and· perhaps active habits, of
which it is the nucleus or centre; the bare suggestion of

its being erroneous infuses all the inquietucle of doubt,
and obstructs the rourse of our habitual thoughts aBd
feelings, and our irat impulse is to relent the attack.
Hut it is obvious that a new article ilf faith, which su

ferll our old opinions to remain, and merely otfers some.
thing additional to our thoughts, produces none of the.
clfects. It overturns no superstructure of alSociation; itl

io.terpolletl no chasm in the regular track of our imasina
tion, no sudden hiatius in the circle of our feelings, DO

doubts to impede our intellectual movements. It oeeasiODS

therefore no alarm, and DO resentment, no lacentlOil of
mind (to borrow an expression of Dr. Johnson's), while

./ it inspires ·that self-complacency attendant on a percep
tion of the superiority of our own views.

In the Essay on the Iotluence of Reason on the Feel~

ings, we have shown how liable the mind is, in certain cir
c1lmstaDces, to tbe r8CUlTeDCe of these feeliags, eveD ia
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eppoaition, to flte oon,iooolli of the u"l"*aIMHll!~ If.

IMleIIlI to have been a Bimilar view of the SUbject, lrisinr
probably from hill own flonsoi01lsncBI anel esperielt&ltl (fet .ll

all know how tenaciously his early prejudices clung to Ilk
mind), which led Dr. Johnson to maintain, in the pal1sage

which supplied the expression jUilt quoted, that no reli
ance could be placed on a conversion from the Roman

Catholic 1;0 the ProteBtanll faillh.

"A man," he ohserves, .. who is Mllvertell from hOio
te8tanlli.. to Popery, may be sincere ': he parts wlMf
D(Rhing: he is only superatkling to what ha atready hMJ;

But a convert from Popery to Protestlintism ghte& up sO

I..ch of whafl he has held as saered as any thiilg that hI!

retains, there is so muth laceralion of mind in Iltlch It

llODYel'8ion, that it; can hardly he Bweere and ms"ttt'·
We'may trace to the same source, namely, to tit/!! p+ea~

swMlle i46&& liIid emlniuUs ....hieD ~Ilther toonil Ii doc
triM, thOllll ftefJ.uent declaWlltions wbieh Wi' fl~r il\'MtriIt

oold rllasoning Rnd hard·hearted logic I iriJd pRtlllltlt!

appeAl. to bnll part ef oUi' naWrIl lIt-illsti tbt! lltflet'. Atl

original thltlket, a refurtner iil ttlOTII} _nee, \\'iiI tbd!l

often appeal' a hard and inseosihle oharatltt!t. He guell
lMtyonti the feelings and 81l806iatiODs of the age; he leavell
them hebiad him; he ShOllks our old prejudiees: It: i1t
l'IlMrTod for _ sublNlqtrem ~eDeratioIl, to .hom hill riewir ,;

'baTe belln u.fotded from their infancy, and ill whose

mllds all the interesting associations have tiolleete,d
round them, wbleb formerlyencircleu the exploded ~I

nions, to regard his discoveries with utmHJ'J8'led plmlilUt'''.
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Hence an IUlthor, who aspires after popularity, mWlt not
project his powers in advlUlce of the age; but throw
thetll back aDlOIIgst the recollections and associations of
put rimes.

NOTE D (page 94).

Many good men. who have wished to be libenl to ncb
as cllifered from them in opinion, haye perpleJ:ed them
IOlves as to the extent to which their liberality should be
carried. Some, with the inCOllClusiveness of conscientiolls

feelinA'. combined with feeble powers of logical deduction,
have sagely inferred that it ought not to be carried too
far. while others, in the true spirit of persecution, have
denounced any indulgence to importlUlt cllft'erences u

IpRrious liberality.
The, prinoiples unfolded in the present work relieve us

fl'ODl all difficulty on this point. True liberality consilts
in not imputing to others any moral turpitude, because
their opinionI dUrer from our OWD. It does not coMilt In
o&tellsiMy yielding to the opinions of others, in refraining
from a. rig~l'ous examination of their soundness, or from
detecting lUul exposing the fallacies which they involve; bue
in regarding those who hold them DS free from consequent
culpability, and abstaining from casting upon them that
moral oclium. with which men have been ready in ali ap&

to overwhelm such as deviated in the least from the
miserable compoand of truth and error, which they
bngled to their own bosoms.
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NOTE E (page 109).

It is not often that we can meet with any direct arAU
meutH against the utility of truth-at least in a quarter
which entides them to attention. The following passage,
therefore, from the Edinburgh Review may be considered
of some value, as a specimen of wbat can be alleged
against the doctrine. It shows the feeblenes8 of aeknow
Ieclged talent when engaged on the side of sophistry.

The estract is from a Review of Belsham's Elements
of tJIe Philosophy of the Mind.

" Mr. Belsham has one short argument, that whatever
ia true cannot be hurtful. It is the motto of his title
pa~e, anel is afterwards repeat.ed with equal emphasis, at
every time of need. • If the doctrine be true,' he con
tends, , the ditrnsion of it can do no harm. It is an esta
blished and' undeniable principle, that truth must be
favorable to virtue.' To us, however, this principle,
instead of being undeniable, has always appeared the
most questionable of postulates. In the declamation of
Cato, or the poetry of Akenside, we admit it with little
scruple, beeuse we do not read Plato or Akenside for the
truthll they may chance to contain; but we alw&1s feel
more than scepticism, when we are assailed by it in a
treatise of pure philosophy: nor can we account for an
almost universal assent it has received, from any other
circumstance than the profession and habits of the first
teachers of morals in our schools, and of the greater
number of their successors. It was a muim,ofreligioo,
before it became a maxim of philosophy; though, even u
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a relipaus maxim, it formed a 'fel'J iDcealisteDt part of
the optimism in which it was combined. The Deity wills
happineu; he I09"e5 wdl: wth therefDre m.-t be pro
dacUve of good. SUH il the reasoninlf of ille uptimist.
But he forrete, that. in lUI 8J1t8mt ener tiOO mull ha",
heeD lleni}icial, becauIe emlr /uu h«n; and tlaat tlJIe .....
ployment of falseaood for the prodliCtioo of good ll8IUIm
1M! more Wlworflhy of tbe Drfine Being, •• the aalmew..
ledlfed employmeut of rapine and mllrder fer We ...
purpose. There is, tberefore, nO$hiJIg in the abatnct
consideration of truth and Deity, which julillie8 the MoP"'
tion ef tueb a muim; and as liWe is it Justi8ed lIy our

practical experience. IB tbe small eventlS of that fMailillt

ad lIoorly intercourse, which fermI almost th. wbole l)f

baman life, how much il happinestl incJ'eIlIed by the P"
ral adollUon of a system of ooncerted Inti limited deuelt I
for it is either in that actual falsehood, ",hi.,lI masa, *'8

falsehood, be produetive of I!ril, or in the IlllfJIPrtlllllien 8f
that troth, which, 81 truth, mUlt have been pr9CIuetlvb Cit
good, that tbe chief happin881 of civilized ;,liQ".ers en
Ilists; and he from whose doCltrlne it &ows, that We are to

be in DO cue hypooritel, would, in mere matJners, l'elIdce

us to a lIegree of bart.rillm beyond th. of the i'Udest
savage, whe, in the simple hospitalities of his hut, fit

the ceremonial of the public allsemblles of bis tribe, has
Mill lome courtesies, which be Mils with ....all tile es:aet

ne81 of poUte IIiIIsimulation. In the great8l' events of
life, how often might tIae advaotage of ll1'!'6M01lll belitlf be

falt I If, for eumpl8, it were 8 superstition of~

mind, that tile murderer, iIIlmedia&e1y on tlle perpettatidH
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of Iris guilt, mtlllt himltllf expire by sympathy, a Dell' mo

uye would be added to the liide of yirtue; auG the only

circ1unllWlce to be regretted would be, not that the faI....
'hood woWd pJ'8duce Gr., siace that; effect woWd be QIl.1y

serviceable, bllt that perhaps the good dect WOI1Id DOt 1Je
of long dwatiOll, as it would be deatro"ed for eyer by tbe
raalmees of the mst daring aperlmllllter. The risitatioa

of die murderer by the nightly ghost, which exists in tlae
II1lpenntiOD of SG many cOWltnes, and whioh forMS a
great part of tbat; complex and unaoalyaed 1I0rtor 1rith
whie. the crime continues to be considered after the
belief of tJae superstition itHlf hall eeased, ... probably

been of more &el'riee to mankind tbaD the trutha of all
tile sermons, that have been preacbed on the correspond.

ing prohibition in the Decalogue. It is unfortunate, tIId
with .this 'benefiolal alte unneeelll3l'1 horron baTe befiI
connected; for the place continues to be haunted, II well

all the PfI"'01I; aud tbe dread of our infancy is thus di
ncteIl, rather to tbe Itlpernatural appearauce than to tbe

crime. But if superstition eould exist, and be modiied,

at the will of an enlightened Ie~slator, 80 IS to be de
priyed of ita terrors to the innocent, and tumetl. wholly

apbnt the guilty, we kllOw ne» principle of aur nature 011
which it would be so much for the interest of JRankiJrd to

operate. It would be a species. ef problbitive reliAioD,

more impresuve, at tbe moment of beginning crime, tban

M1lgioD itself; because its penalties would be mote eon

ceivable and immediate. Innumerable eases may be im84

glned, in which other errors of belief 'WOUld be of moralatITan. j and we may therefore 8S9Ume, all eBlabl'8W
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6nd undeniable, that there is nothing in the nature of trutJa
which makes it nece8Mlril!J good; tbat in the greater
DUmber of instances, truth is beneficial; but that, &f the
whole Dumber of truths IIId falilClhoods, a certain number
ere productive of good, and others of evil. To which
number any particular truth or falsehood belongs,. must
be shown, in the usual way, by reasonings of direct ex
perience or analogy; and henco, in a qtUltion of fUility,
the demonstration of mere logical trutll cannot justly be
adduced as superseding the necessity of .other inquiries.
:Even though the contrary of that postulate, which
Mr. Belsbam has assumed, could not have heen show.
from other calles, it woold not thn-ifore. have been appli
cable, without proof, to the great questions which be dis.
eusses; for these questioBil comprehend all .the truths
that are of m06t importance in human life, which are th~1l

the very truths from which the justness of the assumed
'principle is most fully to be demonstrated or denied."

It may be remarked, in the first place, that this argument
begins by confounding two essentially di1ferent things, the>
veracity of men and the knowledge of truth. The adftn.,
tages of & system of conventional simulatiOIl and dis&imu.~

lation we may pass over with the remark, that if it is really:
beneficial to society, it is so exactly in proportion as ita
character is accurately appreciated by those .engaged iO;
it. Where it is perfectly well understood, as it generall,.
is, it does the least harm, and produces the most benoit.:
If any individual is deceived by it, if be miecoJlstrul'S the
.current professions of social intercourse in their litertl
sense, he usually suffers for his error, which proves, that..
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eyen in tbis elise I a knowledge of the trutb is a necessary
protection against evil.

Di mis ing, however, the con ideration of v racity, Ie us
proceed to tllll real que tion, hether truth i beneficial,

alld amine the argument adduced in upport of tb
negative.

The writer of the pnssllge "ppear from first to In't to
proceed on the principle, that the trull con equences of vii
action Rre not the rna t efficacious motives to deter men

from committing those action ,but that it i useful for them

to apprehend other and more alarming re ult , con equen

CeS of greater magnitude, capable of producin more vivid
impres ion on the imagination: that ince mankind do
not always act from a conviction of what is best, but from

the predominant appetite or passion of th moment, it j e 
pedient to call in the aid of orne counter pas ion, founded

on fal e views, who e iDft~lllnce shall operate in dte di
rection Wllicb the mo t enlightened judgment would point
out. The fir t thing, which trikes tbe mind in this view

of the matter, is theneedlessne of any e traneOUB motive.
in c lies wilich have au abundant Rupply within them elves.
If human actioDs are morally bad only in proportion a
tli y Bre pernicious to society, nd to the agent himself, a

perfect knowledge of their consequences eems to be all
that is requisite to deter him from them; and to excite
dread of ometbing more terrillle wOll(d be sup rBuow

and wanton prcssure on the feelings. We may admit,
lIevertheless, for our pre nt purpose. that any groundle

fear ,which erved to corroborate the effect of jn appr
hensions would b so far u eful' but whether they w r

, b Google
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ablOlat8J ltene6eial would obYiously depend on tbetl" nK

being necessarily accompanied by cinmDllltances of an op
pon abaracter and of greMer moment. That they would

be ineTibobly attended by eircumltaneeB of lids latter de..
IHltiption, oo.h in *be iUBuncetl IUpposed by the writer Ite.

fore UI and in every consistently imaginable instance, I
shall endeayour to sbow as Iluccinctly all the sab~ct per..
mits.

An appreheDllton of faIlle consequellces mUBt evidentl1
.. founded on an incorrect knowledge of facts, or on

wron~ i1Iferenees from facti; aecurately ascertaillfJd. In
either cue the exMence of the· error implies a state of
ignorance, and, if it ~rds actionl import:m1; to m8llkinilf

ipranoe of II deep and dangerous charaeter.
Let us take, for instance, tBe Drst case imagined by tbe

eritie l let 118 IlUppose tbe uniyersal prevaIeaoe 01 the

hellef, that a mu.rderer would expire by sympatby immedi..

ately on tJ1le oomminioB of tlle crime. The maIlS of monl
ami phylllcallpwuceand mtSCODCeption whieh must exiM
\fJ BUppol't. .lief of this Bature in any BOciety, CaDllot

fail to rite before the undernaJMIIBg of nery 0116 wile re..
8ec1l8 a JDOII\ent on tbe Rbjeet. It is not to be lIappo8ed

that mankind OOtllj lie innJlved in 10 gr8BI 1m error, while

tilley were in otber· respects at all enligbtened. On tBe

eoBtnry, its pl'evaIence would imply a total iporance of

the laWll of anbnai' life, of tbe phenomena of tbe bam_

mind, of the rules of evidence, and the principles of reo.son'"

iBg, alJHndness in tile bUIMD race to every thing within
anti wftllout tbem. These woul" be neeess&ry eorMIitionl

tGr the bare existence of lio absll1'd a doctrine; they wouM
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b ntilll to its upport, IUld lulti·
oul

mi ht be
ould robably

tak pI e, execution for 'tcberaft, human rift e" elf·
iJUmolati n ,I murder for here y aod di ent. The
mi chief would be without ign ble limit • Law I'e tric
tlvll of innoe n 01' benefioial etion, gloomy uper titian
ab urd ustom, natical ri , ar of gean e, I er
careely can ciou of i own bene ,s or 11 0 th

would b t e in vitableaeco pa' en , ooner or later, of
Buch an rroneous belief. Ev n uppo ing h delu ion to
exist amongst a. g ntle IUld llarml 9 rD.ll , who weI' fr e
from the gros st of the evils here enamel' ted uch a ate
of ocie~ could DeVllr be ecure from them. There is no
barrier against the irruption of the evils of ignoran e but
true kno ledg. Hence the peaceable, the alma t happy
condition in hi h un ivili7.ed nation may 0 ca ionally be
foqnd, is state of fragi! tranquillity, Hab! to b ern h d
fro wi h ut or hattered from within, by tho e ponta.

IlS ebullitions of caprice od enthu . ,agllint hich
the hum n mind no ecurity but in the full light r
cie ce d ha principles, amid t such j o-

r c J ould pI' e a d f n again t any ab urdity hicl
a an of connio d ud ci y might find hi advantag in

aiotai'? the ercy i po ors d f tic I'

of tb t III rae which I' 0 the pIe '00

both *, such a society would be in continu 1danger of an
iDte' fer el t, (if I m y borrow all i from

• "Pin nt, aimul duntqu ."-TA IT

Google
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aD exploded doctrine) might at any time burst out into
the equivocal generation of vice and misery.

This writer must have had strange views of the nature
of the human mind, and have made little use of the lesson8
to be gathered from the history of the race, to suppose,
what is necessarily implied in his argument, that a grOBs
error conld exist independent and in~ulated, deprived of
all its pernicious relation I and accompaniments, stripped
of its power in every way, except in that particular direc
tion which he has chosen to imagine.

He seems to have fallen into the common practice of
looking only at a single direct and immediate consequence
of the error, unconscious of the necessity of expanding his
view over the whole circle of its iniluence and connections.
A single appeal to our own consciousness, a single glance
at our fellow-men, /luffices to show that one dootrine
is necessarily connected with other doctrines;' that
when one truth is established, other dependant truthll
spring up around it; that for any given error to prevail,
a number of other errors must prevail at the same time.
This is the reason universally applicable why error, taking
in the whole of its concomitants and consequences, never
can be beneficial. It never can have a preponderance'of
good effects, because its existence implies related, collate
ral, co-ordinate errors, and is incompatible with that
completeness of knowledge and perfection of reason, which
are indispensable to the highest degree of human happi
ness.

The other hypothetical case adduced is exposed to the
Ame arguments. Assuming that a belief in apparitionI
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l'eIitlyoperates to prevent murders, we have on °the one

band 8 good attained, and on the other we have, a in the
former ca °e, nil the error and ignornnce which uch a be
lief implies, witb their incalculable train Qf pernicious con
sequences, which it is unnecessary to recapitulate. The
argument is already abundlUltly ·onclusivt. If 8 false
apprehension of consequences in these important cas
would be accompanied 1Iy the evils which we have end a
voured to show would be inseparable from it, the a sistance
wbich it might furnish in deterring from crime would be
a subordinate consideration. But it is by no meaus evi
dent that it would lend any a istRnce worth regarding.
The whole good accomplished is not to be placed to the
account of the error; it i only the superiority of its effi
cacy in deterring from the crime, over the alutary influence
of those other circumstances which would operate in the
smne direction, if such a belief did not exist. The Dator 1
horror at taking the life of a fellow creature, the infamy
of detection, the vengeance of societyJ and the other ne
cessary or probable consequences of the deed, would till
be left t.Q produce their effect: and it would be difficult to
how, thnt the addition of an absurd belief would materially

enhance the motives to abstain from this consummation of
wickedness. It may be even questioned whether the power
of the motives would not be impaired, when it is considered
that such a belief would be incompatible witb that clear
view of all the real consequences of the crime wlLich an
enlightened mind can alone fully pos e s, aud whicb, except
uodel' the despoti m of some passion that puts /ill conse
quence out of sight, would be sufficient to slIve any indi.

x
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Iidoal from • deetl " irrepe.rably Wtstructin of his on
Jaappin.... We mUR reeelle~ toti, that it is o~ of tAe
_efic:W eWeetll of a eIear anti correct view of the COMlI

....ees of ..mOIlS -110 lliIpoullH pulion of this power,
and thai the tempest which obscures the intelleetvlll

vision is mOBt likely to .nee, IBd produce ita .ut·
cItoly resuks, in • mind already clouded by error aud
iponoce.

To all these consideratiGns it may be added, thu a
moraliiy fOlUllle4 _ the exhibitioo of false couequenen

to the imagination is insecure IlIld tlDnable. The delu
.. itt coo*Mly.opBII to IUlproion ad e~olllU'e.Tbe

"'uted CO~IlefIU8DCeS are often obtclIll'ely felt, if DOt

....Iy seen, to be fictitious, and a degree of practical
~Ilm ia induced, which destroys their inftueDC6 OIl

tiIle oonduet without replacing it by mothlls of a hiA'lter,

beclUlM of a more rational chancter.
OIl the whele, the philosophy of the critic I'emino one

Arongl,. of the profolllMl poliey of tbose mothers, wbo
raise up dark lOci ditlmal imJgllll of dUitmen,· beggan,
ehi.ney-lWtleps, and oth:er nursery bugbcus, to enforee
tIuIii authority .yer UlllDanageable childl'8B; Dor is the

ODe _tied to lei' credit and clemelley iban the other.
T. tile priMiples of the philOBOpber and the conduet of
the pa.reat an equal "ibaw of admiration is 'due, and
the errorlwhieb the former eommends in theory ue just
as well adapted to raille Bltulkiqd to the dignity and hap.

pine&ll of rauonal beingas ali those whicb the latter re
duces inte practice.
~ this general Wew of the subject, which ill sufti;.
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~Ient to expose th~ futility of these ... aN similar "otto.
jecti0D8 to the doetrine which teaches the Deeell'llary per
~mess of error. it is scarcely perhaps wortil while
to descend toa minuter &el'Utiny of the logical bl.Dder

coD'lmitted by the critic in his eltbOl'llte eulogbm on the
bypetlletical utility of spectres. I haye regarded radrer
the general scope of his reasoning, tltm the fora·mt:o
whieh lie hu put it. Yet, it is too CurioUlI a1l ialtaDee of

t~ SliPll of sophistry to be entirely Pall8ed over. "If,"
-rs Ire, .. tmpetstkion 'COnti exist, and 1M! !b()dMled, at
the will of atieDlig"btenlSd k!gillator, so as to be deprived.
()f its terrlJrll to the brnoeent, and tumed wholly against
the guilty, we kn'Ow no principle of out' nature, 1m whiotl

it would be flO much fur the interest of mMlkiBd to ope"·
rat!'." He tIIen froooeds to draw the eoMluidon. that

"therefore error is JIDt necellBarily injurieus, .. that there
is nothing in the nature of truth whillh makell it n~ei..

sarily good." Thill 18 s~ly one of the straDgest pieees

'Of ret1!oning el'\!\' hazarded. Had the erlde lIJIelf'l'd, that
t:luperstition could be modifiett at tbe will of an en

lightened le!tismtor, and·l'endered llerficeabll! toJb~iid.
then, Ilowever the propositimt might be disputed, tllere
'Would have been Bome coherence of aJ1ument in pi"8Ceed

iug to Bay, that therefore it is not necessat'lly h8rtfdi, but
to say that if it could be so modified it would be lIigbly
benetlblal, and that therefMe it is Dot necessarily Inju

rious, is a perfect instance of blMJitequentilll reasotili'lg.
Frotn' merely ~nditioDal or bypothetieal premisllll, he has
iirawn a poslth:e and absolute conclusion. It is' as if

anyone should conrend, that' arsenic Is not neeesslirHl
x2
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pOisOllOOs; because, if it could be received into the'sto
lIIach without injury it would not be destructive of life.
In a word, the writer does not say, that if A were equal
to Band B equal to C, then A and C would be equal ;
but in utter' defiance of rules of logic and forms of rea
soning, if A were equal to Band B to C, therefore
A and C are equal.

He ha8~ it is true, interposed another sentence between
the premises and the conclusion, which we have here
brougllt' together, and it may perhaps be imagined, that
the inference deduced was meant to be drawn from this
intermediate proposition. To suppose this, however,
would be to presume that the author had taken the
trouble' of inventing instances, and had then dismissed
them without applying them to the purpose for which
he bad tasked his invention. If this indeed were true,
if the sentence in question, namely, "innumerable cases

. mat be imagined in which other errors of belief may be
of moral advantage," were to he considered as the pro
position on which the conclusion depends, the formal
logical absurdity would certainly be got quit of, but
only to' be replaced by a substantial error equally glaring.
The argumllDt would then amount to this, that if we can
imagine a 'thing to exi!lt without its essential properties,
it is a proof that they are not essential; a principle which
carries its own refutation along with it. We have al
ready seen what, in the case of error, these essential pro
perties are. It was the province of the critic to show,
either by reasoning from admitted principles or by the
-induction of facts, ·that properties of this kind are not
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necessarily connected with it, and not to content himself

with as erting that they ulight be separated in imagina~

tion. Error may certainly be imagined in ODe seose to

prevail without attendant evil, just a lead may be con
ceived to float in water; but what sbould we say to the

natural philosupher, wbo contended that the metal is not

necessarily the heavier sub tRnce, beeause we may ima
gine it to possess buoyancy when placed in the liquid?

Perhaps more than enough hos been soid in Tellly to
this vindiclition of error, but the principle involved 80

well deserves a complete elucidotion, that the prolixity
of the present note will be excused. FroU! the internal evi
dence afforded by the style and matter of tbe article in
the Edinburgh Review, from which the passage here com
mented on is extracted, one would su pect it to have pro

ceeded from the pen of the late Dr. Thomas Bro 0,.

If so, he lived to outgrow such philo ophy, for po. sage~

of an opposite tendency might easily be quoted from hi

ubsequent writings. Here, it i evident he Wll. only
trying his wings, and he seems to have been more ambi
tious to display tbe brilliancy of the plumage than to

prove the strength of the pinions; more intent on show

ing tbe grace and agility of llis evolutioDs than the bold
ness llDd preoision of his ftight.

NOTE F (page 132).

It is BIl interesting inquiry, what are tho e circum

stances which form the best external criterion of the
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tr~ of a doetriae, or, under which ,there ill the g.reateat
prob.mlity of its beipg tr.ue?

10 a!JIIWer to this quemon, I think it may be said, that
we have the best test of the truth .of any doctrine, the
8'"atest possible aIlSurance which external circlUJD8tancee
can give, when it is uDiversa1ly believed amidst the fullest
liberty of scrutiuizing its pretensions. If both these cir
cumstanc;es do not COIlonr, the doctrine may be pro
nounced doubtful The universal belief of a doctrine is
00 argumBllt for its trutb. if dissent and controversy are
prohibited. And on .the other han,d, if 'a doctrine is be
lieved by emly a part of those who have examined it, al
though .the fulllliit freedom of inqutryPa:evaiIS,it may be
considerecl all Jlot groUBded on satisfactory evidence; or
ali lew that the evidence in mour of it bati not been
bitberro e~ted ,in Jill itll foree. If this is true, it
»flCelllarily follows, that to protect a doctrine ....om exami
nat-iOP. is to eJ'oIude that combblation of cil'e\llJllltancei
l;'bich constitutes the best external evidence, anel gi,e.
lAi $be greatest pouible assurance of iU validity.

NOTE G (page 133)~

A very apposite confirmMSlm of tbill remll'~ may be
found in tbe following letter from Dr. Reid to Dr: Gre
gory: "It would be want of candour not to own, that I
think there is some merit in what you are pleased to call
.9 phiJpaop4Y.; but I tbiIj~ it lies phiely in baring called
~lt qq~stjQJ) tbp cowman tIleory of ideQ8., or ifIUIgU qfthi~
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in the mind, being the only objects of thought I a theory
founded on natural prejudices, and so universally received
I1S to be interwoven with the tructure of language. Yet
were I to give you a detail of what led me to call in ques
tion this theory, after I had long held it as self-evident
and unque tionable. yOIl ould think, a I do, that there

a much of chance in the matter. The discovery was the
birth of time, not of genius; and BBRKJrLBY and HOMB

did more.to bring it to light than the man that hit upon
it. ] think there is bardly any thing that c n be called
mine in the philosophy of the mind, which docs not follow
with ease from the detection of this prejudice.

" I must, therefore, heg of you most earnestly to make
no contrast in my favour to the disparagement of my pre
decessofs in tbe ame pursuit. I call truly ay of tb m,
and shall alway avow, what you afe pleaHed to say of me,
that but for tile assistance I bave received from their
wfitings I neyer could ha e wrote or thought what I
have done."-Life qf Dr. Reid by n"gald Stewart.
page 122.

NOTE H (page 137).

It may perhaps be argued, that although a man
might be pteswnptuous in maintaining that he himseH
was' infallible in hi opinions, or in setting up his own
belief a a criterion of truth, yet he may without ucb
presumption, nay even with great modesty and diffidence
in his own facultie!l, repose implicit confidence in the
infallibility of another, and act upon it accordingly. But

, b,GOOgle
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O;Q strict.ex....iRation it will be found, that he who acts
on the ;.n~allibility of ano'her, proceeds also on the &8

sumption of his own infallibili'y; for the conclusion that
the othtll' party is infallible is nl.lcessarily the judgment of
bis own understandiRg, an~ it is therefore, at the bottom.
OIl the judg1pent of his own understanding that he acts.

.W:hdher we assert a doctrine to be true from our own
Vil.lWs. of it, or whether we assert thegpinions of other~

@noern;.ng it to be correct, we are equally lay!~ dOlVn
a judgment of our own; .a judgment, in the ODe ea$e di
rectly on a doctrine, in the other case on the. correctness
of other people's views. but· in boOt cases equally a C6n
clusion !>f_our own minds: and if we. at any tim.e act on the
assu~ption, that such a conclusion cannot potlsibly be
wrong, we take for granted our own infallibility.

A .similar position, namely, that whoever maintains the
infallibility of another person, does in reall$y maintain the
'lJ)Ie.of himse):f, is thus illustrated in .a letter from the
~.I)tric author of Sandford ~d Merton.

" I cannot help," says he, " digressing here to pro
pose a cu.rious argument, derived from this principle,
against the church of Rome; which I do not remember to

have seen. He that asserts the infallibility of another.
must also assert his own; otbt:J,'wis.e he may be cleceived
in the judgment hemllkes of that infllllibiUty, as well as
~~any other judgment.. Bqtif be allow tbat all his own
j!ldgm6llt~ are. fallible,. and. may be erronews.. tl1en .his
particular opin~on ofthe infallib~lity may be.erroneous too,
unless he can.show a. particular reason for the exception.
In tbis, manner it may be shown, .tbatthe relll ~0Il6dence
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I,
I

every man has In· his own judgment is much the same,
since it must always precede his having a confldenee in

auy one else *."
Thu no one can e cape from the necessity of ultimately

relying and acting on bis own judgment. Even ill tllc
case of that apparently utter pro tratiOIl of mimi, in which
a man regll.rd~ a fellow-creature, or a number of f, \Iow

creature, a above tlle rea h of error, it . till the ame.

ueh II tate of mind impl" 1\ eater degr c of ra hiles
and presumption than i generally ima ioed; for what an

extensive comprehen ion of human nature, and the alfairs
of the world, and the relations of mnn to nil around biOI,
would be nece sary before even the ground of ueh an
opinion could be brougbt together?

OTE I (page 156).

It must b ob erved, that we are here treatin the
matt r as a question of policy, not of morality that is, ~e

are inquiring wh th r it is e pedient to allow an un
limited fre dam of publication, not uuder what eircum-

ances Oleo are justified in availing tbem Ive of that
liberty. On the latter poiot, bowever, we may be here

permitted to off r two remark •

1. It is a can equellce of the principle in tJle te t,

tha~ be 1\"ho publi hes hi opinion how ver rroneOU8
they may ultimately prove to b ,i conferring, as far it

.. Letter from Mr. Day, in Memoirs of R. L. Edgeworth, vol U,
Jlage 89.
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is in his pewer, a beneit on soeiety, protided he COIIUII\l

Dic. them in a proper manner. T1Mre is as mucll
merit in the publication of an opinion which is falae, ..
In ~ of an opinion wlUeb is true, other circumstances
beiugthe same, and the pl11tlisher in each wstaDce having
the same conriction that he is·promulgating truth.

2. It is also a reinark of some importance, that in t;h"
espftl6sion and publieation of opinions, the opini0D8 them
s81ves are not the only things manifested. Various mo~
as wSl as intellectual qualities are displayed. Tnltb
itself may be urged ill rude and indecoroll8 language,
with base and malevolent feelings. Such m&llifest&tio~

of bad pa8sioll8 are of coune worthy of moral reprehen
sion, in whatever cause they are employed. Whet;her the,
appear in connection with tnle or false doctrines, is a cir
cumstance perfectly immaterial, and which can neither
extenuate nor aggravate their culpability. The morality
of the press is a subject worthy of some able pen. The
public Bentiment wants rousing awl directing against a
ftl'iety of &cts, which although viewed with apathy wken
eommitted through the medium of the. presa, woul" not
he .. IIlOJDent tolerated in private soeiety.

NOTE K (page 166).

The principles developed and established in the two
preeedlng essays form the proper basis of that liberty,
which 'has passed under the several names of toleration,
religious liberty, and liberty of conscience;" the liberty of
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worshipping God in the way which approftll itself t9 the
judgment of each individual, without iocurriDg any pain,
1088, or disability.

The gl'OUDds for interfering with this liherty 111&1 1M
supposed of seyeral kinds: first, to protect the honOur fIf
God; Il8ClOndly, to punish erroneous opiaiOll8; u.iMIy, to
prevent tbose opinions from spreadin"g.

Theftrst object is e,idently not proper to.. buman in
terfei'tlDee. The very supposition of our ability to ae8om
pUsh" it, involves a similar error to that of the anthropo
morphites, a redUctiOB of the Deity to the nature and
constitution of man. But if it were a proper object,who
sball judge betweeB two individuals, er two seettl, whieb
has adopted tbe form of wol"llhip, auel the doctrines most
agreeable te the dignity of the Eternal BeiD8"? Or agaiu;
if one body of men could infalHbly know that they were
in tbe right, how could they postlibly do honour flit God, or
protect him from dishonour, by forcinR" upon tIleir feDow

creatures a form aftd manDer of wONbtp which they could
not conseientiously adopt, or eten by supp"essiog creetltt
and observanceI of an erroneous natuM? To attempt th.
fOrDler would be proceeding on one of the most mon8trolls
suppositions, which eYer entered into the human imagina
tion, that tbe Supreme" Being could be pleased witb
hypocrisy and insincerity; nor would it be much more
rational to endeavour to effect the latter. If it. man enter
tains any doctrine derogatory to the character of the
Deity, the ~ly way to remove it from his creed is to

addres8 ourselve8 to his understanding. To forbid the

expression of .that doctrine, 88 it cannot extirpatll it from
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tbe mind, is doing God no honour, for in 'What possible
way can the expression of a thought derogatory to hHi
character disbonour him more than the thought itself?
In eftry view, then, tbe object of protecting the honour
of the Deity should have no place in human regulations.
It is far beyond their reach, and ought to be sacred from
their presumption.

With regard to the second object, the punishlllent of
erroneous opinions, its absurdity has been sufficiently
exposed. It would be the punishment of innocence for
no possible good. The only object of restrictioDiI on the
liberty of worship, that can be maintained with a show of
reason, is the third. This liberty can come under the
cognizance of the legislator only as a mode of propagating
opinions. The manner in whicb a man worships God,
provided it invol\"es no breach of moral duty, cannot affect
tbe eommunity in any other way; and all the arguments
which have been adduced, in favor of perfect freedom of
public discussion, are of equal force in favour of perfect
freedom of worship. But there are some peculiar evils
attending restrictions on the latter. A person may en
tertain an opinion, and yet not feel under any conscien
tious obligation to express it; but he who thinks a certain
form of worship right, feels an obligation to. adopt it.
Restraint, therefore, even were it submitted to, would
produce mUCh. secret misery. But in general it woUId
not be submitted to. In the mind of such a one, there
would be 1I"hat he considered as his duty to God opposed
to his duty to men, and he must of course prefe~the

former, or be degraded in his moralfeelings. Either way



the community must suffer: it must be either disturbed
by tlle resista1lce of some of its members to the authority
of the state, nnd the consequent e "citation of a thousand
malignant passion, or injured by de troying their moral
integrity, by hardening the con cience and deba ing tIle
cllaracter.

And what, after all, would be attailled by the e imbecile
restriction ? The only thing which they could accompli h,
if they were attended by perfect succe , would be uni
formity of worshil' and profe ion. But thi might be
either 11 good or an evil. A uniformity in religious ob er
vaneea, forms, and doctrines, which were in all respects
true and proper, and in the adoption and profe sion of
whieh every individual was llincere, would be a good; but
0. ilniformity in those hich were not in all respects true
and prop r, and in the adoption and profes ion of which
many of the community would be acting a feigned part, i
the only uniformity which restraints could secure, and that
would be all evil. It would be far better to have a variety
than a samelless of error, becau e there would be 11 better
prospect of attaining truth by the collision of opinions;
and that it would be infinitely preferable to have a variety
of profe~ ions according to actual belief, than a uniformity
of professions not incere, it would be an in ult to any
mind of common moral feeling t.o attemllt to prove.

'rhe true ground • the grand principle of toleration, or
(to avoid a tel'm which men ought never to have been under
the neces ity of employing) of religious lib rty and lilleny
of conscience, are thlls the principles which it was the object
of the two preceding e says to e tabti b-tbat opinion

~
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are mVONntuy, .. iBvelve DO merit or demerit, ulll thM
the fr'8& publication of opinions is beBeicial to society, be
cause it is the meane of arriviRg • truth. They are both
fouJMiell on tbe uaalterable DaAne of the human mind, and

are sure, IIG8DU or later, to be qnifersally recognirAltl and
applied.

Umler th. seneral prel'aleaee of tlteee truthll, toeIety
wou14 6000 preseut Cl lIitfcmmt aspect. Every speeieeof
intq,lerQIIC& would vani.h; beeaUllt, how much soever it

mig" be the intel'tlst of men to suppress opillions contlvy

to their own t tbere would be no longer any pretellt for

eempwlIioD or opprellllioll. Dift'ereace of !'eBDment weuld

DO KNl«eUDlJender the same degree of pus.ion and iH-will.
The irritation~ Tir.weuce, lIIldinvutliv& of COliVoVerllY would

he in a great Dleasure sohered doWll iBto 0001 argume.....

tiGh. ne HaHrcearl8 of priv~ life would cease to be
. embittered by the odium of heterodOOly, lUId all the beDeW"

leot affections would have more room for expansion. Men
would dislJcmlr, that altltougll tbm neighbours di«ered in

opibion from themselves, they migltt possess equal moral

werth, and equalolaims to dectiou and esteem.
A difference in civil privileges, that eternal S01lrce 01

dillllODflllnt and Msol'der, .that canku in the bappi1leS8 of
society, which can be eured only by being exterminated,

would be IWept. away, and in .. few years a wonder woulcl

arise tbat rat;ional beings co&ld have been inveigled into

its support. '

Another important consequeRoe would be, a more gelleral

union of mtmkind in tbe punuit of truth. Since erre.lt

would 110 longer be regarded as i.folving moral turpiQldet
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tJ'Ieryeffort to obtain the grand oIJject in mw, howe'f8l"
UBsuccessfnl, w~ld be reeeired with indulgence, if not

applause. There woul~ be more exenton, buause there
would be more encouragement. If moral science has
already gradually advanced, shackled as it has been by in
veterate prejudices, what would be the rapidity of its
march lIIJcler a system, which, fa.r from oppolling obstacles,
pretleDted facilitietl to its progl'fl6l ?

NOTE L (page 189).

The following is a singularly apposite illustration of the
remarks in the text.

" The Emperors of China, her statesmen, her merchants,
her people, and her Philosopher. also, are all idolaters.
For, though many of the learned affect to despise the po
pular superstitions, and to d~ride all worship, except that
paid to the great and visible objects of nature, heaven and
the earth; yet their own system'is incapable of raising
them above that which they affect to contemn; and at
the hour of death, finding that some god is necessary, and
not knowing the true God, they send for the priests of
false gods, to pray for their restoration to health, and for the
rest of their spirits after dissolution, and a happy return
to the world again. It is remarkable, that the Yu-Keaou,
or sect of the learned, though in health they laugh at the
fooleries of the more idolatrous sects; yet generally in
sickness,' in tbe prospect of death, and at funerals, employ
the HO-CHA.NG and TA.OU-SZB, tt> offer masses; recite
the king (standard hooks, of a religious and moral kind,
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thus denominated); write charms; ring bells; chaunt
prayers; and entreat the gods. Admitting the influence
which universal custom has over them in these things, we
may perhaps. also conclude, that they feel their own system
uncomfortable to die with. In that awful hour, when
, heart and flesh fail,' human beings generally feel the ne
cessity of resorting to some system, either true or false,
which professes to afford any hope of escaping or n{itiga
ting those evils, which a consciousness of sin compels them
to fear, and of attaining that happiness, the desire of
which is identified with our nature."-A Retrospect of the
First Ten Years of the Protestant Mission to China, by
William Milne, p. 29 -31.




